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Demonstrating quantum advantage requires experimental implementation of a computational task
that is hard to achieve using state-of-the-art classical systems. One approach is to perform sampling
from a probability distribution associated with a certain class of highly entangled many-body wavefunctions. It has been suggested that such a quantum advantage can be certified with the Linear
Cross-Entropy Benchmark (XEB). We critically examine this notion. First, we consider a “benign”
setting, where an honest implementation of a noisy quantum circuit is assumed, and characterize
the conditions under which the XEB approximates the fidelity of quantum dynamics. Second, we assume an “adversarial” setting, where all possible classical algorithms are considered for comparisons,
and show that achieving relatively high XEB values does not imply faithful simulation of quantum
dynamics. Specifically, we present an efficient classical algorithm that achieves high XEB values,
namely 2-12% of those obtained in the state-of-the-art experiments, within just a few seconds using
a single GPU machine. This is made possible by identifying and exploiting several vulnerabilities
of the XEB which allows us to achieve high XEB values without simulating a full quantum circuit.
Remarkably, our algorithm features better scaling with the system size than a noisy quantum device
for commonly studied random circuit ensembles in various architecture. We quantitatively explain
the success of our algorithm and the limitations of the XEB by using a theoretical framework, in
which the dynamics of the average XEB and fidelity are mapped to classical statistical mechanics
models. Using this framework, we illustrate the relation between the XEB and the fidelity for quantum circuits in various architectures, with different choices of gate sets, and in the presence of noise.
Taken together, our results demonstrate that XEB’s utility as a proxy for fidelity hinges on several
conditions, which should be independently checked in the benign setting, but cannot be assumed in
the general adversarial setting. Therefore, the XEB on its own has a limited utility as a benchmark
for quantum advantage. We discuss potential ways to overcome these limitations.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Quantum advantage refers to the experimental demonstration of the computational power of a quantum device
far beyond that of any existing classical devices. Such
demonstration is important because it not only constitutes a milestone of quantum technology, but also challenges the so called extended Church-Turing thesis [1, 2],
which has been central to computational complexity theory. A straightforward way to demonstrate quantum
advantage would be to explicitly run a quantum algorithm, such as the Shor’s integer factoring [3], for problems whose size is too large (e.g. 2048-bit integers) to
be solved by any known algorithm running on classical
computers. However, this would require a quantum device with a large number of near-perfect qubits, which
is well beyond the capabilities of the existing technology. State-of-the-art quantum devices consist of several
dozens of imperfect qubits [4–9]. Even the exploration
of a potential scaling advantage requires larger systems,
consisting of at least several hundred coherent qubits.
Instead of implementing such quantum algorithms,
most of the current efforts towards demonstrating quantum advantage have focused on sampling problems [10–
12], which are well suited for near-term quantum devices [5–7, 13, 14]. In these problems, one is asked to produce a sequence of random bitstrings drawn from a certain probability distribution. A natural choice of a distribution that would be challenging for a classical computer

to reproduce is one based on a highly entangled manybody wavefunction. Indeed, it has been shown [2, 15–22]
that, for a wide class of quantum states, exact sampling
by classical computers is intractable under plausible assumptions [2, 15, 16, 22–27].
To demonstrate quantum advantage using an actual
sampling experiment, one needs to introduce a benchmark that measures how close the sampled distribution
q(x) of a quantum device is to the (ideal) target distribution p(x). The idea is that on one hand, one shows
that the samples from the quantum device achieve high
values (indicating good correlation with the ideal distribution), while on the other hand, one presents evidence that there does not exist an efficient classical algorithm that can produce samples achieving comparable
values. If the difference between the classical and quantum resources needed to achieve a certain value of the
benchmark scales exponentially with the system size, this
demonstrates that quantum devices have an exponential
computational advantage even in the regime where the
gates are too noisy to allow for quantum error correction. A prominent example of such a benchmark is the
linear cross-entropy benchmark (XEB) [5] defined as
χp (q) = 2N

X

x∈{0,1}N

p(x)q(x) − 1.

(1)

Intuitively, χp (q) > 0 if q places more mass on the elements x whose probability is higher than the median in
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tum circuit without any noise or errors [28]. Therefore,
one may expect that achieving a high XEB value implies
the demonstration of quantum advantage. However, we
emphasize that the nature of quantum advantage experiments must be inherently adversarial : it is not sufficient
to show that an experiment achieves a good value on
a benchmark — one needs to argue that every possible
classical algorithm cannot achieve the same value. Otherwise, certain adversarial classical algorithms may take
“shortcuts” and achieve good values on the benchmark,
despite not really simulating the target quantum circuit.
To be more specific, the XEB has been used in Ref. [5–
7] to simultaneously serve two distinct purposes:
1. Proxy for fidelity: The XEB is considered as a
good approximation to the many-body fidelity F =
hψ| ρ |ψi for chaotic quantum systems [5, 18, 29–31],
where |ψi is the ideal target state and ρ is the state
prepared by a noisy device.
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FIG. 1. Effects of a single or double error at various locations
on the XEB and fidelity. (a) In the presence of a single error,
the XEB and fidelity is reduced to an exponentially small but
nonzero value that depends on the location of the error. The
scaling of the XEB or fidelity can be understood in terms of
the size |s| of the error operator propagated to boundaries
in the Heisenberg picture (inset). (b) In the presence of two
errors, the XEB and fidelity significantly depend on their relative location: the effect of one error can be masked (marked
3) or even cancelled (marked 4) by that of another error.

p. A non-vanishing value of χp (q) is taken to mean that
the sampled distribution is correlated with the ideal one.
The XEB measure has been used in recent experiments [5, 6], where sampling from random unitary circuits was performed. Specifically, Google [5] achieved an
XEB value of χp ≈ 0.002 on a two-dimensional, 53-qubit
quantum device (Sycamore) implementing circuits up to
depth 20 under reasonable assumptions. Recently, the
USTC group [6, 7] extended the number of qubits and
reached the XEB value of 6.62 × 10−4 and 3.66 × 10−4 ,
for system sizes up to 56 qubits and 60 qubits, respectively. In both cases, it has been conjectured that such
values are challenging to achieve using state-of-the-art
classical computing devices on a realistic time scale.
The motivation for using the XEB as a benchmark is
two-fold. First, the XEB is relatively easy to estimate
in an experiment with small number of samples. Second,
the XEB is believed to be correlated with the fidelity of
the quantum state produced by a physical noisy quantum
device, against an ideal state expected from the quan-

2. Certification of quantum advantage: It has
been suggested that obtaining bitstring samples
with a significant XEB value on a classical device
is computationally difficult [24, 32], which would
allow XEB to certify quantum advantage.
In this work, we critically assess these roles of XEB and
present two major results. First, we characterize the relation between XEB and fidelity in the “benign” setting of
comparing a noisy quantum device to an idealized noiseless circuit, showing how this correlation depends on the
architecture and the choice of gate sets. Based on these
considerations, we identify the conditions under which
the XEB can be used as a proxy for the fidelity. Second,
we show that the XEB is not a good measure of quantum
advantage in the “adversarial” setting, by presenting a
classical “spoofing” algorithm that achieves comparable
XEB values to those demonstrated in the experiments,
using only desktop-scale computational resources within
a few seconds. This is possible because our classical algorithm explicitly violates the aforementioned conditions,
where the XEB approximates the fidelity.
Prior work challenging quantum advantage [33–38] obtained comparable or higher XEB values using heavy
computational resources. While these classical methods are tailored to challenge Google’s current setup (53
qubits, depth 20), up to now it was unclear if and how
they could be extended to larger systems. In fact, it has
been argued that by simply increasing the system size
to about 60∼70 qubits, one could defeat such classical
spoofing algorithms [39]. Indeed, in more recent experiments [7] (60 qubits, depth 24), it has been suggested
that the new device bypasses the challenge of these algorithms. In what follows we show that the XEB has fundamental limitations as a proof of quantum advantage
beyond a simple competition arising from the scaling of
system sizes.
In particular, we show that XEB values produced by
our algorithm feature more favorable scaling with the
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FIG. 2. Classical algorithms spoofing XEB for quantum circuits in various architectures. (a) Schematic diagrams illustrating
the key idea of our algorithm. In noisy quantum circuits, errors (red crosses) randomly occur at a rate  > 0, spread over
the entire circuit. In our algorithm, we introduce effective, highly localized errors by omitting or modifying a few entangling
quantum gates (red dotted boxes) such that the circuit splits into smaller segments and becomes easier to simulate classically.
(b-d) Performance of our algorithm. We obtain high XEB values (blue circles and stars) compared to noisy circuits (yellow
crosses and diamonds) for 1D, 2D, and the extended Sycamore circuit architectures [see Fig. 5]. (b) 1D circuits of depth d = 16
in the brick-work layout, with the Haar random two-qubit gate ensemble. (c) 2D circuits of depth d = 16 in a L × (L + 1) square
lattice, with the Haar random two-qubit gate ensemble. Our algorithm outperforms noisy quantum circuits (here with error
rates  = 0.02, 0.04) for sufficiently large system sizes. Insets in (b-c) show the circuit architecture and the position of omitted
gates (red lines). (d) Comparison of the mean XEB value obtained by our improved algorithm (light blue circles) to Google’s
Sycamore in which case we extrapolated experimental results using the ansatz XEB ∼ exp(−c1 N − c2 N d). We extended the
Sycamore architecture horizontally up to 60 qubits; see Fig. 5 for more details. For this simulation, we assumed a quantum
circuit ensemble with random single-qubit gates similar to (but slightly modified) those used in Ref. [5–7] [see Sec. III C].

system size than a realistic, noisy quantum device. As a
result, our algorithm is expected to outperform such experiments on average if their architecture is extended to
involve more qubits, without a corresponding improvement in average gate fidelities.
Before proceeding, we emphasize that efficiently measurable benchmarks such as XEB are essential for certifying quantum advantage. While fidelity could have been
used directly to characterize the performance of quantum circuits, it is an inherently quantum quantity. As
such, it can not be used to characterize a computational
task, i.e. the fidelity cannot be defined for classical algorithms. At the same time, the use of classical probability
distance measures (e.g., Bhattacharyya or Hellinger distances, KL divergence, or total variation distance) is challenging since it is difficult to obtain empirical estimates
for these quantities from experiments. This is because
the domain of these distributions is exponentially large;
all of these distances require not just an exponential computation time but also an exponential number of samples
to estimate (c.f., [40, Chap. 5]), which is impractical.
A.

Vulnerabilities of the XEB

In this work, we exploit three distinct properties of
the XEB that make it vulnerable against adversarial attacks. First, the XEB and fidelity may diverge from
one another in the presence of errors highly correlated
in their space-time locations. Second, the XEB and fidelity exhibit distinct scaling behavior with increasing
system size: when multiple systems are brought together

to form a larger one, the XEB generally increases with
the number of subsystems, while the fidelity decays exponentially. Finally, the XEB is designed to quantify the
amount of correlation between an ideal probability distribution p(z) and an experimentally obtained one q(z), but
this correlation can be dramatically amplified if one has
direct access to the full description of q(z) (in contrast
to only having samples drawn from it). Combining these
three properties, one can devise an efficient, adversarial
algorithm that achieves high XEB values for state-of-theart quantum circuit sizes, using computational resources
as minimal as a single desktop-scale GPU device. In
this work, we demonstrate this approach by introducing
a simple classical algorithm. Before presenting our main
results, we elaborate on the first two properties of XEB
using a heuristic and intuitive analysis; the third — the
amplification of correlations — is explained in Sec. III B
and a similar idea has been already exploited in the prior
work [34, 35, 37, 41].
Discrepancy of XEB and fidelity. The fact that the
XEB approximates fidelity can be intuitively understood
using the following simplified analysis [5]. For a noisy
circuit in the presence of independent, homogeneouslydistributed random errors at rate , the system executes the entire circuit without any error with probability
Pno err = (1 − )#gates . If we assume that the presence of
a single or more errors leads to vanishing contributions to
the XEB or fidelity, both XEB and fidelity equal Pno err .
While this argument can be made rigorous in appropriate limiting cases, the exact relation between the XEB,
fidelity and Pno err involves non-zero correction terms for
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finite-size systems with finite error rates. For example,
let us consider the effect of a single bit-flip error X̂, occurring at depth t in a 1D random circuit evolution, on
the value of XEB and fidelity. This effect can be understood in the Heisenberg picture by inspecting the error
operator X̂(t), propagated backwards in time, at t = 0,
N
acting on a simple initial state such as |0i [see Fig. 1(a)].
In the case of chaotic dynamics, X̂(t) becomes a random
linear combination of 4|s| Pauli string operators, where
the support size of the operator |s| ≈ 2ct grows linearly
in time with an effective “scrambling” velocity c. Among
these Pauli strings, ∼ 2|s| operators are products of only
identity I or Z operators, for which the initial state is
an eigenstate, leading to no change in XEB or fidelity.
Consequently, even if a single error occurs, it contributes
to the XEB and fidelity by a small correction O(2−2ct ).
For the case of XEB, a similar argument can be made by
propagating the error operator forward to the measurement time because the combination of I and Z operators
do not affect measurements in the computational basis,
leading to a sharply distinct behavior from fidelity when
an error occurs near the measurement time.
Naı̈vely, these corrections may seem small and unlikely
to result in any substantial deviations of XEB and fidelity
from Pno error . However, compounding the problem is
that exponentially many different events give rise to the
same amount of corrections when we consider events with
multiple errors. For instance, if a second error is added
to the system, such that its support is contained within
that of the first error [Fig. 1], their net contribution to the
correction remains the same because the combined propagated error operator is still a random linear combination
of Pauli operators. In fact, one can add any number of errors within the lightcone of the first one without decreasing the net correction term. Therefore, a substantial,
non-perturbative correction may arise from a family of
error events, where multiple errors are clustered at early
(late) times for both XEB and fidelity (for XEB). Even
when errors occur deep inside the circuit, the effects of
two consecutive errors may cancel each other with probability ∼ 1/10 [Fig. 1(b)], leading to a contribution of
order unity to the fidelity and the XEB.
Based on this analysis, one can provide an approximate
lower bound on total correction by summing over a few
classes of error configurations [42]. Assuming that errors are independent and homogeneously distributed over
the whole system (benign setting), we find that it is necessary and sufficient conditions for XEB, fidelity, and
Pno error to agree one another N f (c)  1 , where f (c)
is a decreasing function of order unity that depends on
the microscopic details and the architecture of a quantum circuit [42]. Recent experiments [5–7] approximately
satisfy this condition, and we expect that XEB values
would overestimate fidelities only by a few percents [43].
We emphasize that this conclusion requires the independence of errors over space and time that needs to be
explicitly checked. In the presence of correlated errors
(corresponding to adversarial setting), the corrections to

XEB and fidelity may dominate their entire values, even
if the total error rate remains small. This can be seen
from the example in Fig. 1(b): if the errors are correlated such that their position is distributed over a relatively small region, the effects of overlapping lightcones
and error cancellation could be strong, leading to potentially large (compared to Pno error ) corrections to the
XEB and fidelity. In particular, if the errors occur in a region near the output boundary, the fidelity is suppressed
due to a large lightcone (red in Fig. 1) while the XEB
is affected only by much smaller overlapping lightcones
(blue in Fig. 1), leading to the discrepancy between the
XEB and the fidelity. Contrarily, if the errors are uncorrelated, the lightcones contributing to the XEB do not
overlap, and collectively suppress the XEB value such
that it is similar to the fidelity. Based on these observation, we design an algorithm that allows for efficient
classical simulation, while the discrepancy between the
XEB and the fidelity is significantly amplified compared
to the benign setting.
Scaling of XEB and fidelity. XEB and fidelity exhibit different scaling behaviors when a system size is increased with a fixed error rate, implying that two quantities cannot agree in a certain scaling limit. While a
rigorous analysis can be made using the framework presented in Sec. IV, here we consider a toy model illustrating the origin of the different scaling behaviors. Let
us consider k disjoint N -qubit systems, each undergoing noisy circuit
P evolution with corresponding XEB values χi = 2N x pi (x)qi (x) − 1 and fidelities Fi with
i = 1, 2, . . . , k. Here pi (x) and qi (x) are bitstring probabilities for i-th quantum system obtained from an ideal
circuit and from noisy dynamics (or any other classical
algorithms), respectively. If we consider the k disjoint
systems as a single composite system of kN qubits, one
can explicitly checkQthat the fidelity scales multiplicatively, i.e. Ftotal = i Fi , while the XEB additively:
χtotal = 2kN

XY

{xi } i

=

pi (xi )qi (xi ) − 1

Y
X
(χi + 1) − 1 ≈
χi ,
i

(2)

(3)

i

where we assumed that χi  1 in the last line, relevant
for the regime of our interest. While this example may
seem contrived as each subsystem is perfectly isolated,
one can also devise an example, where all subsystems
are strongly coupled by unitary gates and result in fully
globally scrambled quantum states.
This discrepancy in scaling stems fundamentally from
the structure of the XEB formula in Eq. (1): as two
distributions p(x) and q(x) become uncorrelated from one
another, the first term in Eq. (1) tends to a finite value,
1, rather than approaching zero. This offset is explicitly
subtracted in order to obtain a value within an interval
[0, 1], but it also leads to distinct scaling behavior for
large composite systems.
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B.

Main results

Our key results can be summarized as follows. First,
we present a simple and efficient classical algorithm to
spoof the XEB measure. In particular, we show that as
the number of qubits increases, the performance of our
algorithm scales better on average than that of a noisy
quantum simulation in a number of practical settings (see
Fig. 2). Hence, the XEB does not constitute a scalable
measure to certify quantum advantage. Second, we develop a new theoretical framework to analyze and predict
the XEB under various choices of quantum circuit architectures and gate ensembles. This framework allows us
to understand the relation between the XEB and the fidelity (see Fig. 3).
Classical algorithm spoofing XEB. Our algorithm
is inspired by the observation that entanglement growth
in a noisy quantum circuit is reduced by errors spread
over the entire circuit in both space and time [Fig. 2(a)].
These effectively truncate entanglement and correlations
among different subsystems. In our algorithm, we introduce similar amount of effective errors, but they occur
only at specific locations such that the quantum circuit
becomes easier to simulate. As an example, Fig. 2(a)
shows how omitting a few specific gates at certain locations (which amounts to particular types of error, i.e.
gate defects) can split a circuit into multiple disconnected
sub-circuits. Alternatively, one can apply completely depolarizing channel before and after an entangling gates.
These approaches explicitly remove correlations between
subsystems. Intuitively, when the amount of “effective
noise” in a noisy quantum simulation is comparable to
the “effective error” in our algorithm (proportional to
the number of omitted gates), the XEB of the latter is
larger due to the stronger correlation among errors [see
Fig. 1(b)].
Since the size of each sub-circuit is much smaller than
that of the original circuit, the algorithm can be significantly faster than a direct simulation of the global circuit. In particular, when ran on 53-qubit circuits, such
as Google’s, it takes a few seconds using a single GPU
(32GB NVIDIA Tesla V100). The existence of our classical algorithm has three types of implications:
1. Complexity-theoretic implications: A lineartime classical algorithm that outperforms any noisy
1D quantum circuit. For one-dimensional quantum circuits consisting of Haar random unitary
gates [24, 26], we present a linear-time classical
algorithm which achieves higher XEB values than
noisy quantum devices. Concretely, for every uncorrelated error rate  > 0 per gate, our algorithm
can spoof the XEB measure when the number of
qubits is sufficiently large.
2. Experimental implications: A highly efficient
classical algorithm (1 GPU around 1s), whose performance is comparable with current experimen-

tal devices. We consider a random circuit ensemble modelled after the one used in Ref. [5–7] (see
Sec. III C and Ref. [42] for detailed information).
Our algorithm achieves a mean XEB value that is
about 8% of Google’s experiment (53 qubits, depth
20), and 12% and 2% of USTC’s experiments (56
qubits, depth 20 and 60 qubits, depth 24) respectively, with the running time ≈1s using 1 GPU.
3. Scaling implications: Remarkably, the XEB
value of our algorithm generally improves for larger
quantum circuits, whereas that of noisy quantum
devices quickly deteriorates. Such scaling continues to hold when the number of qubits is increased
while the depth of the circuit and the error-per-gate
are fixed, as explicitly confirmed from numerical
simulations for 1D and 2D square and the extended
Sycamore architecture in Fig. 2(b-d).
Crucially, we show that a classical algorithm can obtain
high XEB values even when the corresponding fidelity is
very low. This implies that high values of XEB cannot
certify quantum advantage. Even if one estimates the
fidelity of each individual gate separately and observes
good agreement between XEB and the anticipated circuit fidelity, as is the case in Ref. [5–7], this does not
necessarily imply high many-body fidelity without additional assumptions such as the independence and the
homogeneity of errors. In other words, XEB cannot be
used as a “black-box” measure for certification.
Understanding XEB and circuit fidelity via mapping to a statistical mechanics model. We present a
way to analyze quantum circuit dynamics using classical
statistical physics. Specifically, for a wide class of random circuit ensembles involving single qubit Haar random gates, we show that the dynamics of both noisy
quantum circuits and our classical algorithm can be understood in terms of an effective diffusion-reaction process which was originally used to study the scrambling of
circuits [44]. In this effective description, the application
of each layer of a quantum circuit translates to particles undergoing a random walk (diffusion) for a single
time step on a graph representing the circuit architecture. Furthermore, each particle can duplicate itself, and
a pair of particles may recombine into a single particle
at a certain rate (reaction). The rates of particle diffusion and reaction are determined by the properties of
two-qubit quantum gates, such as the average amount of
entanglement they generate. The XEB and the fidelity
of ideal circuits are given by different aspects of particle
distribution at the last circuit layer, as we elaborate in
Sec. IV C.
The XEB value in a noisy circuit and our algorithm
will decrease from the ideal value when a particle hits a
defective (omitted or noisy) gate. In the case of noisy
quantum circuits, every gate is noisy, so the decrease in
the XEB value is proportional to the total number of particles in the diffusion-reaction process. Intuitively, when
the system size grows, there are more particles hitting
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(b)

FIG. 3. The ratio between XEB and fidelity evaluated for
quantum circuits of depth 20 in Sycamore architecture for various system sizes [according to the qubit ordering in Ref. [5];
see also Fig. 10(a)]. (a) The ratios for our algorithm (blue)
are much larger than those for noisy circuits (yellow), shown
with two different error rates, despite the fidelity being lower
in the former case. The local gate ensemble is 2-qubit Haar.
(b) The ratios for noisy circuits with various types of gate
ensembles. Out of the three standard gates (CZ, Haar, fSim
with Haar random single qubit gate), the discrepancy between
the XEB and fidelity is minimized in circuits with the fSim
ensemble. Following on the insights from our theoretical analysis, we propose a new gate: fSim∗ , which corresponds to the
fSimθ,φ from Eq. (5) at (θ, φ) = (90◦ , 180◦ ), and produces
the smallest possible discrepancy between the XEB and the
fidelity (see Sec. IV B). (inset) Comparison between the usual
fSim gate and the new fSim∗ gate.

noisy gates and thus the XEB value becomes smaller. In
our algorithm, the XEB decreases whenever a particle
hits an omitted gate at the boundaries of disconnected
sub-regions. Intuitively, when the system size grows,
there is more space for particles to diffuse away from the
boundary and thus, in general, the XEB value can become larger. This qualitatively explains the asymptotic
scaling of XEB in Fig. 2.
The mapping to diffusion-reaction models can also help
explain the XEB’s role as a proxy for the fidelity. As we
elaborate in Sec. IV C, the XEB and the fidelity agree
with each other if and only if the particle distribution
at the last circuit layer reaches a certain homogeneous,
steady-state profile. Both in noisy circuits and in our
algorithm, the final distribution is modified by particles
hitting defective gates, leading to the discrepancy between the XEB and the fidelity.
In our algorithm, the deviation from the target distribution is induced by the presence of omitted gates

located along boundaries of disconnected subsystems,
which leads to a strong violation of the homogeneity of
the particle distribution. Therefore, XEB and fidelity are
very different in this case. On the other hand, in noisy
circuits, the particles hit defective gates uniformly across
the system, and thus the homogeneity is retained. This
results in a small discrepancy between XEB and fidelity,
especially in the weak-noise regime [see Fig. 3(a)]
For noisy chaotic systems, it is believed that faster
scrambling leads to a better agreement between XEB and
fidelity [4, 5, 30, 31]. In the diffusion-reaction model,
the reaction rate and the diffusion rate are related to
the scrambling speed and the above-mentioned intuition
is reflected in a faster approach to the steady state for
rapid mixing. Compared to several other commonlystudied two-qubit gates, like the control-Z and Haarrandom gates, the fSim gate used in Google’s experiment
has a similar reaction rate but a faster diffusion rate.
Therefore, it produces the smallest discrepancy between
XEB and fidelity among these gates. However, the fSim
gate is still not the optimal choice. By increasing the
reaction rate further, we find the optimal gate, which we
call fSim∗ due to its similar structure; see the inset of
Fig. 3(b) for the comparison between fSim and fSim∗ .
The choice of the single-qubit ensemble can also affect
the diffusion-reaction processes of particles. In particular, we find empirically that Google’s choice of singlequbit gates, which maps both computational basis states,
e.g. |0i and |1i, to their equal superposition with opposite phases, leads to significantly faster diffusion-reaction
processes and makes our algorithm relatively less effective.
In the case of one-dimensional circuits with Haar random gates, a more detailed scaling analysis is possible by
mapping a quantum circuit to a two-dimensional classical
Ising model [45–51], which can be regarded as a special
case of the diffusion-reaction model. In the case of ideal
circuits, the classical model exhibits the Z2 Ising symmetry. However, when noisy processes or gate defects are
introduced, they appear as effective external magnetic
fields, which break the Ising symmetry. In this picture,
the deviation of the XEB from unity characterizes the
degree of symmetry violation [50]. Crucially, the noise
and omitted gates have distinct effects, appearing as a
bulk and boundary fields, respectively. In the limit of
large circuits, the bulk field has a stronger effect than the
boundary field, even when the strength of the bulk field
is vanishingly small. Closely related to spontaneous magnetization in the ferromagnetic phase, this phenomenon
provides an intuitive explanation for the superior XEB
scaling of our classical algorithm, compared to that of
noisy quantum circuits.

C.

Organization of the paper

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The next
two sections include a summary of the necessary back-
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ground and a detailed presentation of our results. We
review the definition, properties, and applications of the
XEB in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we describe our algorithm and
random quantum circuit ensembles in more detail, and
summarize our results and their implications. We discuss related works on the XEB spoofing in Section III D.
Then, we introduce the technical aspects of mappings to
statistical physics models: the diffusion-reaction model
in Sec. IV B, with the detailed discussion of the relationship between the XEB and the fidelity in Sec. IV C, and
the Ising model for 1D circuits with the Haar gate ensemble in Sec. IV D. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V, where we
discuss several potential ways to overcome the vulnerabilities of the XEB and present a few interesting future
directions. We defer the discussion of the technical details of the heuristic analysis and the diffusion-reaction
model, as well as the description of our improved algorithm, to the Supplemental Material (SM) [42].

II.

LINEAR CROSS-ENTROPY BENCHMARK

We first review the definition of the XEB and its properties, formally introduce the XEB test, and establish our
notations.
Linear cross-entropy. The XEB corresponds to the
linearized
version of the cross-entropy (i.e., the quantity
P
− x qx log px , also known as the log-likelihood), which
is commonly used to characterize the closeness between
the data and target distributions [52]. The motivation
to adopt the linearized version is to minimize statistical
fluctuation [5, 53] when estimating the XEB empirically.
Both versions can be used to estimate the fidelity under
common error models [5] for sufficiently chaotic circuits,
or (equivalently) sufficiently deep random circuits [54].
It is generally believed that simulating complex quantum
systems with high fidelity is classically intractable, and
so obtaining high XEB values is (naı̈vely) expected to be
hard as well.
Let U be an N -qubit unitary, and let pU be the probability distribution induced by measuring U 0N . If q is a
probability distribution over {0, 1}N then the XEB value
of q with respect to U is
X
χU (q) = χpU (q) = 2N
q(x)pU (x) − 1 .
x∈{0,1}N

If q is uncorrelated with pU , χU (q) = 0 [5, 18]. On the
other hand, χU (q) ≈ 1 if q is similar to pU for randomenough deep circuits, where we expect pU to be characterized by the Porter-Thomas distribution. Therefore,
χU (q) serves as a proxy to estimate how p and q are correlated with one another.
We will often consider the unitary U to be a random
variable sampled from a distribution over N -qubit unitary transformations that correspond to choosing a circuit with random gates from a prescribed architecture.
In this case, the quantity χU (q) is a random variable,

and we denote its expectation value over different U by
hχU (q)iU .
Empirical vs. expected XEB value. The XEB value
for a given circuit U can be empirically estimated with a
relatively small number of samples, compared to its nonlinear counterpart, using an unbiased estimator χ̃pU (q) =
Pm
2N
i=1 pU (xi ) − 1, where x1 , x2 , . . . xm are m indepenm
dent samples obtained from q(x), which can be sampled
in practice.
In particular, the error |χ̃p − χp | scales
√
as ∼ 1/ m. Since U is sampled from an ensemble,
χU (q) is effectively also random, when m tends to infinity. Therefore, in practice, it is common to take another
empirical average hχU (q)iU over K independent circuits
U1 , . . . , UK . For example, in Google’s experiment [5],
they choose m ≈ 7 × 106 and K = 10; in USTC’s two
experiments [6], they choose m ≈ 1.9 × 107 , K = 10 and
m ≈ 7 × 107 , K = 12 respectively. To get a high confidence in the estimation of hχU (q)iU , the number of repetitions K should be chosen proportionally to the square
of the inverse of the standard deviation (STD) of χU (q).
Standard deviation. In the body of this work, we focus on the average value of the XEB, while the statistical
fluctuation of empirical estimation is ignored. However,
because we are dealing with random circuit ensembles,
it is important to control the STD of the classical algorithm’s output. More discussion of the STD in various
settings is presented in the SM [42].
Classical and noisy quantum simulations. Let C be a
classical randomized algorithm that takes as an input a
classical description of an N -qubit unitary U and allows
us to sample an N -bit string x ∈ {0, 1}N as outputs with
probability distribution qC(U ) . We define the XEB value
of C with respect to U as χU (C) := χU (qC(U ) ). We will
use N to be a noise operator such that N (U ) corresponds to applying an -noisy simulation of U . We will
model the noise as independent single-qubit noise, which
can be depolarizing or amplitude-damping, see Sec. IV B.
We denote by χU (N ) the XEB value of the distribution
of the noisy circuit N (U ), applied to 0N , with respect
to the ideal distribution induced by measuring U 0N .
Quantum advantage via XEB. The demonstration of
quantum advantage consists of designing a task that can
be performed on a physical quantum device, while being
intractable for all polynomial-time classical algorithms.
One such task, which has been proposed recently, is to
achieve a high XEB value [5, 32]. In this scenario, in order to demonstrate quantum advantage using an -noisy
quantum simulator, we need to come up with a probability distribution U over quantum circuits such that for
every efficient classical algorithm C, χU (N )  χU (C)
with high probability over the randomness of U . To make
the comparison between χU (N ) and χU (C) rigorous, we
need to specify the parameters of the quantum device,
such as the number of qubits N and the noise strength
. In the theoretical/asymptotic setting, we pick an arbitrarily small constant  > 0 and consider the relation between χU (N ) and χU (C) when N tends to infinity and C
ranges over all polynomial-time classical algorithms. In
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practice, we use values N and  that are experimentally
achievable. As an example, Google’s quantum simulator [5] uses N = 53 and the value of  is empirically
estimated to be less than 0.5% [55].
Computational hardness of achieving high XEB values.
As mentioned previously, when the circuit architecture
and gate ensemble are chaotic enough without any noise
or error, χU (U ) = χU (N0 (U )) ≈ 1 for almost all U . In
the presence of noise ( > 0), the distribution N (U ) is
expected to approach the uniform distribution exponentially in the depth of the circuit; thus, χU (N ) goes to 0
exponentially in the depth of the circuit as well. Nevertheless, when the quantum circuit size is finite and the
strength of noise is sufficiently small, a noisy quantum
simulation could achieve non-vanishing XEB value that
implies statistical correlation between sampled and ideal
distributions. For example, an XEB value of 2.24 × 10−3
in 53-qubit and depth-20 2D circuits was achieved in
Ref. [5]. In Ref. [6, 7], XEB values of 6.62 × 10−4 and
3.66 × 10−4 were achieved in 56-qubit circuits of depth
20 and 60-qubit circuits of depth 24, respectively.
There are two types of arguments for the difficulty of
achieving an XEB value χU (C), using a classical algorithm C, that is bounded away from zero. The first argument, put forward in Ref. [5], was based on the conjecture that brute-force simulation is the optimal classical
approach. This conjecture was recently refuted [33–38].
The other, more subtle argument, relies on conjectures
in computational complexity.
Aaronson and Gunn [32] reduced the classical hardness of spoofing the XEB measure to the Linear CrossEntropy Quantum Threshold Assumption (XQUATH),
which is a stronger version of the Quantum Threshold
Assumption (QUATH) [23]. Our results appear to refute
XQUATH, at least in some instances. See more details
in Sec. III D and the SM [42].

III.
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FIG. 4. Illustration of our algorithms. (a) The target (ideal)
circuit to simulate. The light blue gates correspond to the
ones omitted in (c). (b) Each random two-qubit gate in our
circuit consists of any (potentially fixed) two-qubit gate surrounded by 4 single-qubit Haar random gates. When compared to experimental data, the single-qubit random gates are
chosen to be a slight modification of those used in Ref. [5–
7], (c) Our algorithm: one can approximately simulate the
ideal circuit by simply omitting a certain subset of gates (in
light blue color with red dashed boxes) in the ideal circuit
(a). Then, the circuit separates into isolated subsystems. We
denote the maximal size of a subsystem as l. (d) Noisy circuit: we model the dynamics of noisy quantum circuits by
applying probabilistic single-qubit noise (e.g. depolarizing or
amplitude damping) channels to all qubits, after each layer of
unitary evolution.

SPOOFING ALGORITHMS

We now describe an efficient classical algorithm C that,
in a wide range of physically relevant situations, produces
a probability distribution with XEB values larger or comparable to that of an -noisy circuit, at least on average.
In such situations, the existence of our algorithm suggests
XEB on its own is not a good benchmark for certifying
quantum advantage.
We first describe our algorithm at a high level, deferring its detailed analysis and discussion to Sec. III C.
The intuition behind our algorithm borrows ideas from
the following observation on noisy simulation of quantum
circuits. In a quantum simulation, the presence of noise
can remove entanglement and other correlations (either
quantum or classical) within the system. Namely, different parts of the system are approximately decoupled.
In our algorithm, we compete with an -noisy quantum
simulation by trying to “rearrange” the same amount of
total noise in the most favorable way to reduce the com-

putational complexity. This will also allow us to obtain
relatively high XEB values owing to its vulnerabilities
explained in Sec. I A. Specifically, we do so by dividing
the quantum circuit into isolated subsystems that can
be each simulated independently at much lower cost; see
Fig. 4 for an example of a 1D circuit, and Fig. 5 for a
2D circuit). Intuitively, using a similar amount of noise
“budget” guarantees that our algorithm achieves a better
XEB value comparable to the noisy quantum simulation,
while (classically) simulating the smaller isolated subsystems will be exponentially faster than simulating the
original circuit. The above explanation is very qualitative
and glosses over some important aspects. In Sec. IV C,
we give a more quantitative analysis to motivate our algorithm based on the mapping to the diffusion-reaction
model.

9
A.

Basic algorithm

We now describe our classical algorithm. For concreteness, we illustrate our algorithm using 1D quantum circuits although it is straightforward to generalize it to
other circuit architectures. Let N be the total number
of qubits, d be the depth, and l be the maximum size of
subsystems [see Fig. 4(a) for an example with N = 12,
d = 7, and l = 4]. We start by partitioning the N qubits
into subsystems of size at most l by omitting any gates
acting across two different subsystems [see Fig. 4(c)]. We
then simulate each subsystem separately. Using bruteforce methods, simulating a subsystem of l qubits takes
at most 2O(l) d time. There are dN/le subsystems and
hence the total running time of our algorithm is at most
2O(l)
l N d. In particular, if l is fixed and does not scale
with the total system size N or depth d, the time complexity is linear in the circuit size N d. We claim that the
bitstring distribution induced by the factorizable wavefunction obtained from our algorithm achieves relatively
high XEB values.
B.

Improving the algorithm

While our basic algorithm is simple and relatively
straightforward to implement, it already has significant
consequences for the computational hardness of obtaining high XEB values. Moreover, its practical performance can be further improved via the following modifications.
Top-k post-processing method. Given the output distribution qC (U ) produced by our algorithm C,
which is correlated with the ideal distribution pU (x), it
is possible to amplify such correlations by using the socalled top-k post-processing heuristic. In this method,
one modifies the bitstring distribution qC (x) by ordering
the bitstrings xi ∈ {x} from largest qC (xi ) to the smallest, selecting first k of them (or equivalently setting the
probability of the others to 0),
(
0
if i ≤ k
.
(4)
qC (xi ) → q̃C (xi ) =
1/k if i > k
Since we can efficiently compute the probability distribution qC (x) produced by the original algorithm, we can
also efficiently compute the amplified probability distribution.
The intuition behind this heuristic can be understood
as follows. The XEB is equivalent to evaluating the average of pU (x) weighted by q(x) up to an unimportant scaling factor 2N , and a constant −1. If q(x) is modified such
that q(x) is increased (decreased) for bitstrings x with relatively large (small) values of pU (x), then the weighted
average will increase. Given that q(x) and pU (x) are
already positively correlated, such behavior is naturally
expected for our top-k post-processing heuristic, at least
on average.

In fact, we can prove that the top-k method increases
the XEB if its value is positive and the STD over circuit
realizations is not too large. The second requirement is
necessary to avoid the situation where some occasional
x with small px but large qx will be amplified (in another words, “over-fitting”). Unfortunately, this second
criterion is not satisfied by our basic algorithm where we
simply omit gates. This issue, however, can be straightforwardly addressed using the following method.
Self-averaging algorithm. In order to decrease the
STD, we make a small modification to our basic algorithm: instead of omitting gates, we insert maximal depolarizing noise or equivalently take average over different realizations of our basic algorithm with random single qubit unitary at the position of omission. This selfaveraging algorithm guarantees the positivity and small
STD conditions. However, the computational resources
required are larger since we need to simulate mixed state
evolution. Interestingly, for a certain class of entangling
gates (including the one used in recent experiments [5–
7]) that exhibit the “maximal scrambling speed” and that
hinders the application of our basic algorithm, one can
substantially reduce the computational resources needed
for such mixed-state simulation. This is possible because
for that class of entangling gates the effect of depolarizing noise can be propagated efficiently [see SM [42] for
more detail].
Combining algorithmic improvements. In Figure 7, we present the increase of the XEB for the modified
version of Google’s gate set ensemble by several orders of
magnitude after the application of the top-k method on
the self-averaging algorithm. While the discussion above
is mostly focused on the mean value of the XEB, it is important to show that our result also holds for typical, individual instances of quantum circuits with a high probability. In the SM [42], we show that the self-averaging
algorithm offers a much better control over the STD, and
guarantees the benefit of using the top-k method. Additionally, we show evidence
that the STD of the top-k
√
method decreases as 1/ k.

C.

Performance and implications

Now, we present a comprehensive analysis of the performance of our algorithms and its implications. We consider algorithms both with and without the top-k postprocessing heuristic introduced in the previous section.
For practical relevance, we focus on 1D and 2D circuit
architectures. For 1D circuits, we theoretically and numerically show that our basic algorithm can achieve, in
linear time, a higher average XEB value than noisy quantum systems. More specifically, we show that setting subsystem size to be constant (l = O(1)) is sufficient for our
algorithm to obtain a higher XEB value than that of noisy quantum simulations, for every constant  > 0, for
sufficiently large N . This is due to the distinct scaling
behavior of the XEB value for noisy circuits and our al-
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FIG. 5. Sycamore circuit architecture from Ref. [5] and its
horizontal extension. The gates marked with red lines are
omitted in our algorithm. The Zuchongzhi architecture is
very similar; see Ref. [6, 7] for more detail.

gorithm; we discuss in detail the origin of this difference
in the scaling behavior in Sec. IV D.
For 2D circuits, we consider Google’s Sycamore architecture, which has N = 53 qubits [5], and we choose
l ≈ dN/2e = 27 (Fig. 5). We also consider USTC’s
Zuchongzhi architectures which have 56 qubits and 60
qubits respectively, and we choose l ≈ 28 for both cases
(with some qubits being omitted). A subsystem of this
size can be simulated by one NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU
with 32GB memory in about 1 second [56, 57]. We analyze the performance of our algorithms on circuits constructed from the following different quantum-gate ensembles:

but the two V s between two successive layers on
the same qubit should be different; and Z(θi ) is
chosen randomly from [0, 2π).
The last ensemble is closely modelled after quantum circuits used in recent experiments [5–7]. The only modification is that, in experiments, the single qubit rotation
angles θi ’ are not actively controlled, but rather determined by the specific ordering of quantum gates and the
qubit specification at hardware level. We expect that
this difference does not influence the performance of our
algorithm significantly, because we also consider the case
where θi is chosen randomly from either 0 or π (which
corresponds to I or Z operator, respectively). The numerical result shows that the average XEB values for
the top-1 method in the two cases are similar: 0.00018
(θi ∈ [0, 2π)) and 0.0004 (θi ∈ {0, π}), respectively, for
the Sycamore architecture (53 qubits, 20 depth). Therefore, we argue that the z-rotation part does not influence
the XEB value too much.

1.

Implications for 1D quantum circuits

We start by discussing the performance of our algorithm on 1D circuits with gates drawn from the Haar
ensemble. For the purpose of this section, C denotes
either the algorithm introduced in Sec. III A or its selfaveraging version described in detail in the SM [42]. The
self-averaging version has the same average XEB but a
smaller STD, at the cost of requiring more computational
power. However, we consider constant subsystem size
l = O(1); thus, even the self-averaging algorithm runs in
the time linear in N d.

CZ ensemble: Each random two-qubit gate is composed of the control-Z gate surrounded by four
independent single-qubit Haar random gates [see
Fig. 4(b)].

Result 1. (1D circuits with Haar ensemble) For 1D random quantum circuits with gates drawn from the Haar
ensemble,

Haar ensemble: Each random two-qubit gate is a twoqubit Haar random gate.

• for any constant  > 0 and large enough N (roughly
N  > 1), we have

fSim ensemble: Similar to CZ ensemble, but replacing
the control-Z gate by the fSim gate, which is defined
as


1
0
0
0
0 cos(θ) −i sin(θ) 0 
fSimθ,φ = 
,
(5)
0 −i sin(θ) cos(θ)
0 
0
0
0
e−iφ

hχU (C)iU ≥ hχU (N )iU

(6)

for both the basic and the self-averaging algorithms.
• we conjecture that
p
Var(χU (C))U ≈ hχU (N )iU

(7)

with parameters θ = 90◦ , φ = 60◦ [5] (denoted as
fSim); we also define a new gate fSim∗ which has
θ = 90◦ , φ = 0◦ .

for the self-averaging algorithm (see the SM [42]),
which is suggested by numerical simulations.
Namely, the standard deviation of χU (C) is comparable to its expectation value hχU (C)iU .

fSim with discrete 1-qubit ensemble: Similar
to
fSim ensemble, but replacing the 1-qubit Haar random gate by Z(θ
√ 1 )V
√ Z(θ√2 ) where V is chosen ran√
domly from { X, Y , W } (W = (X + Y )/ 2)

Combined, this yields a linear-time classical algorithm
that spoofs XEB for any noisy quantum simulation of 1D
circuits with the Haar gate ensemble, when the number
of qubits is large enough.
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hχU (C)iU = O(e−∆1 d ),

hχU (N )iU |→0 while N >1 = O(e−∆3 d ).
Additionally, numerical simulations support the scaling
of the STD as
q
2
hχ2U (C)iU − hχU (C)iU = O(e−∆2 d )

for some constants ∆1 , ∆2 > 0 that depend on the subsystem size l and ∆3 > 0 that depends on the noise level
.
We emphasize that this scaling is unexpected: the decay rate of the expected XEB value achieved by our algorithm does not depend on the system size but only depends on the depth of the circuit. Numerically, we show
in Fig. 6 an estimate on ∆1 , ∆2 and ∆3 with  → 0 while
keeping the system size large enough; i.e., N  > 1. For
the Haar ensemble, our numerical results show ∆1 < ∆3 ,
where a larger ∆ implies a smaller corresponding quantity in the deep-circuit limit. The numerical calculations
suggest that ∆1 ≈ ∆2 : around l = 14, the gap between
the two is very small and ∆2 (green curve) seems to
increase continuously. The green curve is expected to
be only a conservative estimation, as explained in the
SM [42].
2.

Implications for quantum circuits in 2D experimentally
relevant architectures

Next, we consider 2D quantum circuits in the
Sycamore and Zuchongzhi architectures in two different
settings. First, we focus on the role of the two-qubit
gate, and we analyze the performance of our algorithm
for three different two-qubit gate ensembles: Haar, CZ,
and fSim. For the single-qubit gate we choose either independent Haar-random gates which allows for efficient
analysis using the diffusion-reaction model or the more
experimentally-relevant discrete gate set. Second, we

∆3

0.30

Decay rate ∆

Eq. (6) states that the average XEB of our algorithm
is at least as large as that of any noisy circuit with a
constant noise level  > 0. As mentioned previously, in
practice, we would like the conclusion of Eq. (6) to generalize to typical circuits U (not only on average) — this
can be guaranteed by showing that the variance of the
XEB value is small. This notion is expressed in Eq. (7),
which says that the variance is comparable to the expectation value, and hence our algorithm works for typical instances with large probability. Notice that, in the
large depth limit, we expect this to hold only for the
self-averaging algorithm. When discussing 1D circuits,
where the purpose is to provide complexity-theoretic implications, the analysis of the STD concerns only the selfaveraging algorithm. See the SM [42] for more detailed
discussion.
From a technical point of view, our results are derived
by showing that the following quantities decay exponentially with the depth of the circuit

∆1

0.25

∆2

0.20
10

Haar, mean value
Haar, conjectured STD
Haar, weak noise limit

15

20

Subsystem size l

25

FIG. 6. Exponential decay rates in 1D circuits with the Haar
gate ensemble. The mean value (blue) and the standard deviation (green) of the XEB obtained by our algorithm. The
horizontal (dashed orange) line is the mean XEB value of the
noisy circuit in the weak-noise limit. Intuitively, a smaller ∆
corresponds to a larger XEB value. The STD is estimated
by an approximate method [42], since the direct calculation
is not practical. In the SM [42], we give a strong numerical
evidence that this approximation is in fact a conservative estimation, i.e., the true STD should be even smaller (∆2 should
be larger).

compare our algorithm against the experimental results
of Refs. [5–7]. There, we focus on the fSim gate, and
we assume the experimentally relevant discrete singlequbit gate set. These analyses lead to two main results,
summarized in Fig. 7 and Table I. For numerical calculations, we used a single GPU machine (32GB NVIDIA
Tesla V100).
Result 2. (Different gate ensembles) In the Sycamore
architecture with N = 53, d = 20 with Haar-random
single-qubit gates, our algorithm (using the partition in
Fig. 5) has the following properties:
• the algorithm achieves significant average XEB
value for all depths shown in Fig. 7. As a reference, the expected XEB value of a noisy quantum
device with depth 20 and error rate  ≈ 0.5% is
≈ 0.002;
• the choice of the two-qubit gate affects the value
of XEB, which can be understood in terms of the
diffusion-reaction model IV;
• the discrete single-qubit ensemble results in much
lower XEB values (green crosses in Fig. 7), which
is caused by the faster scrambling time;
• the running time (computing the vector of output
probabilities) is only 4-8 seconds;
Result 3. (Comparison with experimental results) For
the experimentally relevant gate set (fSim + discrete
single-qubit gates) the performance of our algorithm can
be summarized (see also Table I) as follows

12
Google [5]
USTC-1 [6]
USTC-2 [7]
system size
53 qubits, 20 depth 56 qubits, 20 depth 60 qubits, 24 depth
claimed running time on supercomputer [7]
15.9d
8.2yr
4.8 × 104 yr
running time on quantum processor
600s
1.2h
4.2h
experimental XEB
2.24 × 10−3
6.62 × 10−4
3.66 × 10−4

running time of our algorithm (1 GPU(a,b) )
XEB of our algorithm(b)
ratio of ours to experimental XEB

0.6s
1.85 × 10−4
8.26%

0.6s
8.18 × 10−5
12.4%

1.5s
7.75 × 10−6
2.12%

TABLE I. The comparison of XEB values (using the top-k post-processing) and running times in the quantum advantage
regime. We find that the average XEB values from our algorithm is largely independent of the choice k . 104 (corresponding to
more than k2 ∼ 108 distinct bitstrings for two subsystems), above which they slowly decrease. See SM [42] for the k-dependence
as well as the estimated STD of XEB values. (a) The running time is measured on a device using 1 GPU (NVIDIA Tesla V100).
(b) The performance of our algorithm (XEB value and running time) listed here are measured for the partitions in SM [42]
which are not optimized and are chosen for 1 GPU simulation with bounded memory (32GB for our device). In this SM [42],
we also discuss some other ways to make the simulation more efficient. The tensor network algorithm is based on Ref. [58] and
implemented by a Julia package OMEinsum.jl [57].

N = 53

Mean XEB

10-1
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10-5
10-7
10-8

Haar gate
CZ gate
fSim gate
fSim gate (discrete)
fSim gate (discrete+PP)

12

14

16

Depth d

18

20

FIG. 7. Mean XEB obtained by our algorithm for different
two-qubit gate ensembles, on Google’s circuit geometry. Circles denote the Haar single-qubit gate set, while the green
crosses (stars) correspond to the more experimentally relevant discrete set (with amplification using the top-k method).

• using the top-k post-processing method, the algorithm achieves average XEB values comparable (≈
2% ∼ 12%) to recent experiments up to depth 20
and 24, respectively.;
• the running times (computing the vector of output
probabilities and choosing the top-k bitstrings) are
on the order of one second.
• the STD is conjectured to be comparable to the
mean value for large enough k but without decreasing XEB too much; this is supported numerically
for Google’s Sycamore architecture [see SM [42]].
In summary, our numerical simulations show that our
algorithm achieves XEB values comparable to Google’s
and USTC’s circuits in the quantum advantage regime
with the experimentally-relevant gate set. While our basic algorithm is simple and efficient, there are ways to
achieve higher XEB values by adding more sophisticated

algorithmic ingredients. For example, we show that after
adding a simple post-processing step (the top-k method),
our algorithm can achieve much higher XEB values; e.g.,
compare green crosses and stars in Fig. 7. In fact, we only
considered here the most straightforward way to determine the locations of omitted gates (or maximal depolarization noise), which may not be optimal. By generalizing our method, e.g., making the locations of omitted
gates (maximal depolarization noise) time/depth dependent, we expect an improved version of our algorithm
may produce higher XEB without substantially increasing the computational resources. In addition, it is an interesting future direction to explore further algorithmic
improvements (e.g., adding a modest amount of entanglement).

D.

Comparison to prior work

Now, we make a few remarks and compare our algorithm to several previously introduced algorithms that
challenged the XEB-based quantum advantage, which
utilizes noisy-circuit experiments. First, Ref. [59] proposed an MPS-based approach, which introduces effective “noise” by greedily truncating the entanglement in
the system. In that work, the authors consider the CZ
gate ensemble and achieve the average XEB value of 0.02,
while our approach achieves similar XEB of 0.024 by
simply removing the entanglement between two properly
chosen subsystems. To achieve the 0.02 XEB value, the
algorithm of Ref. [59] requires a run-time of several hours,
while our algorithm completes in only 5 minutes under
the same computational resources (1 CPU with 4.5 GB
memory). Moreover, Ref. [59] only discusses the effective
fidelity and shows that the XEB generally overestimates
the fidelity by roughly 10 times. In the present work,
we provide a deeper understanding of the connection between the XEB and the fidelity.
Another approach is based on tensor network contrac-
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tion [33, 58], which explicitly computes px , represented
by a tensor network, for as many bitstrings x as possible, and then picks out those x with large values of
px . Mixing these specially chosen bitstrings with randomly chosen bitstrings forms a set of millions of bitstrings that can spoof the XEB test. Several very recent
advances [34–38] are based on a similar idea. In their
approach, the computational resources required for simulating only Google’s Sycamore chip (53 qubits, depth
20) are either based on super-computer / massive computer clusters or dozens of GPUs with dozens of hours or
days. Because tensor contraction algorithms are inherently exponential in the system size, and hence do not
scale to larger systems, spoofing USTC’s second experiment (60 qubits, depth 24) is already beyond the scope
of the above approach. In contrast, although the XEB
values we obtain are not strictly larger than those from
experiments, our algorithm only requires 1 GPU with few
seconds, and scales better than experiment when increasing system size.
Next, our result for 1D circuits refutes the Linear Cross-Entropy Quantum Threshold Assumption
(XQUATH) [32], at least for one of its reasonable modifications, which is a conjecture about the hardness of an
approximate counting problem and the hardness of the
corresponding XEB-based sampling problem can be reduced to it. In the SM [42], we extend the refutation
of XQUATH even for 2D circuits. Concretely, XQUATH
states that there is no polynomial time classical algorithm
to get an estimation qU (0N ) of pU (0N ) (the probability
of getting 0N from the ideal circuit given a circuit U )
up to a precision ∼ 2−N (see SM [42] for more detail)
which is slightly better than randomly guessing. In the
SM [42], we prove that this precision is exactly the average XEB, hχU (C)iU . Thus if the precision 2−N can be
modified to e−∆d for some constant ∆ (where ∆ ∼ ∆1
for 1D circuit), then our algorithm, which runs in linear time, could achieve this approximation. We argue
that the modification is reasonable because in√order to
get a chaotic circuit, d ∼ N for 1D and d ∼ N  N
for 2D [18, 60]. The original motivation of this conjecture
was to establish a connection between the hardness of the
sampling problem and the hardness of a direct simulation
of quantum circuit. Since our algorithm is far from direct
simulating a quantum circuit, our result implies that the
precision required in XQUATH, is not accurate enough in
order to capture the hardness of direct simulation; however, our result for 1D noisy circuit shows that, more
accurate precision is even not reasonable to a quantum
device without fault-tolerance. In the SM [42], we also
show that a similar (although slightly weaker) refuting
statement also holds for 2D or even more general circuit
architectures.
Finally, we remark that, our algorithm is not trying to
simulate noisy circuits like the one in Ref. [61]. Instead,
the only objective of our algorithm is to get high XEB
value, but the associated fidelity might be very low (even
much lower than what a noisy circuit could have). Con-

ceptually, our algorithm is a generalization of the one in
Ref. [62] beyond shallow circuits. The present results
constitute substantial improvements and extensions of
this algorithm, with a thorough theoretical analysis and
detailed numerical simulations.

IV. UNDERSTANDING XEB AND FIDELITY
VIA CLASSICAL STATISTICAL MECHANICS

In this section, we assume the single qubit gate is haar
random and present an analytic framework to understand
the relation between the XEB and the fidelity under various conditions, including different quantum circuit architectures and the presence of noise or omitted gates.
We will find that, in these settings, both the XEB and
the fidelity, averaged over an ensemble of unitary circuits, can be efficiently estimated by mapping the quantum dynamics to classical statistical mechanics models,
such as the diffusion-reaction model. This mapping to
the diffusion-reaction model was previously developed in
Ref. [44] for the purpose of studying quantum information scrambling under random circuit dynamics. Here we
use a similar method to study behavior of the XEB and
fidelity in random circuits with various entangling gates.
In the special case of 1D circuits, the effective model can
be further simplified to a ferromagnetic Ising spin model
in two dimensions, allowing us to obtain the scaling behavior analytically.

A.

Overall methodology

We first outline how quantum dynamics can be
mapped to a classical statistical mechanics model. The
XEB and the fidelity can be written as
X
(a)
χU + 1 =
hx| U ρ0 U † |xi hx| MU [ρ0 ] |xi 2N ,
(8)
x

FU =

X
x,x0

(a)

hx| U ρ0 U † |x0 i hx0 | MU [ρ0 ] |xi ,

(9)

where ρ0 = 0N 0N is the initial state of the sys(a)
tem, and MU [·] is a quantum channel associated with
the ideal unitary evolution (a=ideal), noisy quantum dynamics (a=noisy), or our classical algorithm with omitted gates (a=algo). For a different choice of a =
{ideal, noisy, algo}, Eqs. (8) and (9) become the XEB and
the fidelity of the corresponding case, respectively. The
sum over x, x0 represents the summation over all possible
N -qubit configurations (bitstrings).
The key idea is to realize that both the XEB and the
fidelity can be expressed as the expectation values of observables in an extended Hilbert space. More explicitly,
we envision having two identical copies of the Hilbert
space: one representing the ideal circuit dynamics, and
the other representing the dynamics in either the ideal
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circuit, noisy circuit, or our algorithm [see Fig. 8(a)].
Then, we have
n

o
(a)
χU + 1 = Tr BXEB U ρ0 U † ⊗ MU [ρ0 ] ,
n 
o
(a)
FU = Tr BF U ρ0 U † ⊗ MU [ρ0 ] ,

(10)
(11)

P
where BXEB = 2N x |xi hx| ⊗ |xi hx| and BF =
P
0
0
x,x0 |xi hx | ⊗ |x i hx| are Hermitian observables defined
in the enlarged space. In the following, we simply use Bb
with b ∈ {XEB, F }.
A convenient way to study the type of operators in
Eqs. (10)-(11) is to represent them as tensor networks
whose contraction results in χU + 1 or FU , as shown in
Fig. 8(a,b). In general, the contraction of these tensor
network diagrams for any given U would be computationally difficult, as it is equivalent to evaluating the corresponding quantum circuit. However, we are mostly interested in the average-case behavior of a class of random
quantum circuits with gates drawn from specific gate ensembles. In this case, we can perform the averaging over
the gate ensemble before contracting the network. Crucially, we find that the averaging process allows us to
re-express the tensor network as a summation over exponentially many simple diagrams enumerated by different
configurations of classical variables s [see Fig. 8(b)].
This emergent mathematical structure—namely the
summation over all possible configurations of classical
variables—is similar to the path integral formulation of
a classical Markov process, or a partition function in statistical mechanics models [63]. Indeed, we will show that
χU + 1 and FU , averaged over an ensemble of unitary
gates, are exactly described by a diffusion-reaction model
or a classical Ising spin model.

B.

The emergent diffusion-reaction model

We now describe the exact mapping from random unitary circuits to the diffusion-reaction model. To derive
this mapping, we will first consider the bulk of the tensor
network in the absence of any noise or omitted gates, i.e.,
Mideal
[ρ0 ] = U ρ0 U † . We will follow with the analysis of
U
the boundaries at t = 0 (initial state) and at t = d (contraction with the observable Bb ). Finally, we will consider
how the presence of noise or omitted gates influences the
system.
Bulk of the ideal circuit.— The central ingredient of
the mapping to statistical mechanics models is the averaging over an ensemble of unitary gates [64]. In our
case, we consider a single-qubit unitary u ∈ SU (2) averaged over the Haar ensemble (or any other ensemble
that forms a unitary 2-design). As depicted in Fig. 8(b),
every random unitary u appears exactly 4 times: a pair
of u and u† for the ideal dynamics and another pair for
(a)
the quantum channel MU . Since these sets of 4 random gates are independent, we can average them locally

within the circuit using the 2-design property [64],
1
Eu [u ⊗ u∗ ⊗ u ⊗ u∗ ] = |IiihhI| + |ΩiihhΩ|,
3

(12)

where |Iii and |Ωii are mutually orthogonal operators in
the duplicated Hilbert space defined as
hha, b, c, d|Iii =
hha, b, c, d|Ωii =

1
δab δcd ,
2
1 X

2 µ=x,y,z

µ µ
σab
σcd ,

(13)

with Pauli matrices σ µ , and a, b, c, d ∈ {0, 1}. We
note that by using this notation, we are implicitly
utilizing the channel-state duality (also known as the
Choi–Jamiolkowski isomorphism [65]), where operators
are vectorized: ρ =
P such as density matrices
P
ρ
|ii
hj|
→
|ρii
=
ρ
|ii
|ji. Intuitively, hhI|
ij
ij
ij
ij
and hhΩ| represent the normalization and the total polarization correlation between the two copies, respectively;
see the SM [42] for the detailed derivation of these properties.
Notice that Eq. (12) is a sum of two projectors, up to
normalization factors. Therefore, by applying Eq. (12) to
every quadruple of single-qubit unitary gates, the tensor
network diagram factorizes into smaller parts, which are
enumerated by different assignments of classical variables
s ∈ {I, Ω} associated with every independent single-qubit
unitary gate. We interpret the classical variable s at a
certain site in space-time as if that site is in a vacuum
state (s = I) or occupied by a particle (s = Ω). In
this picture, the particle configuration at a specific time
step is given by the assignment of I or Ω values to s
variables within that time slice. Then, the tensor network
describes how the particle configuration is advanced in
every time step, which is captured by the transfer matrix
T.
The transfer matrix between two time steps is determined
by the product of local transfer matrices T =
Q
(G)
. In turn, a local transfer matrix T (G) is given
GT
by the combination of the prefactor 1/3, originating from
(G)
Eq. (12), and a non-trivial contribution T0 associated
with a single two-qubit gate G, as shown in Fig. 8(b). We
(G)
evaluate T0 explicitly by contracting (four copies of) a
two-qubit gate G with four vectors |sii, where s = I, Ω,
arising from four single-qubit random gates before and
after G [see Fig. 4(b)]:
(G)

T0;s1 s2 s3 s4 = hhs1 |hhs2 |G ⊗ G∗ ⊗ G ⊗ G∗ |s3 ii|s4 ii. (14)
Explicit calculations lead to the general form of the T matrix


1
0
0
0
R/η 
0 1 − D D − R
T (G) = 
,
(15)
0 D−R 1−D
R/η 
0
R
R
1 − 2R/η
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(a) Tensor network representation

(b)

Noisy circuit /
our algorithm

Noisy / our algorithm

Position

Copy 2

⇢0

(c) Diffusion-reaction model

Averaging over unitary gates in
the tensor network diagram

in doubled Hilbert space

<latexit sha1_base64="sCy/EYWe3jb9loQr/7q6Lck26iE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWQY9FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61jEo1ZU2qhNKdkBgmuGRNy61gnUQzEoeCtcPx7cxvPzFtuJIPdpKwICZDySNOiXVSq6dHqu/1yxWv6s2BV4mfkwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1vcQGGdGWU8GmpV5qWELomAxZ11FJYmaCbH7tFJ85ZYAjpV1Ji+fq74mMxMZM4tB1xsSOzLI3E//zuqmNroOMyyS1TNLFoigV2Co8ex0PuGbUiokjhGrubsV0RDSh1gVUciH4yy+vklat6l9Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGHK6jDHTSgCRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A0dEju4=</latexit>

(a)

MU

Ideal

⇢0
<latexit sha1_base64="sCy/EYWe3jb9loQr/7q6Lck26iE=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWQY9FLx4r2A9ol5JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31vO+UWFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61jEo1ZU2qhNKdkBgmuGRNy61gnUQzEoeCtcPx7cxvPzFtuJIPdpKwICZDySNOiXVSq6dHqu/1yxWv6s2BV4mfkwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNP1vcQGGdGWU8GmpV5qWELomAxZ11FJYmaCbH7tFJ85ZYAjpV1Ji+fq74mMxMZM4tB1xsSOzLI3E//zuqmNroOMyyS1TNLFoigV2Co8ex0PuGbUiokjhGrubsV0RDSh1gVUciH4yy+vklat6l9Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGHK6jDHTSgCRQe4Rle4Q0p9ILe0ceitYDymWP4A/T5A0dEju4=</latexit>

Ideal
unitary

U⇤

Ideal
unitary

U

Time

<latexit sha1_base64="T0aPCBzMNezUCXMCWc92nVZ4CP4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGCaQttLJvtpl27yYbdiVBK/4MXD4p49f9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2jMo04z5TUulWSA2XIuE+CpS8lWpO41DyZji8mfrNJ66NUMk9jlIexLSfiEgwilZq+A8darBbKrsVdwayTLyclCFHvVv66vQUy2KeIJPUmLbnphiMqUbBJJ8UO5nhKWVD2udtSxMacxOMZ9dOyKlVeiRS2laCZKb+nhjT2JhRHNrOmOLALHpT8T+vnWF0FYxFkmbIEzZfFGWSoCLT10lPaM5QjiyhTAt7K2EDqilDG1DRhuAtvrxMGtWKd16p3l2Ua9d5HAU4hhM4Aw8uoQa3UAcfGDzCM7zCm6OcF+fd+Zi3rjj5zBH8gfP5A3uxjxE=</latexit>

(d) Ising spin model

<latexit sha1_base64="PEhrdXtU5tToVGh4QPZ07hn1c/A=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48tmFpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboRS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopZNMMfRZIhLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7VQhjUOBD+HoduY/PKHSPJH3ZpxiENOB5BFn1Fip6ffKFbfqzkFWiZeTCuRo9Mpf3X7CshilYYJq3fHc1AQTqgxnAqelbqYxpWxEB9ixVNIYdTCZHzolZ1bpkyhRtqQhc/X3xITGWo/j0HbG1Az1sjcT//M6mYmugwmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2NelzhcyIsSWUKW5vJWxIFWXGZlOyIXjLL6+SVq3qXVRrzctK/SaPowgncArn4MEV1OEOGuADA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fsnuM3Q==</latexit>

X

2N

<latexit sha1_base64="XCkY+eZNQISHy4dGGlnQqWZ56tk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/ql4EL4tF8FSSKuix4MVjC7YW2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48aus4VQxbLBax6gRUo+ASW4YbgZ1EIY0CgQ/B+HbmPzyh0jyW92aSoB/RoeQhZ9RYqZn2yxW36s5BVomXkwrkaPTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4HTUi/VmFA2pkPsWipphNrP5odOyblVBiSMlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNjOiJqRXvZm4n9eNzXhjZ9xmaQGJVssClNBTExmX5MBV8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbDYlG4K3/PIqadeq3mW11ryq1E/yOIpwCmdwAR5cQx3uoAEtYIDwDK/w5jw6L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A9ZZjNM=</latexit>

u

*

*

*

*

*

<latexit sha1_base64="zWFGrGmWRsq+D0b20xElIZAT9rs=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkVdFl047KCfUAbymR60w6dTMLMjVhCV36BW/0Cd+LWL/ED/A8nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89fiy4Rsf5tgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopaNEMWiySESq41MNgktoIkcBnVgBDX0BbX98m/ntR1CaR/IBJzF4IR1KHnBG0Ujt3hgwfZr2yxWn6sxgrxI3JxWSo9Ev//QGEUtCkMgE1brrOjF6KVXImYBpqZdoiCkb0yF0DZU0BO2ls3On9plRBnYQKVMS7Zn6dyKlodaT0DedIcWRXvYy8T+vm2Bw7aVcxgmCZPNFQSJsjOzsd3vAFTAUE0MoU9zcarMRVZShSWhhi6+oSSbLxV1OYZW0alX3olq7v6zUb/KEiuSEnJJz4pIrUid3pEGahJExeSGv5M16tt6tD+tz3lqw8pljsgDr6xd53pgs</latexit>

*

G

*

<latexit sha1_base64="xLiY6/YJ1o+lAd+dA+SHTeiUDmA=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY96GAyCp7AbBT0GPOgxAfOAZAmzk95kzOzsMjMrhJAv8OJBEa9+kjf/xkmyB00saCiquunuChLBtXHdbye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PmjpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c781hMqzWP5YMYJ+hEdSB5yRo2V6ne9Ysktu3OQVeJlpAQZar3iV7cfszRCaZigWnc8NzH+hCrDmcBpoZtqTCgb0QF2LJU0Qu1P5odOyblV+iSMlS1pyFz9PTGhkdbjKLCdETVDvezNxP+8TmrCG3/CZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZfU36XCEzYmwJZYrbWwkbUkWZsdkUbAje8surpFkpe5flSv2qVD3N4sjDCZzBBXhwDVW4hxo0gAHCM7zCm/PovDjvzseiNedkM8fwB87nD5HVjKk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zWFGrGmWRsq+D0b20xElIZAT9rs=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkVdFl047KCfUAbymR60w6dTMLMjVhCV36BW/0Cd+LWL/ED/A8nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89fiy4Rsf5tgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopaNEMWiySESq41MNgktoIkcBnVgBDX0BbX98m/ntR1CaR/IBJzF4IR1KHnBG0Ujt3hgwfZr2yxWn6sxgrxI3JxWSo9Ev//QGEUtCkMgE1brrOjF6KVXImYBpqZdoiCkb0yF0DZU0BO2ls3On9plRBnYQKVMS7Zn6dyKlodaT0DedIcWRXvYy8T+vm2Bw7aVcxgmCZPNFQSJsjOzsd3vAFTAUE0MoU9zcarMRVZShSWhhi6+oSSbLxV1OYZW0alX3olq7v6zUb/KEiuSEnJJz4pIrUid3pEGahJExeSGv5M16tt6tD+tz3lqw8pljsgDr6xd53pgs</latexit>

x,x0

<latexit sha1_base64="Hi3KmOYBMwKYh4q3XJtINlsPTYY=">AAACCHicbVBLSgNBFOyJvxh/UZduGoOYhYSZKOgy4MaVRDAfyI+ezpukSXfP0N0jCUMu4Anc6gnciVtv4QG8hzPJLExiwYOi6j3qUW7AmTa2/W1l1tY3Nrey27md3b39g/zhUV37oaJQoz73VdMlGjiTUDPMcGgGCohwOTTc0W3iN55AaebLRzMJoCPIQDKPUWJiqVvu3rd1KHrR+GJ8Pu3lC3bJngGvEiclBZSi2sv/tPs+DQVIQznRuuXYgelERBlGOUxz7VBDQOiIDKAVU0kE6E40+3qKz2Kljz1fxSMNnql/LyIitJ4IN94UxAz1speI/3mt0Hg3nYjJIDQg6TzICzk2Pk4qwH2mgBo+iQmhisW/YjokilATF7WQ4ioyApP04iy3sErq5ZJzWSo/XBUqxbShLDpBp6iIHHSNKugOVVENUaTQC3pFb9az9W59WJ/z1YyV3hyjBVhfv+NXmnE=</latexit>

|xi
|xi
|xi
|xi

*

*

*

System size N

Copy 1

<latexit sha1_base64="b3eKDrofPh5DTrEpq6jYeZ40Bak=">AAAB/HicbVDNSsNAGNz4W+tftEcvi0Wol5JUQY9FL16ECqYttDFstpt26WYTdjdCCPFVvHhQxKsP4s23cdPmoK0DC8PM9/HNjh8zKpVlfRsrq2vrG5uVrer2zu7evnlw2JVRIjBxcMQi0feRJIxy4iiqGOnHgqDQZ6TnT68Lv/dIhKQRv1dpTNwQjTkNKEZKS55ZG4ZITTBi2W3+kDXQae45nlm3mtYMcJnYJamDEh3P/BqOIpyEhCvMkJQD24qVmyGhKGYkrw4TSWKEp2hMBppyFBLpZrPwOTzRyggGkdCPKzhTf29kKJQyDX09WUSVi14h/ucNEhVcuhnlcaIIx/NDQcKgimDRBBxRQbBiqSYIC6qzQjxBAmGl+6rqEuzFLy+TbqtpnzVbd+f19lVZRwUcgWPQADa4AG1wAzrAARik4Bm8gjfjyXgx3o2P+eiKUe7UwB8Ynz92t5Sk</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zWFGrGmWRsq+D0b20xElIZAT9rs=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkVdFl047KCfUAbymR60w6dTMLMjVhCV36BW/0Cd+LWL/ED/A8nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89fiy4Rsf5tgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopaNEMWiySESq41MNgktoIkcBnVgBDX0BbX98m/ntR1CaR/IBJzF4IR1KHnBG0Ujt3hgwfZr2yxWn6sxgrxI3JxWSo9Ev//QGEUtCkMgE1brrOjF6KVXImYBpqZdoiCkb0yF0DZU0BO2ls3On9plRBnYQKVMS7Zn6dyKlodaT0DedIcWRXvYy8T+vm2Bw7aVcxgmCZPNFQSJsjOzsd3vAFTAUE0MoU9zcarMRVZShSWhhi6+oSSbLxV1OYZW0alX3olq7v6zUb/KEiuSEnJJz4pIrUid3pEGahJExeSGv5M16tt6tD+tz3lqw8pljsgDr6xd53pgs</latexit>

*

*

<latexit sha1_base64="zWFGrGmWRsq+D0b20xElIZAT9rs=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KkkVdFl047KCfUAbymR60w6dTMLMjVhCV36BW/0Cd+LWL/ED/A8nbRa29cCFwzn3cu89fiy4Rsf5tgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCopaNEMWiySESq41MNgktoIkcBnVgBDX0BbX98m/ntR1CaR/IBJzF4IR1KHnBG0Ujt3hgwfZr2yxWn6sxgrxI3JxWSo9Ev//QGEUtCkMgE1brrOjF6KVXImYBpqZdoiCkb0yF0DZU0BO2ls3On9plRBnYQKVMS7Zn6dyKlodaT0DedIcWRXvYy8T+vm2Bw7aVcxgmCZPNFQSJsjOzsd3vAFTAUE0MoU9zcarMRVZShSWhhi6+oSSbLxV1OYZW0alX3olq7v6zUb/KEiuSEnJJz4pIrUid3pEGahJExeSGv5M16tt6tD+tz3lqw8pljsgDr6xd53pgs</latexit>
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|x i
|x0 i
|x0 i
|x i

W

*

<latexit sha1_base64="w0/rRkYq6c0NCFuPUjHonFfEB+o=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkXoopSkCrosuHFZwT4gCWUynbRDJzNhZiKW0LVf4Fa/wJ249Tv8AP/DSduFbT1w4XDOvdx7T5gwqrTjfFuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80lEilZi0sWBC9kKkCKOctDXVjPQSSVAcMtINx7e5330kUlHBH/QkIUGMhpxGFCNtJM8fE509+TW/Nu2XK07dmcFeJ+6CVGCBVr/84w8ETmPCNWZIKc91Eh1kSGqKGZmW/FSRBOExGhLPUI5iooJsdvLUvjDKwI6ENMW1PVP/TmQoVmoSh6YzRnqkVr1c/M/zUh3dBBnlSaoJx/NFUcpsLez8f3tAJcGaTQxBWFJzq41HSCKsTUpLW0KJTDp5Lu5qCuuk06i7l/XG/VWlWV0kVIQzOIcquHANTbiDFrQBg4AXeIU369l6tz6sz3lrwVrMnMISrK9fw9aZSg==</latexit>

*
*

<latexit sha1_base64="7QqMK0OL5UXAXWFyNtsjJVp2UFQ=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsIiuSlIFXRbduKxgH9CGMplO2qGTSZi5EUvozi9wq1/gTtz6I36A/+GkzcK2HrhwOOde7r3HjwXX6Djf1srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6ihRlDVoJCLV9olmgkvWQI6CtWPFSOgL1vJHt5nfemRK80g+4DhmXkgGkgecEjRSuztimD6dTXqlslNxprCXiZuTMuSo90o/3X5Ek5BJpIJo3XGdGL2UKORUsEmxm2gWEzoiA9YxVJKQaS+d3juxT43St4NImZJoT9W/EykJtR6HvukMCQ71opeJ/3mdBINrL+UyTpBJOlsUJMLGyM6et/tcMYpibAihiptbbTokilA0Ec1t8RUx0WS5uIspLJNmteJeVKr3l+XaTZ5QAY7hBM7BhSuowR3UoQEUBLzAK7xZz9a79WF9zlpXrHzmCOZgff0C35yYXQ==</latexit>

*

<latexit sha1_base64="iUttQ4OGXAcsn8OClG300kdyWeA=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsIgupCRV0GXRjcsK9gFpKJPppB06jzAzkZbQtV/gVr/Anbj1O/wA/8NJm4VtPXDhcM693HtPGDOqjet+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwqWWiMGlgyaRqh0gTRgVpGGoYaceKIB4y0gqHd5nfeiJKUykezTgmAUd9QSOKkbGS39EJ76aji9HZpFsquxV3CrhMvJyUQY56t/TT6UmccCIMZkhr33NjE6RIGYoZmRQ7iSYxwkPUJ76lAnGig3R68gSeWqUHI6lsCQOn6t+JFHGtxzy0nRyZgV70MvE/z09MdBOkVMSJIQLPFkUJg0bC7H/Yo4pgw8aWIKyovRXiAVIIG5vS3JZQoSExWS7eYgrLpFmteJeV6sNVuXabJ1QAx+AEnAMPXIMauAd10AAYSPACXsGb8+y8Ox/O56x1xclnjsAcnK9fELWZjw==</latexit>

| I ⟩⟩, s = I
{ | Ω⟩⟩, s = Ω

<latexit sha1_base64="w0/rRkYq6c0NCFuPUjHonFfEB+o=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZdugkXoopSkCrosuHFZwT4gCWUynbRDJzNhZiKW0LVf4Fa/wJ249Tv8AP/DSduFbT1w4XDOvdx7T5gwqrTjfFuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80lEilZi0sWBC9kKkCKOctDXVjPQSSVAcMtINx7e5330kUlHBH/QkIUGMhpxGFCNtJM8fE509+TW/Nu2XK07dmcFeJ+6CVGCBVr/84w8ETmPCNWZIKc91Eh1kSGqKGZmW/FSRBOExGhLPUI5iooJsdvLUvjDKwI6ENMW1PVP/TmQoVmoSh6YzRnqkVr1c/M/zUh3dBBnlSaoJx/NFUcpsLez8f3tAJcGaTQxBWFJzq41HSCKsTUpLW0KJTDp5Lu5qCuuk06i7l/XG/VWlWV0kVIQzOIcquHANTbiDFrQBg4AXeIU369l6tz6sz3lrwVrMnMISrK9fw9aZSg==</latexit>

(G)

T (G)
<latexit sha1_base64="rLkS1/8l7fAlx4qdGr4S9BjXfjM=">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</latexit>

=

s

<latexit sha1_base64="7QqMK0OL5UXAXWFyNtsjJVp2UFQ=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tJNsIiuSlIFXRbduKxgH9CGMplO2qGTSZi5EUvozi9wq1/gTtz6I36A/+GkzcK2HrhwOOde7r3HjwXX6Djf1srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhs6ihRlDVoJCLV9olmgkvWQI6CtWPFSOgL1vJHt5nfemRK80g+4DhmXkgGkgecEjRSuztimD6dTXqlslNxprCXiZuTMuSo90o/3X5Ek5BJpIJo3XGdGL2UKORUsEmxm2gWEzoiA9YxVJKQaS+d3juxT43St4NImZJoT9W/EykJtR6HvukMCQ71opeJ/3mdBINrL+UyTpBJOlsUJMLGyM6et/tcMYpibAihiptbbTokilA0Ec1t8RUx0WS5uIspLJNmteJeVKr3l+XaTZ5QAY7hBM7BhSuowR3UoQEUBLzAK7xZz9a79WF9zlpXrHzmCOZgff0C35yYXQ==</latexit>

x,x0

<latexit sha1_base64="ynWieOcYLReHhoUiiKHhq06WIEk=">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</latexit>

T0

W

W

W

W

Circuit depth d

*

*

FIG. 8. Mapping quantum circuits to statistical mechanics models. (a) Both XEB and fidelity can be written as observables Bb
with b = XEB, F in a duplicated Hilbert space by using tensor network representations. The duplicated Hilbert space consists
of the tensor product of Copy 1, representing an ideal circuit evolution, and Copy 2, representing the dynamics of either noisy
circuit or our algorithm with omitted gates. (b) For the tensor network diagrams representing XEB or fidelity, each random
unitary gate (blue boxes) and its complex conjugate (blue boxes with asterisks) appear twice: in Copy 1 and in Copy 2. One
can perform averaging over an ensemble of unitary gates without explicitly evaluating the tensor network diagram, which gives
rise to a simpler tensor network diagram with new classical variables, s, associated with each averaged single-qubit unitary gate
|x
(bottom left). Entangling unitary gates G dictate the dynamics
of variables s, which is encapsulated in the transfer matrices
|x
of the classical statistical mechanics model (bottom
right). (c) Schematic diagram for the diffusion-reaction model. Each site
2|0
can be occupied by a particle (filled) or2|0 remain unoccupied (empty). In every discrete time step, each particle may either stay
on the same site, move to a neighboring site (diffusion), or duplicate itself to a neighboring site (reaction). Finally, a pair of
particles located on neighboring sites may recombine into a single particle (reaction). Each of these processes has a specific
probability that depends on the underlying gate ensemble. (d) Quantum circuits in 1D can be mapped to the classical Ising
spin model in 2D.
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CZ Haar
fSim
fSim∗
diffusion rate D 2/3 4/5
1√
1
reaction rate R 2/3 3/5 1/3 + 3/6 2/3
TABLE II. Values of the diffusion rate D and the reaction
rate R for a few different entangling gates.

arrows,
vacuum:
stay:

1

II −
→ II
1−D
1−D
IΩ −−−→ IΩ, ΩI −−−→ ΩI
D−R

move: IΩ −−−→ ΩI,
1−2R/η

D−R

ΩI −−−→ IΩ, ΩΩ −−−−−→ ΩΩ
R

duplication: IΩ, ΩI −
→ ΩΩ
written in the basis {II, IΩ, ΩI, ΩΩ}. This formula has
been first derived in Ref. [44] for studying quantum
scrambling. And we apply it to study vulnerabilities of
the XEB. Here, D ≥ 0 and R ≥ 0 are parameters that depend on the specific choice of the entangling unitary gate
G (the gate ensemble), while η = 3 for any 2-qubit gate.
We call D, R and η, the diffusion rate, reaction rate, and
reaction ratio, respectively, and summarize their values
for a few common entangling gates in Table II.
We note that each column of T is normalized to unity,
implying that the matrix indeed describes a transfer matrix for a stochastic process. For example, the entry in
the 2nd column and the 4th row specifies the probability
of the two sites going from IΩ to ΩΩ—this is an example of the “reaction” process. Other transitions are given
in the following, with probabilities written on top of the

recombination:

R/η

ΩΩ −−→ IΩ, ΩI.

The third process (move) is the “diffusion” (i.e., random
walk), while the last two (duplication and recombination)
are reaction processes, i.e., particle creation and annihilation. Notice that a particle cannot be created from the
vacuum or annihilated into the vacuum without interacting with another particle.
Boundary conditions at the initial state and at the final
time.— Next, we turn to the boundaries of our tensor
network diagram. First, we contract the input state ρ0 ⊗
ρ0 , denoted as |0⊗4 ii⊗N , with tensors associated with
all 2N possible particle configurations. This leads to the
vector u⊗N , where
u=



hhI|0⊗4 ii
hhΩ|0⊗4 ii



=




1/2
,
1/2

(16)
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which follows directly from Eq. (13). This vector describes the initial distribution of particles: every site is
occupied by a particle or remains empty with probabilities 1/2.
Similarly, at the final layer, we contract the Bb observables with tensors associated with all 2N possible particle
>⊗N
configurations, leading to dual vectors vXEB
and vF>⊗N
for the XEB and the fidelity, respectively, where



>
vXEB
= hhI|βXEB ii hhΩ|β3XEB ii = 2 2/3 ,



F ii
vF> = hhI|βF ii hhΩ|β
= 1 1 .
(17)
3
and

|βXEB ii = 2
|βF ii =

X

i∈{0,1}

X

i,i0 ∈{0,1}

|ii |ii |ii |ii ,

(18)

|ii |i0 i |i0 i |ii ,

(19)

are the single-site versions of Bb , i.e., Bb = βb⊗N . We find
that vXEB is distinguished from vF by unequal weights
between I and Ω (by a factor of 1/3) aside from the global
normalization factor 2. This allows an intuitive explanation: as previously mentioned, hhΩ| represents total
polarization correlation between two copies of quantum
states, but XEB depends only on correlations measured
in the computational basis constituting 1/3 of the total
on average.
Combining the results from bulk transfer matrices, and
initial and final boundary conditions, we obtain the expression for the ensemble-averaged XEB and fidelity:


d
Y
>⊗N 
χav + 1 ≡ Eu [χU ] + 1 = vXEB
Tj  u⊗N
(20)


Fav ≡ Eu [FU ] = vF>⊗N 

j=1

d
Y

j=1



Tj  u⊗N ,

(21)

where Tj is the transfer matrix for N particles at timestep j.
XEB and fidelity as statistics of a particle distribution.— Our results in Eqs. (20) and (21) allow for an
intuitive understanding of the XEB and the fidelity in
terms of particle distributions in the diffusion-reaction
model. We note that these two quantities differ only by
the boundary condition at the final time t = d, as defined in Eqs. (18)-(19). Hence, both the XEB and the
fidelity are fully determined by the probability distribution of particle configurations, p, obtained by evolving
the initial uniform distribution u⊗N for d time steps:
p ≡ Td · · · T2 T1 u⊗N .

(22)

From this distribution, the XEB and the fidelity can be
>⊗N
evaluated by simply contracting either vXEB
or vF>⊗N ,
which corresponds to computing certain statistics of the

particle distribution. For instance, all entries in vF>⊗N
are unities, implying that vF>⊗N p is equal to the summation over all probabilities:
Fav = vF>⊗N p = Ep [1],

(23)

where Ep [·] denotes the averaging over the distribution p.
In the absence of any noise or omitted gates, the transfer
matrix in Eq. (15) preserves the total probability, leading
to Fav = Ep [1] = 1. This result is trivially expected
in the quantum circuit picture — in the absence of any
noise or omitted gates, the fidelity must always be unity.
We will soon see how this picture is modified when we
introduce noise or omit gates.
Similarly, the average XEB is


1
>⊗N
χav + 1 = vXEB
p = 2N Ep #Ω in the last layer ,
3
where #Ω denotes the total number of particles.
Effects of noise or omitted gates.— When unitary dy(noisy)
namics is interspersed by noise channels (MU
) or
when some of the gates are omitted in our classical al(algo)
), only the bulk part of the tensor netgorithms (MU
work changes, leading to a modified transfer matrix. For
a noisy circuit, the new transfer matrix is


1
0
(G)
(G)
T = (I ⊗ I ) T
with I =
, (24)
0 1 − c
where c is a constant depending on the type of noise.
For example, cP
= 4/3 for the depolarizing noise N (ρ) =
(1 − )ρ + /3 µ σ µ ρσ µ , and c = 2/3 for the amplitude
damping noise.
Unlike the transfer matrix in the ideal case, the noisycircuit transfer matrix in Eq. (24) no longer describes a
stochastic process. That is, the sum of each column in
(G)
T is less than unity, implying that the probability is
not conserved. Thus, the effect of noise gives rise to the
“loss of probability” in our diffusion-reaction model. In
general, this leads to an unnormalized final distribution p
and reduced average fidelity Fav < 1. Crucially, the loss
of probability occurs only when a particle (Ω) is present
at a given space-time point. The diagonal entries in I
imply that the probability associated with a given particle configuration will be damped by a factor (1 − c)#Ω
at every time step. Therefore, we expect an interesting
interplay between the diffusion-reaction dynamics of particles and the probability loss.
For our classical algorithm, it is the omission of gates
that modifies the transfer matrix. In this case, only local transfer matrices associated with an omitted gate are
affected


1 0
(G)
(G)
T
→ (PI ⊗ PI ) · T
= PI ⊗ PI with PI =
.
0 0
(25)
Similarly to the noisy circuit case, the omission of gates
also causes the loss of probabilities; thus, the fidelity becomes smaller than 1. More specifically, Eq. (25) implies
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C.

Dynamics of the XEB and fidelity

lim p = (1 − 2−N )u⊗N
+ 2−N u⊗N
+ O(4−N )
1
2

Density of Ω

3
4
0

Density of Ω

(b) Noisy circuit

(26)

The dominant contribution originates from the nontrivial equilibrium configuration u1 , whereas the u2 term
constitutes a small correction.
The nontrivial term describes the homogeneous distribution of particles with the density 3/4, as shown in

Position

3
4
0

(c) Our algorithm

weak noise
strong noise
Position

3
4
0

Having introduced the mapping of random unitary circuits to the diffusion-reaction model in the previous section, we now leverage this formalism to understand the
quantitative behavior of the XEB and the fidelity under various conditions. In particular, we explain the key
concepts used to obtain results presented in Section III.
Ideal circuit. — In the absence of noise and omitted
gates, the fidelity remains equal to unity trivially, due to
the conservation of the total probability. It is non-trivial,
however, to see how the average XEB approaches unity
in the limit of deep quantum circuits [5], which we now
explain in terms of diffusion-reaction dynamics. Both the
XEB and the fidelity, at late times (large depths), are determined by the output vector p. For the transfer matrix
in Eq. (15), this distribution converges to a fixed point in
the large-depth limit. In the current case, there are two
fixed points for local transfer matrices, u1 = (1/4, 3/4)
and u2 = (1, 0). The former represents a nontrivial
steady-state solution in which the total normalization,
and three different types of correlations (along x, y, and
z directions) are equally distributed, while the latter represents a trivial solution where two copies are both in
completely mixed states; hence, no correlation is generated during dynamics. It can be shown that the global
stationary distribution is given as a mixture of u⊗N
and
1
u⊗N
,
whose
ratio
is
determined
by
the
initial
condition
2
u⊗N :
d→∞

(a) Ideal circuit

Density of Ω

that, at any given time, the probability weights associated with particle configurations containing at least one
particle at the site of omitted gates must vanish; such
configurations do not contribute to the average XEB
or fidelity. Thus, the only nonvanishing contributions
arise from diffusion-reaction processes in which not a single particle ever appears at the sites of omitted gates
throughout the entire dynamics. The average fidelity will
then be the total probability of such diffusion-reaction
processes, and the average XEB is determined by the resultant unnormalized distribution p.
We remark that the deterministic loss of probability at
the positions of omitted gates leads to the factorization
of the transfer matrix in Eq. (25) (as a product of two
projectors). Due to this factorization, p for the whole
system also factorizes into independent probability vectors for two isolated subsystems. This feature allows the
numerical calculation of the average XEB for system sizes
up to the quantum advantage regime (60 qubits, depth
24).

Omitted gate (sink)

Position

FIG. 9. Sketch of the particle population distribution at the
last layer. The vertical axis is the density of particles (Ω) at
the final layer normalized by the total probability, and the
horizontal axis is the position of sites. (a) Ideal circuits. (b)
Noisy circuits. The density is decreased relatively to the ideal
case. The discrepancy becomes larger for larger noise rates.
(c) Our algorithm. Close to the position of an omitted gate, or
a “sink” (purple cross), the density of particles is suppressed.

Fig. 9(a), contributing to the XEB


1
3 1
>
vXEB
u1 = 2
·1+ ·
= 1.
4
4 3
>
u2 = 2 per site. Combined
The trivial term gives vXEB
together with appropriate coefficients, we obtain the average XEB χav = (1 − 2−N ) ≈ 1 as expected. We note
that the net contribution from the trivial solution (u2
term) is always +1, which exactly cancels the constant
term −1 in the definition of the XEB.
Noisy circuit.— If noise is introduced to the system,
the total probability is no longer conserved, and u⊗N
1
does not form a stationary solution. However, we can
still predict the behavior of the average XEB and fidelity
using our model. We distinguish two regimes: (a) the
weak noise limit where the total probability loss rate N 
−1
is much smaller than the inverse equilibration time τeq
−1
of the particle distribution, N   τeq , and (b) strong
−1
noise limit N   τeq
. In terms of quantum circuit dynamics, these conditions correspond to the comparison
of the total error rate to the scrambling time.
In the limit of weak noise, the steady state configuration must stay close to that of the equilibrium solution,
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because the system relaxes quickly before any substantial
probability loss occurs. Thus, the output probability vector at the final time is not severely affected by the probability loss during preceding times, other than a global
re-scaling factor. This leads to the (un-normalized) equie=u
e ⊗N
librium state p
1 , where


1/4
e1 ≈ α
u
.
(27)
3/4β

Here α is the re-scaling factor that accounts for the
probability loss (per site) during the diffusion-reaction
dynamics, and it generally decreases exponentially with
e1
depth. The parameter β quantifies the deviation of u
from its equilibrium shape, and generally β ≈ 1 in the
weak-noise limit. The precise value of β depends on the
strength of noise and the equilibration time. As long as
e is a simple re-scaling of the ideal-circuit disβ ≈ 1, p
tribution, and XEB approximates the fidelity well; both
quantities are suppressed by the factor of αN .
In the limit of relatively strong noise (slow equilibration), the particle configuration cannot relax to its equilibrium before it is significantly affected by the probabile 1 from the equiity loss. In this limit, the deviation of u
librium becomes significant, and β < 1 decreases with the
increasing strength of noise. This is because, generically,
the probability loss associated with Ω particles during
dynamics results in a reduced density of particles at the
last layer [see Fig. 9(b)]. The reduced density of particles implies that the XEB is larger than the fidelity
because the boundary vector vXEB has a higher weight
for the vacuum than for the particle state, whereas vF
has the same weight for both states. Hence, the larger
the noise rate, the greater the deviation of the XEB from
the fidelity. Eq. (27) no longer holds for greater noise
strengths[66].
Spoofing algorithm.— Our algorithm is designed to
leverage the discrepancy between the XEB and the fidelity. In contrast to homogeneous errors spread over
the bulk of the circuit, the errors in our algorithm are
highly inhomogeneous and localized — they appear only
at specific positions where we omit gates. This inhomogeneity leads to a particle distribution that is far from its
equilibrium counterpart. More specifically, the position
of an omitted gate behaves like a “sink” of probabilities
— any configurations containing particles at sink sites,
e.
at any time, will acquire vanishing contribution to p
e , the
Therefore, in any non-vanishing contribution to p
relative density of particles with respect to the density of
vacuum states is substantially lowered near the sink [see
Fig. 9(c)]. This large imbalance (relative to the equilibrium) leads to the large XEB-to-fidelity ratio. Thus,
given the same value of fidelity, which is controlled by
the total number of omitted gates, one can achieve high
XEB values because vacuum state I has a larger weight
in the XEB than in the fidelity.
The non-equilibrium, spatially inhomogeneous dynamics of particles also leads to a distinct scaling behavior.
In our algorithm, the average XEB value increases with
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(c)

FIG. 10. XEB vs. fidelity in noisy circuits. The XEB always
overestimates the fidelity, but the deviation depends on the
gate ensemble and the strength of noise. (a) For this calculation, we use the original qubit ordering from Fig. S25 in
Ref. [5] (see also Fig.5). (b) Weak noise regime ( = 0.6%).
The XEB approximates the fidelity well, and the fidelity values for all gate ensembles are almost the same. (c) Strong
noise regime ( = 2%). The quality of the XEB-to-fidelity
approximation strongly depends on the choice of the gate ensemble. Among the three ensembles considered here, the fSim
ensemble gives the best result.

the system size N , when the number of omitted gates is
fixed. This can be intuitively explained: the more space
for particles to diffuse to, the less likely it is for them
to hit sink sites, leading to an effectively smaller particle
loss rate and reduced imbalance in the particle density,
relative to the equilibrium.
Here, we make two remarks. First, while our analysis
remained qualitative and focused on two extreme cases
of error models, i.e., one with completely homogeneous
noise and another fully localized errors, we emphasize
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D.

Ising model for 1D Haar ensembles

The diffusion-reaction model is useful for analyzing our
system qualitatively and numerically, for general circuit
architectures and two qubit gate sets. However, for a certain class of systems, such as 1D circuits with Haar twoqubit gates, one can further simplify the classical statistical physics model to the 2D Ising model. This can be understood as a special case of the diffusion-reaction model,
related to it mathematically through a basis transformation. This mapping has been studied previously in
Refs. [45–51, 67]. The Ising model allows us to obtain
more quantitative results. We find that the behavior of
the XEB is related to symmetry, symmetry breaking, and
magnetization.
The basis change from the diffusion-reaction model to

10-1

Mean XEB

that our intuitive understanding can be straightforwardly
generalized to arbitrary circuit geometry with arbitrary
inhomogeneous error models in both space and time. In
e
such cases, one can directly estimate the distribution p
by using conventional approaches such as Monte Carlo
methods. Second, we comment that, intuitively, larger
diffusion and reaction rates imply shorter time required
to reach the equilibrium distribution. In other words,
given a circuit architecture, the XEB will be on average
a better proxy for the fidelity in circuits consisting of
faster scrambling (entangling) gates, with larger R and
D.
Numerical demonstration.— To corroborate our predictions based on the diffusion-reaction model, we
present the results of our numerical simulations. First,
we confirm that the XEB overestimates the fidelity, and
that the discrepancy is larger for higher noise rates, as
shown in Fig. 10. We find that the fSim ensemble has
the smallest XEB-to-fidelity ratio. The reason for this is
clear from the diffusion-reaction model: among the three
gates we considered, their reaction rates R are similar
(between 0.6 and 0.67), but the fSim gate has the largest
possible diffusion rate D = 1, as shown in Table. II.
We use this intuition to devise an even better gate,
which we call the fSim∗ . By fixing D = 1, we find that
the fSim∗ gate has a larger R = 2/3. Moreover, these
values of R and D are now optimal, which we prove in
the SM [42]. Thus, fSim∗ has the smallest possible discrepancy between the XEB and the fidelity. We compare
it to the fSim gate in the inset of Fig. 3(b).
Next, we verify that the average XEB value of our
algorithm for a specific circuit architecture (the Sycamore
chip) can be very accurately predicted by our diffusionreaction model. These results are shown in Fig. 11. We
find that our diffusion-reaction model can predict even
the fine details of the scaling with the system size N .
For example, in Fig. 11, the rise and fall in the value of
XEB is caused by the lattice structure [see Fig. 10(a)]
and its effect on the diffusion process.

10-2
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Haar gate
CZ gate
fSim gate
simulation
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FIG. 11. Mean XEB value obtained by our algorithm as a
function of the system size N , using the ordering in Fig. 10(a)
and the d = 14 circuit architecture from Ref. [5]. The average
XEB values are calculated using the diffusion-reaction model
for three different gate ensembles: Haar (blue), CZ (purple),
and fSim (green). When compared with the results of the
direct simulation of quantum circuits (crosses), both methods
agree very well.

the Ising model is
| ↑ii = 2|Iii,
| ↓ii = |Iii + |Ωii
such that
hha, b, c, d| ↑ii = δab δcd ,
hha, b, c, d| ↓ii = δad δbc ,

where the second equation indicates that | ↓ii corresponds to a swap between indices a and c (or b and d).
This new basis reflects the symmetry in u ⊗ u∗ ⊗ u ⊗ u∗
between the two copies: the state is invariant if we exchange the positions of the two us or u∗ s (labeled by a, c
and b, d, respectively).
We regard ↑ and ↓ as the up and down spins, and
the path integral of the diffusion-reaction dynamics is
mapped to the partition function of the spin model [see
Fig. 8(d)]. In the absence of noise or omitted gates, the
partition function has a global Z2 Ising symmetry, such
that | ↑ii ↔ | ↓ii applied to all spins does not change the
partition function.
After the basis change, XEB+1 corresponds to the partition function of the Z2 -symmetric Ising spin model with
identical boundary conditions at both the initial and final times. In the special case of Haar entangling gates,
this model is the ordinary Ising model with 2-body interactions, which are detailed in the SM [42] and Refs. [45–
51, 67].
This mapping allows us to write the XEB for the ideal
circuit in the following form:
(d−1)/2

χideal + 1 = Z = hhψ|TIsing

|ψii,

(28)

where |ψii and hhψ| are the boundary conditions, and
TIsing is the transfer matrix of the Ising model along the
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FIG. 13. Exponential decay of the average XEB value with
increasing circuit depth d for our algorithm. Through linear
interpolation (on the semi-log plot), we compute the slope of
the lines at each subsystem size l and extract the spectral gap
∆1 . The dependence of ∆1 on l is shown in Fig. 6 (blue solid
curve).

FIG. 12. Effective gaps of 1D noisy circuits. (a) For any noise
strength , the gap ∆N, saturates, for sufficiently large N , at
the limiting gap value ∆∞, . (b) The limiting gap as a function of the noise strength. Polynomial extrapolation indicates
the  → 0 limit of the gap to be ≈ 0.03. We define this limiting value as ∆3 := lim→0 ∆∞, ; in Fig. 6, it is represented by
the orange, dotted horizontal line. The subsystem considered
here has only one boundary with omitted gates as the total
system has open boundary condition.

horizontal direction in Fig. 8(d); it is semi-definite posi(Haar)
tive and can be computed from T0
and Eq. (12). We
defer the details of this calculation to the SM [42]. Here,
we only need to know that this Ising model is in the ferromagnetic phase. Thus, the largest eigenvalue of TIsing
is doubly degenerate, which gives Z = 2 and so XEB= 1
in the large-d limit.
Once noise or gate defects are introduced, the Ising
symmetry is violated. In the case of noisy circuits, the
symmetry is violated everywhere, with each local interaction modified by the presence of effective magnetic
fields with strength . Then, there will be a spectral gap
∆N, = λ1 − λ2 in the modified TIsing , which we evaluate
exactly. Figure 12(a) shows the gap as a function of the
system size for various error rates. We show that in this
case

χnoisy = O e−∆N, d .
(29)

If the violation is small enough (N   1), the spectral
gap is ∆N, ∝ N  because the total magnetic field is only
a small perturbation from the ideal (symmetric) case.

However, if we consider the asymptotic behavior of noisy
circuits,  is assumed constant, but N could be very large.
In this limit, the gap will saturate to a fixed value ∆∞, ,
as shown in Fig. 12(a). This corresponds to the thermodynamic limit in terms of statistical physics. In this case,
even if  tends to 0, as long as N  is still large, there is a
finite gap in TIsing . This corresponds to the phenomena
of spontaneous magnetization: even if the magnetic field
fades away, most of the spins still point in the same direction. We numerically extrapolate the limiting gap to
the vanishing noise rate  and get
∆3 = lim ∆∞, = lim
→0

lim ∆N, ≈ 0.3,

→0 N →+∞

(30)

as shown in Fig. 12(b). This corresponds to the orange
dashed line in Fig. 6.
For our algorithm, the omitted gates are mapped to a
tensor product of projectors, as shown in Eq. (25), so the
partition function will also be separated into the product
of partition functions of isolated subsystems
χalgo = Z − 1 =
≈
≈
(i)

dN/le

Y

i=1
dN/le

Y

(i)

Zl − 1
(i)

(e−∆l

d

i=1
dN/le

X
i=1

(i)

e−∆l

d

(31)

+ 1) − 1
∼

N −∆l d
e
,
l

(32)

(33)

where ∆l is the gap of the i-th subsystem, and ∆l is
the typical gap among these subsystems, assuming they
have similar sizes. Eq. (33) shows that the XEB increases
with the system size if the subsystem size l is fixed. The
decay rate is mainly determined by the subsystem with
(i)
∆1 = mini ∆l . For each subsystem, the omitted gates
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correspond to strong magnetic fields at the bottom (or
top) boundary, which have been previously identified as
“sinks” in our diffusion-reaction model. These fields violate the Z2 symmetry, which causes the gap to open.
The gap decreases if the subsystem size l increases; see
the discussion in the previous subsection and the SM [42].
We numerically compute the gap for different circuit parameters and present the results in Fig. 13. We find that
when l ≥ 15, ∆1 approaches to a constant ∆1 ≈ 0.25.
Crucially, we see that ∆1 < ∆3 ; this means that our algorithm generates a higher XEB value, in the large-depth
limit, than noisy 1D circuits — even with arbitrarily weak
noise.
We note that many of the qualitative behaviors discussed in this section also hold in general architectures
and two qubit gate set. For example, Eq. (33) shows that
the XEB obtained by our algorithm behaves more like
an additive quantity, i.e., the total XEB approximately
equals the sum of XEB values for each subsystems, if they
are decoupled (in our algorithm) or only weakly coupled
(in noisy circuits). In contrast, fidelity exhibits multiplicative behavior, i.e., every error contributes to reducing the fidelity of the total system exponentially.

V.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we introduced a novel framework to
analyze the behavior of XEB and fidelity under random quantum circuit dynamics in arbitrary architectures. We showed that the XEB generally overestimates
the fidelity, and presented an intuitive explanation for
this phenomenon and more quantitative analysis using a
mapping of quantum dynamics to a classical diffusionreaction model. Furthermore, leveraging our new framework, we designed a simple and efficient classical algorithm, which achieves XEB values comparable to, or even
higher than, noisy circuit dynamics under various conditions. We numerically demonstrated the excellent performance of our algorithm using relatively small amount of
computational resources (time and memory), and showed
that it achieves XEB values comparable to those obtained in experiments and by the state-of-the-art algorithms running on devices with much more computational power [34–38]. Our results demonstrate the shortcomings of the XEB for estimating the circuit fidelity and
certifying quantum advantage, unless further assumptions are made. For example, our qualitative analysis
in Sec. I A and quantitative results in Sec. IV indicate
that, for the XEB to approximate the fidelity well, the
assumption of spatially homogeneous and temporally independent weak noise is crucial. The violation of any of
these conditions (as in the case of our algorithm) may
lead to a substantial discrepancy between the XEB and
the fidelity.

A.

Overcoming the vulnerabilities of linear XEB

Our results can be used as a guideline for designing the
next generation of experiments with more robust ways to
certify quantum computational advantage. Here we describe a few simple methods to circumvent the shortcomings of the XEB arising from its vulnerabilities described
in Section I A. First, we point out that the system-size
scaling of the linear XEB in our algorithm, associated
with the additive nature in Eq. (3), can be easily resolved by using a different, nonlinear benchmark such as
the logarithm version of the XEB [5]. This change, however, does not address the remaining two vulnerabilities,
namely (i) the deviation of the XEB from the fidelity or
from the probability of having no error in the circuit, and
(ii) the amplification of correlations via post-processing
in classical algorithms.
In order to address (i), one can implement quantum
circuits that are scrambling faster by choosing more optimized gate sets such as the fSim∗ entangling gates combined with Google’s discrete single qubit gate set. Additionally, one could design a better circuit architecture
with larger depth and more non-local connectivity, in addition to improving the fidelity of individual gate operation. Such quantum circuits make our spoofing algorithm
less effective, as partitioning the circuit into subsystems
with a small number of omitted gates becomes difficult.
The amplification vulnerability arises because the previously used benchmarks are designed to quantify the
correlation between bitstring probability distributions,
and they are sensitive to bitstrings occurring with high
probabilities. This aspect can be alleviated by using
a different figure of merit. In quantum information
theory, the total variation distance (TVD) is used frequently [2, 11, 12, 16] and it seems immune to straightforward amplification methods. Unfortunately, TVD is
practically intractable to estimate and hence cannot directly serve as a new benchmark [40]. One can argue
that TVD can be instead lower bounded by the fidelity,
which one can estimate using the XEB under suitable
conditions. However, this approach may not be practical
either because a meaningful lower bound for the TVD is
obtained only for a very high value of fidelity (close to
unity), which is difficult to achieve in near-term quantum
devices without quantum error correction.

B.

Outlook

Our work opens up a number of other new future directions. Besides the above discussion on the vulnerabilities
in the adversarial settings, it is also interesting to explore whether XEB can be used to certify a broader class
of near-term quantum devices in real-world experiments
in benign settings [30]. Assuming random circuit dynamics with homogeneous and independent error models, our
analysis presents a systematic way to identify the regime
where the XEB, fidelity, and the probability of no er-
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ror are consistent with each other. More specifically, we
showed that the XEB approximates the fidelity well when
N f (c)  1, where  is the local error rate and f (c) is a
constant of order unity that measures a particular type of
“scrambling” time for a given entangling gate. The mapping from quantum dynamics to the diffusion-reaction
model [44], combined with numerical algorithms such as
Monte Carlo and tensor networks [7, 33–35, 37, 38, 58],
provides a quantitative method to estimate the precise
value of  required. Even when these error rates are weak
enough, the independence and the homogeneity of noise
(either in space or in time) have to be unconditionally
demonstrated in order to ensure a good agreement between the XEB and the fidelity. Alternatively, it would
be interesting to explore if one could either relax the requisite conditions, or develop a more generalized relation
between the XEB and the fidelity, e.g., in the presence of
correlated and/or strong noise.

quantifying complex quantum systems.
Our work provides strong motivation for designing new
figures of merit to certify quantum advantage, which remains as an important open problem. It would be interesting to explore other efficiently measurable benchmarks that could certify the correctness of random circuit sampling. More broadly, the study of the sample
complexity of certifying random circuit sampling is warranted. We also notice alternative approaches to demonstrating quantum advantage. In particular, several interactive protocols have been designed recently [78–81],
where quantum features can be certified based on cryptographic and computational complexity assumptions.
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I.

EFFECTS OF ERRORS ON XEB AND FIDELITY

In this section, we provide a detailed discussion of the qualitative analysis presented in Sec. I A of the main text.
More quantitative analysis, using the diffusion-reaction model, is provided in Sec. II in this supplementary material.
In subsection I A and subsection I B, we explain the effect of a few errors on the fidelity and the XEB, respectively.
Based on these analyses, in subsection I C, we derive the criterion under which the XEB approximates the fidelity
well in noisy quantum circuit dynamics under certain assumptions. In subsection I D, we discuss the additive nature
of the XEB, in contrast to the multiplicative nature of the fidelity, in our algorithm and hence show explicitly that
the XEB can be much larger than the fidelity in an adversarial setting, even when quantum circuits are sufficiently
scrambling; i.e., the bitstring probability distribution approximately follows the Porter-Thomas distribution.
A.

The effect of a few errors on fidelity

We start by considering the effect of a single error on the fidelity in a random circuit. Suppose a Pauli error σ
occurs in the t1 -th layer of a quantum circuit U = U2 U1 where U1 is the unitary evolution up to the depth t1 and U2
is the evolution for the remaining part. Then, the fidelity can be written as
F = h0N | U1† U2† U2 σU1 |0N i

2

= h0N | U1† U2† U2 U1 σ(−t1 ) |0N i

2

2

= h0N | σ(−t1 ) |0N i ,

(S1)

where σ(−t1 ) = U1† σU1 is the operator in the Heisenberg picture, representing its net effect on the initial state.
Due to the rotational symmetry associated with the ensemble of random unitary gates in U1 and U2 , we only need
to consider a Pauli error σ; any other error operator can be considered as a linear combination of Pauli errors. In
general, we can decompose σ(−t1 ) in terms of Pauli string operators:
σ(−t1 ) = U1† σU1 ≈

s
4X
−1

i=1

ηi σi , where σi ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}⊗s /I ⊗s ,

(S2)

where s = (2ct1 )D is the effective light-cone size associated with the propagation of the error through U1 , c < 1 is the
speed of operator spreading restricted by the circuit architecture, and D is the spatial dimension of the architecture.
When U1 is locally scrambling inside a light-cone of size s, the weights of the operator ηi2 behavePas pseudo random
variables, approximately following a uniform distribution [1, 2] with the normalization condition i ηi2 = 1, implying
EU [ηi2 ] ≈ 1/(4s − 1) ≈ 4−s and EU [ηi ηj ] = 0 for i 6= j on average over U1 . This gives an approximation to the average
fidelity:
h
i X
2
Fav = EU h0N | σ(−t1 ) |0N i
=
EU [ηi ηj ] h0N | σi |0N i h0N | σj |0N i
≈

X
i

i,j

−s

4

N

N

h0 | σi |0 i

2

−s

≈2

(S3)

where the last equality is due to
N

N

h0 | σi |0 i

2

(
1, if σi ∈ {I, Z}⊗s ;
=
0, otherwise.

(S4)

More explicitly, when σ(−t1 ) is represented in the Pauli operator basis, ∼ 2s terms out of total 4s terms have the
initial state as an eigenstate. Therefore, the fidelity is not affected by an error with probability 2s /4s = 1/2s on
average.
Next we turn to the presence of two errors. Consider two errors σ1 and σ2 in the circuit occurring at two different
times. We decompose the unitary dynamics into three parts based on the timing of the error U = U2 U3 U1 such that
the dynamics in the presence of the errors is described by U2 σ2 U3 σ1 U1 . There are two mechanisms that can cause two
errors to nontrivially influence the fidelity. The first mechanism is the error cancellation by the back-propagation of
σ2 through U3 to the layer in which σ1 occurs. It is possible that the back-propagated operator σ2 (−t3 ) = U3† σ3 U3 has
non-zero component on σ1 and thereby the errors partially cancel one another. Roughly, they cancel each other with
D
probability 4−(2ct3 ) (or partially cancel one another with the corresponding fraction of weights) if U3 is sufficiently
scrambling over a subsystem of size 2ct3 and the distance between these two errors is smaller than ct3 . As a specific

S3
example, when two errors occur consecutively in time just before and after a Haar-random gate, the cancellation
occurs with probability 1/15 (or the 1/15 fraction of their weights get cancelled on average). If the two errors occur
around an fSim gate, the probability of cancellation depends on the relative position between the two errors, i.e.,
whether they are acting on the same qubit or not. Regardless, the cancellation probability (or the fraction of weight)
is of order 1/15.
The second mechanism concerns both errors back-propagated to the input boundary. Similar to the one-error case,
the average fidelity is 2−s , where s is the union of the light-cones caused by these two errors. The two extreme cases
are (1) the light-cones with sizes s1 and s2 are disjoint, hence the fidelity is 2−(s1 +s2 ) ; (2) σ1 is inside the light-cone of
σ2 , hence the fidelity is 2−s2 . In the latter case, we see that the presence of the error σ1 does not lead to any further
reduction in fidelity when the error σ2 already exists.
Our analysis can be straightforwardly generalized to situations where there are multiple errors. In general, multiple
errors occurring closely to one another may cause mutual cancellation of their effects. Also, depending on the relative
location of multiple errors, the net reduction in the fidelity may be equivalent to that of only a single error. As we
elaborate below, this may give rise to a substantial correction compared to a simple expectation that the many-body
fidelity equals the probability of having no error in the entire quantum circuit.

B.

The effect of a few errors on XEB

Next, we consider the effect of a single error on the XEB, where the circuit U = U2 U1 becomes U2 σU1 .
χav = 2N EU
N

= 2 EU

"
X
"

~
x

X
~
x

#

| h0N | U2 U1 |~xi |2 · | h0N | U2 σU1 |~xi |2 − 1
N

~
x

N

2

N

~
x

N

2

| h0 | U2 U1 X |0 i | · | h0 | U2 σU1 X |0 i |

#

− 1,

where X ~x denotes a product of I and X determined by ~x so that X ~x |0N i = |~xi. Unlike the fidelity, the XEB
is obtained from measurements in the computational basis. Consequently, the mathematical structure of the XEB
is symmetric between input and output (up to a unimportant choice of bitstring for the initial state). Thus, one
can propagate the error operator in two different directions: back-propagation to the input boundary and forwardpropagation to the output boundary. This is the most significant difference betwee the XEB and the fidelity. Similar
to the analysis of the fidelity, we will see that many terms in the forward-propagated operator will not affect the
measurement outcome probability distribution, leading to no change in the XEB’s value. Before discussing which
direction should be chosen to estimate the XEB, let us estimate the expected XEB value χav by considering, as an
example, the effect of an error on the output boundary. More explicitly,


χav = 4N EU | h0N | U2 U1 |0N i |2 · | h0N | U2 σU1 |0N i |2 − 1
(


4N EU | h0N | U |0N i |2 · | h0N | U σ(−t1 ) |0N i |2 − 1


=
4N EU | h0N | U |0N i |2 · | h0N | σ(t2 )U |0N i |2 − 1

where σ(t2 ) describes the effect of the error propagated forward in time on output states. We denote |ψi = U |0N i
and ρ = |ψi hψ|, and assume it is uncorrelated with σ(t2 ). When U is scrambling enough, we have
ρ = γ0 I

⊗N

+

N
4X
−1

γi σi

i=1

where
γ02 = 4−N , EU [γi2 ] ≈ 8−N if i ≥ 1 and EU [γi γj ] = 0 if i 6= j
where σ0 = I ⊗N , Trρ = 1, Trρ2 = 1, and so γi2 behaves as the weight of a uniform distribution.
Now, let σ 0 ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}⊗s be the Pauli operator that represents the effect of the propagated error σ to a boundary
(either forward or backward). We show in the following that any term σ 0 of the form {I, Z}⊗s has substantial
contribution to the average XEB, implying that the XEB does not vanish even when an error occurs. Consider the
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effect of a tensor product of Pauli operators σ 0 on the output boundary:


χav = 4N EU h0N | ρ |0N i h0N | σ 0 ρσ 0 |0N i − 1
X
= 4N
EU [γi γj ] h0N | σi |0N i h0N | σ 0 σj σ 0 |0N i − 1
i,j

N

=4

X
i

=

4N γ02
−N

=2

EU [γi2 ] h0N | σi |0N i h0N | σ 0 σi σ 0 |0N i − 1

− 1 + 4N

X
i≥1

X
i≥1

EU [γi2 ] h0N | σi |0N i h0N | σ 0 σi σ 0 |0N i

h0 | σi |0N i h0N | σ 0 σi σ 0 |0N i .
N

(S5)

Because h0N | σi |0N i h0N | σ 0 σi σ 0 |0N i = 0 if σi contains some Pauli X, Y on at least 1 qubit, the only non-trivial
contribution comes from σi ∈ {I, Z}⊗N . There are 2N such kind of terms. Then,
(
N
2X
−1
1 if σ 0 ∈ {I, Z}⊗s
−N
N
N
N
0
0 N
2
h0 | σi0 |0 i h0 | σ σi0 σ |0 i ≈
(S6)
0 if σ 0 contains X or Y
i0 ≥1
where i0 is summed over those Paulis that are of the form {I, Z}⊗N . The first case holds because σ 0 σi0 σ 0 = σ 0 in this
2
case and h0N | σi0 |0N i = 1. The second case holds because for a fixed σ 0 , containing at least one X or Y operator,
roughly half of σi0 s commute with σ 0 while another half anti-commute with it, leading to the vanishing contribution,
i.e., the summation has almost the same numbers of +1 and −1.
In summary, the effect of a Pauli operator σ 0 on both the input and output boundary has a similar effect as in the
case of the fidelity: if σ 0 ∈ {I, Z}⊗s , the contribution is 1; otherwise, the contribution is 0. So the total contribution
is 2−s .
As previously mentioned, we note that there is a freedom to choose regarding whether one should propagate an error
operator either backward to input or forward to output boundaries. We argue that choosing the smaller light-cone
would give a more accurate estimation on χav . This is because, in our current qualitative analysis, we implicitly
assume that the circuit is sufficiently scrambling and that the error σ(t2 ) or σ(−t1 ) is uncorrelated with U . Strictly
speaking, this is not the case: σ(t2 ) is determined by U2 and U = U2 U1 is also related to U2 . But if the depth of U2
is sufficiently short enough whereas U1 is sufficiently deep, our analysis here can be justified (and similarly for the
opposite case). Indeed, from Fig. 1(a) in the main text, we can see this is quite a good approximation. The effects of
two or more errors can be analyzed similarly to the case of fidelity. See also Fig. 1(b) in the main text.
C.

Estimating the amount of corrections in noisy circuits

It has been argued that the probability of observing no error in the entire circuit, P0 , equals the fidelity as well
as the XEB. In the main text, we argued that this statement is not strictly true because one needs to consider
corrections to the XEB and the fidelity, away from P0 . Here we will estimate the amount of total corrections to XEB
or fidelity in noisy circuit dynamics. We will assume that Pauli errors occur independently from one another and are
homogeneously distributed over the entire quantum circuits in space and time. Our general strategy is to consider a
few classes of positioning of single or multiple errors, estimate their contribution to the XEB or fidelity, and count
the number of error configurations in each class.
Let  be the error rate (i.e., the probability of a gate having an error), the expected fidelity can be expanded as
follows.
X
Fav =
Pr[#errors = k] · E[Fav | #errors = k]
k=0

=

X N d

k=0

k

Nd

= (1 − )

k (1 − )N d−k · E[Fav | #errors = k]

·

!
X N d   k
· E[Fav | #errors = k] ,
1−
k

k=0

where Pr[#errors = k] denotes the probability to have k errors in a noisy circuit, and E[Fav | #errors = k] is the fidelity
of the circuit given that k errors occurred in the circuit, averaged over an ensemble of unitary gates. The combinatorial
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factor Nkd arises from different positionings of k errors in quantum circuits with N d gates. Similar formula can be
derived for the average XEB. We will treat the average XEB and fidelity together by using the expression:
!
!


X (b)
X (b)
(b)
Nd
−N d
(1 − ) · 1 + C1 + · · · ≈ e
·
Ck
= P0 ·
Ck
(S7)
k=0

k=0

(b)

where b ∈ {XEB, F } and Ck represents the correction caused by k errors relative to the probability of no error,
(b)
P0 ≡ Pr[#errors = 0]. For the convenience of discussion, we factorize Ck into two contributions: “energy” and
“entropy”. The “energy” factor come from the decay caused by the presence of errors, e.g., the probability of one
configuration with k errors, the effect of light-cones and the probability of error cancellations. The “entropy” factor
counts the number of configurations with k errors. For example, the k-th correction term of the expected fidelity can
be decomposed as
k
 

Nd
(F )
· E[Fav | #errors = k] .
Ck =
1−
k
{z
}
| {z } |
entropy

energy

(b)

The exact evaluation of Ck is difficult. Instead, we mainly focus here on the effect of the correction terms with
small k and argue that they are enough to capture the qualitative behavior of expected fidelity and XEB values in
weakly noisy circuits. The intuition is that if the error rate is small enough, the “energy” terms dominate (i.e., it
decays faster than the increase of entropy terms) and the correction is mainly determined by terms with small k.
In such cases, the correction of fidelity and XEB compared to P0 will remain small. If this is not the case, i.e., the
“entropy” terms grows faster than the energy terms as a function of k, one would get a very large, non-perturbative
corrections to XEB and fidelity, away from P0 . This indeed occurs when the error rate is not small enough and leads
to catastrophic differences between XEB, fidelity and P0 .
In the rest of this subsection, we show that N   1 is a necessary and sufficient criterion for the correction terms to
be perturbatively small when the circuit is D-dimensional and the depth is O(N 1/D ) which is a reasonable requirement
for a sufficiently scrambling circuit dynamics [3, 4] and is also relevant for recent quantum advantage experiments.
1.

A necessary condition to make the correction small
(b)

In order to make the total correction small, at least C1
the following:
(F )

C1

= Ne


d
X
l=1

should be small enough. A rough estimation is given in

2−2cl ≈ N 

1
,
22c − 1

(S8)

where l denotes the depth of the error and e
 = /(1 − ). Due to the exponential decay with depth / light-cone size,
only errors near the boundary have non-negligible contribution. Thus, for XEB, the correction is roughly
(XEB)

C1

(F )

≈ 2C1

≈ N

22c

2
,
−1

(S9)

where the factor of 2 arises from the fact that one needs to consider both boundaries at the input and output of
(b)
circuits. From (S8) and (S9), in order to guarantee C1 is small, the error rate has to satisfy
N f (c)  1

(S10)

where we used f (c) to denote a decreasing function of c of order unity.
2.

A sufficient condition to make the correction small

Here we try to give an upper bound for the correction terms of fidelity and XEB compared to P0 . To get a
(b)
(b)
(b)
tighter estimation, we further divide each correction term Ck into two categories: Ck,cancellation and Ck,light-cones .
(b)

(b)

Concretely, Ck,cancellation contains the contribution such that all the errors cancel out with each other while Ck,light-cones

S6
(b)

(a)
contribution (super-)
exponential decay with l
l

(d)

(c)
l3

l

characteristic depth g4(c)

l1

(2cl)D

total contribution g1(c)2

l2

l

Figure S1. Different types of error contributions. (a) Error cancellations. (b) One large light-cone. (c) Overlap of two
light-cones. (d) Multiple small light-cones.
(b)

contains the contribution coming from the light-cone propagation of errors. For convenience, we denote Ccancellation =
P
P
(b)
(b)
(b)
k=1 Ck,cancellation and Clight-cones =
k=1 Ck,light-cones . Now, we can upper bound the expected fidelity and XEB as
follows.



(F )
(F )
Fav ≤ 1 + Ccancellation 1 + Clight-cones
(S11)


 

2
(XEB)
(XEB)
(F )
(F )
χav ≤ 1 + Ccancellation 1 + Clight-cones . 1 + Ccancellation 1 + Clight-cones
(S12)
(F )

where we include the mixture of error cancellation and light-cones by expanding the product. Note that Ccancellation =

 
2
(XEB)
(XEB)
(F )
Ccancellation . 1 + Clight-cones . 1 + Clight-cones because there are two boundaries for the XEB and because, when
the correction is small, only the errors near the boundary have non-negligible contribution. Thus, to show that the
(F )
(F )
total correction is small for both the XEB and the fidelity, it is sufficient to show that Ccancellation and Clight-cones are
small. For simplicity, we consider the case where d ∼ N 1/D as we mentioned previously.
(F )
First, we consider Ccancellation . Recall that in subsection I A, we show that the probability of a pair of errors adjacent
to a 2-qubit gate is around 1/15. Similarly, if the pair of errors has distance l from each other, the probability of
cancellation is exponentially small with l. Meanwhile, the number of possible pairing of two errors is only polynomially
increasing (∝ lD for fixed dimension D). See Fig. S1(a). As a consequence, one can define an effective radius that
depends on the interplay of the exponential decay of the distance to pair up errors and the polynomial increase (for
fixed dimension D) of the number of positionings. Only errors within this radius have non-negligible contributions.
The total contribution is denoted as g1 (c)2 , which is a function of c . Intuitively, if 2 N d  1, the contribution due
to error cancellation will be small because this condition implies that errors are “dilute” in the circuit of size N d;
thus, it is difficult to pair them together. More concretely, suppose we have k errors, then the contribution to the
correction due to error cancellation is


√
k

(F )
k
2 k/2 N d
Ck,cancellation = e
 g1 (c)
. (g1 (c))k (N d)k/2 =
N dg1 (c) .
(S13)
k/2

Thus, if

√

N dg1 (c)  1,

(S14)

(F )

Ccancellation will be small. This is consistent with our intuition.
(F )
Second, we consider Clight-cones . For simplicity, we begin with the case where we only have one large light-cone,
with additional possible errors inside of it, as shown in Fig. S1(b). Next, we define the coherence length as l0 = ln 2/,
which characterizes “the length of mean free path”, namely, the typical length of an error can propagate without
hitting another error. Intuitively, if l0 < d, the light-cone should only contain few errors such that the “energy” terms
dominate. Moreover, due to the decay caused by light-cone size, this condition implies that only small-size light-cones
have non-negligible contributions. More concretely, denote the depth of the light-cone as l, then the light-cone size
will be (2cl)D for a D-dimensional circuit. Then the “volume” of the light-cone is l(2cl)D /D. The total correction
terms coming from error configurations with a depth-l light-cone can be estimated in the following:



Nd
D
X l · (2cl)D /D k
X
D
D
k l(2cl) /D
−(2cl)D
Ne

e

2
≈ N
2−(2cl) = N e(2cl) (l/D−ln 2) .
(S15)
k
k!
k=0

k=0

The factor N is due to N different positions at depth l. Since l ≤ d, if
d ·

1
 1,
ln 2D

(S16)
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D

only terms with l = 1 have non-negligible contribution, which is roughly bounded by N e(2c)
D
where g2 (c) ∼ 2e−(2c) . Thus,

(d/D−ln 2)

N g2 (c)  1

∼ N g2 (c)
(S17)

guarantees that the total contribution caused by one light-cone is small. In the following, we give a sufficient condition
for the correction from multiple light-cones to also be small.
For overlapping light-cones, we focus on the case of two light-cones in a 1D circuit. It is not difficult to generalize
our argument to multiple light-cone overlaps, as well as higher-dimensional cases. Let l1 and l2 denote the depth of
the two light-cones, and let l3 denote the depth of their intersecting gate; see Fig. S1(c). Let l = l1 + l2 − l3 , the two
errors together span a light-cone of size cl and the contribution is roughly
l
X

l1 ,l2 =1

2

2

2

N 2 ec(l1 +l2 −l3 )−2c(l1 +l2 −l3 ) ln 2 = N ecl(l−ln 2) ·

l
X

l1 ,l2 =1

e−A(l1 ,l2 ) ∼ N ecl(l−ln 2) · l · g3 (c)

(S18)

based on a similar estimation as in the single light-cone case, where A(l1 , l2 ) is the area of the dotted area shown in
Fig. S1(c) and g3 (c) is a function of c. The summation in the second term is proportional to l because, intuitively,
only small areas have non-negligible contribution due to the exponential decay. There are at most O(l) such kinds of
areas. To make sure the contribution of the overlap is smaller than the case with only one light-cone, we require
dg3 (c)  1.

(S19)

Note that (S19) implies l < ln 2 and hence (S18) is small compared to the single light-cone cases. Thus, we only need
to focus on Eq. (S15).
Finally, we consider the case with multiple disjoint light-cones. If the above condition is satisfied, then only small
light-cones have non-negligible contribution as shown in Fig. S1(d). Let us denote the characteristic depth as g4 (c),
then the contribution with k light-cones is bounded as


D
N g4 (c)
k
e
k 2−k(2c)
. (N g5 (c)) .
(S20)
k
Thus, if

N g5 (c)  1,

(S21)
(F )

only a small number of non-overlapping small light-cones has non-negligible contribution and hence Clight-cones is small
compared to P0 .
In summary, combining our results in Eqs. (S14,S16,S17,S19,S21) under the depth condition d ∼ N 1/D , the esti(F )
(F )
mated sufficient condition to guarantee both Ccancellation and Clight-cones to be small is
N g(c)  1,

(S22)

where g(c) is a function of c of order unity. This sufficient condition has the same scaling behavior as the necessary
condition in Eq. (S10).
D.

Additivity of XEB vs Multiplicativity of fidelity

Here we construct a specific error distribution (in the adversarial setting) for which the difference between the
fidelity and the XEB becomes very large. We will see that our original algorithm in the main text directly utilizes
this discrepancy.
As shown in Fig. S2(left), we consider an ideal quantum circuit in 1D architecture decomposed into two parts. In
our algorithm, this is done by omitting all entangling gates acting across two subsystems. Naively, we may regard the
omission of gates as “errors” occurring in an ideal circuit. From this point of view, however, it is difficult to analyze the
behavior of the fidelity and XEB because the errors (omitted gates) are strongly correlated with the choice of unitary
gates in the circuit. This issue can be resolved by changing our reference frame: we consider the quantum circuit with
omitted gates as an “ideal reference” whereas the full quantum circuit as the “quantum circuits with errors” where
randomly chosen entangling gates are applied across two otherwise disjoint circuits. This change of a reference frame is
possible because the formulae for both the XEB and the fidelity are symmetric under the exchange of quantum states

S8
ideal circuit
(background)

our algorithm
(operator spreading)

U as “error”

ideal circuit
(operator spreading)

our algorithm
(background)

change references frame

U
=

U †as error

scrambling enough

(b)
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(a)

{

Figure S2. Additivity of the XEB vs. multiplicativity of the fidelity. After changing the reference frame, we consider two
isolated quantum circuits as the “ideal” reference point.

equivalent on average

Figure S3. A large discrepancy between the XEB and the fidelity for deep quantum circuits. (a) Top. We use the k-th moments
of the bitstring output distribution as an indicator of the circuit being in the scrambling regime. Concretely, we plot the ratio
between the k-th moments of the output distribution and that of the Porter-Thomas (PT) distribution for circuits with 24
qubits and the 2-qubit Haar random gates. The approximate PT distribution can be seen explicitly (inset of Bottom). The
numerical result suggests that the circuit is sufficiently scrambling when the depth is greater than 20, indicated by “scrambling
enough”. Bottom. XEB and fidelity as a function of circuit depth d for noisy circuit and for our algorithm. In both cases,
the XEB and the fidelity decay exponentially in depth. For noisy circuits, the XEB and fidelity values stay reasonably close
to one another. For our algorithm, however, the XEB and the fidelity deviate from one another as they exponentially decay
with different rates. (b) The average XEB and fidelity of circuits with omitted gates in the middle (i.e., our algorithm) are the
same as that of circuits with independent random gates.

obtained from the ideal quantum circuit, or from our classical spoofing algorithm (or an experiment). In fact, one
can consider another situation, where one compares two unitary circuits that have statistically independent random
unitaries for all entangling gates acting across two subsystems, and otherwise identical [see Fig. S3(b)]. Then, one can
show that the XEB and the fidelity averaged over the ensemble of Haar-random unitary gates are identical in all three
cases. Note that in the case of statistically independent random unitary gates, each quantum circuit is entangling
across two subsystems and, for a sufficiently deep circuit, the output distribution from each may approximately follow
the Porter-Thomas distribution.
In all three cases, one can check that the averaged fidelity and XEB can be written in the following form:
F = F1 · F2
χ = (1 + χ1 ) · (1 + χ2 ) − 1 ≈ χ1 + χ2 ,

(S23)
(S24)

where we assumed that the XEB values are small, i.e., χi  1, corresponding to the relevant regime in recent
experiments. The fidelity factorizes into the product of fidelities for two subsystems because averaging over a random
unitary gate acting across two subsystems gives rise to a depolarization channel and disconnects two subsystems.
This statement can be derived more rigorously in subsection II B by using properties of random unitary gates forming
unitary designs. The derivation of the second line is presented in the main text.
For two equal-size partitions of a system, F = F12 and χ = 2χ1 . If we assume that the XEB closely approximates
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the fidelity for each subsystem, i.e., F1 ≈ χ1 , then it leads to F ≈ F12 ≈ χ21  χ. Hence, we already see that the
global fidelity and the XEB cannot be close to one another. Conversely, if the global fideliety and the XEB agree
with one another, the subsystem XEBs and fidelities cannot agree with one another.
Figure S3 shows numerical simulation results. We obtained exact results by averaging over random unitary gates
analytically first and then evaluating the XEB and the fidelity using our mapping to the diffusion-reaction model
discussed in the main text and Sec. II. As previously mentioned, the averaged fidelity and XEB behave identically for
all three cases: circuits with omitted gates (our original algorithm), added gates (our algorithm in a different reference
frame), or statistically independent gates applied at the boundaries of two subsystems. We find that the XEB and
the fidelity both decay exponentially with different decay rates. The decay rates differ approximately by a factor of
2, consistent with our prediction that F ≈ (χ/2)2 up to an unimportant factor of order unity.
We note that the exponential decay of the fidelity and XEB continues even for relatively large circuit depths d > 25,
for which bitstring probability distributions approximately follow the Porter-Thomas distribution [see Fig. S3(a) Top].
Our numerical simulation results highlight that the fidelity and the XEB can be very different, even for deep entangling
circuits.

II.

DETAILED DERIVATION OF THE DIFFUSION-REACTION MODEL

In this section, we assume the gate ensemble consists of single-qubit Haar random gates (or more generally, singlequbit unitaries with the 2-design property) and any 2-qubit entangling gates, present a detailed derivation of the
diffusion-reaction model and discuss some properties relevant to the results in the main text. In subsection II A, we
briefly review the properties of the unitary 2-design ensemble consisting of single-qubit unitaries, and use them in
subsequent subsections to derive the diffusion-reaction model. In subsection II C, we show that the transfer matrix
T (G) in the resulting diffusion-reaction model has the form of Eq. (15) in the main text; we also discuss the physical
meaning of its parameters. Then, in subsection II D, we compute the stationary distribution using T (G) and present
numerical evidence which shows that depth 20 in the Sycamore architecture is sufficiently deep to reach the equilibrium
distribution. In subsection II E, we study the effects of introducing defective gates, including noisy gates and omitted
gates. We also discuss how to detect the type of noise present in the system by an algorithm similar to the one used
for spoofing the XEB. Finally, in subsection II F, we analyze the scaling behavior of our classical algorithm and its
dependence on the properties of omitted gates and the transfer matrix T (G) . We show that, using the language of the
diffusion-reaction model, even the fine details of the N -dependence (e.g., ups and downs in Fig. 11 in the main text)
can be explained in an intuitive way.

A.

Brief review of 2-design properties of single qubit unitaries

We explain how the behavior of quantum circuits, averaged over an ensemble of unitary gates, can be expressed in
a simple form. In particular, we will consider averaging a single-qubit unitary gate over the Haar ensemble, which is
a uniform distribution over all unitaries in SU(2).
Consider quantum states ⊗ti=1 ρi , in the t copies of a Hilbert space, undergoing the same unitary
hN evolution iu. We
†
are interested in the resultant quantum state averaged over the Haar random unitary Eu∈Haar
i=1,··· ,t uρi u . The
ensemble of Haar-random unitaries is defined by the invariance of the averaged quantity by both the left and right
multiplications of any unitary v ∈ SU(d); i.e., for any t ∈ Z+ ,
h
i
h
i
h
i
⊗t
⊗t
⊗t
Eu∈Haar (u ⊗ u∗ )
= Eu∈Haar (vu ⊗ v ∗ u∗ )
= Eu∈Haar (uv ⊗ u∗ v ∗ )
.
(S25)

This is a natural definition for a uniform distribution: if the ensemble is uniformly distributed, any application of
extra rotation by v should only “permute” the elements of SU(d) from u 7→ vu or u 7→ uv, and the average should
not be affected. We focus solely on d = 2 (i.e., qubits) in this work. By considering the average behavior of the
t-copy wavefunction under the same random unitary u, we can study the behavior of observables in the extended
(t-copy) Hilbert space, which contains observables that are nonlinear (up to power t) in a single-copy density matrix.
In this work, since we focus on the expectation values of the XEB and the fidelity, it suffices to study the case where
t = 1 and t = 2. In other words, the Haar ensemble can be replaced by any other ensemble of unitaries that behaves
identically to the Haar ensemble in t = 1- and t = 2-copy Hilbert spaces on average, which is the defining property of
the so-called unitary 2-design.
First, we consider the case of t = 1 to introduce some useful notations and identities, which will be helpful for the
t = 2 case. Let u be sampled uniformly from SU(2) and ρ1 be any 2-qubit input state. Observe that the quantity
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Eu∈Haar [uρ1 u ] is invariant under the action of an arbitrary v ∈ SU(2), i.e., Eu∈Haar [uρ1 u ] = Eu∈Haar [uvρ1 v † u† ] =
Eu∈Haar [vuρ1 u† v † ]. Thus, we have
†
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2|0

because only Trρ1 and I are the invariant quantities with respect to SU(2).
of quantum many-body states that will be mathematically convenient for
as tensor network representation [5]) and Choi representation [6] (which is
known as Choi-Jamiolkowski isomorphism). The former provides intuitive
later associates a density matrix to an “entangled state” by the map [7]
*

|x i

†

4

2|0

4

We adopt two standard representations
later calculation: diagram (also known
already used in the main text and also
graphics for gates and states while the

ρij |ijii.

*

*

We use |ρii = vec(ρ) to represent this “entangled state”. Then

√
vec(uρu† ) = u ⊗ u∗ |ρii and Trρ = 2hhBell|ρii
√
√
where |Bellii = vec(I)/ 2 = (|00ii + |11ii)/ 2 is the “Bell state”. Thus Eq. (S26) can be rewritten as
Eu∈Haar [u ⊗ u∗ |ρ1 ii] = |BelliihhBell|ρ1 ii,

(S27)

(S28)

the diagram of which is shown in Fig. S4(a), where a line denotes vec(I). Focusing on the effect of unitaries averged
over an ensemble, we can identify
Eu∈Haar [u ⊗ u∗ ] = |BelliihhBell|,

(S29)

which is a projector to the “Bell state”. Here we use the variation of the Dirac notation |·ii (hh·|) to represent the
vector (dual vector) in the Choi representation, instead of an ordinary quantum mechanical state. The conclusion is
that, if we only have a single copy of a quantum state, all directional information on the Bloch sphere is erased after
averaging over the Haar ensemble, except the normalization condition (i.e., Trρ1 is preserved). The output state is
always the maximally mixed state (or equivalently |Bellii, in terms of the Choi representation), no matter what the
initial state is.
In the case of t = 2, as mentioned in the main text, we always have two output states after averaging, denoted
as |Iii and |Ωii in the Choi representation. In particular, we use these two states as the degree of freedom in the
diffusion-reaction model. The central result for a single-qubit gate is




1
~v1 · ~v2
~v1 · ~v2
vec 1
†
†
Eu∈Haar [uρ1 u ⊗ uρ2 u ] =
I ⊗I +
~σ · ~σ −−→
|Iii +
|Ωii
(S30)
4
3
2
3

|x i

4

4

S11
where ~vi = (Trρ
Pi X, Trρi Y , Trρi Z) is the vector representation of ρi in the Pauli-matrix basis (such that ρi = (I + ~vi ·
~σ )/2), ~σ · ~σ = σ=X,Y,Z σ ⊗ σ, X, Y, Z are the 3 Pauli matrices, and


I ⊗I
= |Bellii⊗2 ,
|Iii = vec
2


X
~σ · ~σ
|Ωii = vec
=
[(σ ⊗ I)|Bellii]⊗2 .
(S31)
2
σ=X,Y,Z

This can be explained according to the invariance of the expectation value under the application of an arbitrary
unitary v ⊗ v to the density matrix (that is two vs and two v † s): (1) the output should be a linear combination of
I ⊗ I and ~σ · ~σ because they are the only invariant 2-qubit operators (up to linear combination ); (2) by computing
the expectation value of the trace with I ⊗ I or ~σ · ~σ , the coefficients 1/4 and ~v1 · ~v2 /(3 · 4) can be determined. The
appearance of ~v1 · ~v2 is a consequence of this invariance, since v is mapped to a rotation on the Bloch sphere while
this inner product is invariant under SO(3). See subsection II A 1 for a more rigorous proof. The conclusion is that
all the directional information on the Bloch sphere is deleted after the averaging process, except the normalization
condition and the total polarization correlation between the two states, i.e., ~v1 · ~v2 .
The above result can be formulated in the Choi representation (which is the same as Eq. (12) in the main text):
1
Eu∈Haar [u ⊗ u∗ ⊗ u ⊗ u∗ ] = |IiihhI| + |ΩiihhΩ|,
3

(S32)

where
hhΩ|ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ii =

X

σ=X,Y,Z

hhBell|σ ⊗ I|ρ1 iihhBell|σ ⊗ I|ρ2 ii =

X

σ=X,Y,Z

~v1 · ~v2
1
Tr(σρ1 )Tr(σρ2 ) =
.
2
2

√
The second equality is due to TrO = 2hhBell|Oii for an arbitrary operator O (here O = σρi and |Oii = vec(O)).
The corresponding diagram is shown in Fig. S4(b,c). Intuitively, hhI| and hhΩ| encode the normalization information
and the total polarization correlation information ~v1 · ~v2 , respectively. |Iii and |Ωii/3 represent the propagation of
the corresponding information to the next time step. The 1/3 factor in |Ωii could be understood as the 3 polarization
correlations (represented by vec(σ ⊗ σ/2) with σ = X, Y, Z) with equal probability being propagated. In the next
subsection (subsection II B), we will elaborate on this interpretation in terms of the diffusion-reaction model, where
I and Ω represent vacuum and particle states, respectively.
1.

Proof of 2-design properties

In the following, we will prove Eq. (S26) and Eq. (S30). They are special cases of the Weingarten formula [8] for
d = 2 and t = 1, 2, respectively. In this special situation, we present simple proofs for completeness.
First, we prove Eq. (S26). The density matrix ρ of a single qubit can be written in the Pauli basis as follows.
ρ=

Tr(ρ)I + ~v · ~σ
,
2

(S33)

where ~v is a 3-dimensional vector and the Pauli matrices ~σ = (X, Y, Z). By expanding the expression of ρ in this way, it
suffices to understand Eu∈Haar [uIu† ] and Eu∈Haar [uσu† ] for all σ ∈ {X, Y, Z}. First, Eu∈Haar [uρu† ] is straightforwardly
Eu∈Haar [uIu† ] = I.
For each σ ∈ {X, Y, Z}, we use Eq. (S25) with v = σ 0 ∈ {X, Y, Z}\{σ},
Eu∈Haar [uσu† ] = Eu∈Haar [uσ 0 σσ 0 u† ]
= −Eu∈Haar [uσu† ]
= 0,
where we used the identity σ 0 σσ 0 = −σ for σ 6= σ 0 . Putting the above results together gives
I
Eu∈Haar [uρu† ] = Tr(ρ) ,
2

(S34)

S12
which proves Eq. (S26). .
Next, we prove the 2-design property from Eq. (S30). Using the parametrization from Eq. (S33), the tensor product
of two density matrices is
I ⊗I
4
I ⊗ ~v2 · ~σ ~v1 · ~σ ⊗ I
+
+
4
4
(σ1 ) (σ2 )
X
v1 v2
+
σ1 ⊗ σ2
4

ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 =

σ1 6=σ2 ∈{X,Y,Z}

+

X

σ∈{X,Y,Z}
(X)

where we used the notation, where vi

(σ) (σ)

v1 v2
σ ⊗ σ.
4

is the x-th component of ~vi . The Haar-average of the first line is simply
Eu∈Haar [uIu† ⊗ uIu† ] = I ⊗ I.

The terms in the second line become zero after averaging due to the same reasoning as in Eq. (S34); as an example,
the first one is
Eu∈Haar [(uIu† ) ⊗ (u~v2 · ~σ u† )] = I ⊗ Eu∈Haar [u~v2 · ~σ u† ] = 0.

(S35)

The average of the third-line term (σ1 6= σ2 ) also vanishes because
Eu∈Haar [uσ1 u† ⊗ uσ2 u† ] = Eu∈Haar [u(σ1 )3 u† ⊗ uσ1 σ2 σ1 u† ] = −Eu∈Haar [uσ1 u† ⊗ uσ2 u† ] = 0,
where we again used Eq. (S25) with v = σ1 and σ1 σ2 σ1 = −σ2 for σ1 6= σ2 . Finally, for the fourth term, we have
Eu∈Haar [uXu† ⊗ uXu† ] = Eu∈Haar [uY u† ⊗ uY u† ] = Eu∈Haar [uZu† ⊗ uZu† ],

(S36)

which can be seen from the invariance under unitary rotations, namely Y and Z operators are related to X operator
by unitary transformations (e.g. Hadamard and π/2-phase gate). Then we use the identity
2S = I ⊗ I + X ⊗ X + Y ⊗ Y + Z ⊗ Z,

(S37)

where S is a SWAP operator. Crucially, S commutes with any tensor product of two identical operators
(u ⊗ u)S = S(u ⊗ u),
by definition. This means that Eu∈Haar [u ⊗ uS u† ⊗ u† ] = S and by Eq. (S36) and Eq. (S37) we have
Eu∈Haar [(u ⊗ u)(X ⊗ X) (u† ⊗ u† )] = Eu∈Haar [(u ⊗ u)(Y ⊗ Y ) (u† ⊗ u† )] = Eu∈Haar [(u ⊗ u)(Z ⊗ Z) (u† ⊗ u† )]


X ⊗X +Y ⊗Y +Z ⊗Z †
†
= Eu∈Haar (u ⊗ u)
(u ⊗ u )
3


2S − I ⊗ I †
(u ⊗ u† )
= Eu∈Haar (u ⊗ u)
3
2S − I ⊗ I
X ⊗X +Y ⊗Y +Z ⊗Z
=
=
.
(S38)
3
3
We use this formula to obtain the expression for the fourth term
X

σ∈{X,Y,Z}

(σ) (σ)

v1 v2 Eu∈Haar [(u ⊗ u)σ ⊗ σ(u† ⊗ u† )] = ~v1 · ~v2

Putting all these results together, we proved Eq. (S30).

~σ · ~σ
.
3

1
0
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0
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differs at the right boundary condition as discussed in Fig.8(a)
and (b) of the main text.
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B.

Deriving the diffusion-reaction model

In this subsection, we present a detailed derivation of the diffusion-reaction model. We consider the average XEB
of an ideal circuit:
"
#
X
N
2
χav = EU ∈Haar⊗Nsingle 2
pU (x) − 1 ,
(S39)
x

where we use χav to denote EU [χU ], and Nsingle is the number of single-qubit Haar gates u. The tensor network
diagram representing this quantity is shown in Fig. S5(a). By applying the 2-design properties (inserting Eq. (S32))
in the middle of two successive layers of entangling gates, i.e., applying the upper-right gray box in Fig. S5 to each
single-qubit gate, we get a path integral of the diffusion-reaction model in terms of only {I, Ω} variables shown in
Fig. S5(b). The path integral turns out to be a Markovian evolution, in the sense that each 2-qubit gate is mapped
to a transition matrix T0 over the state space {I, Ω}2 , and each single-qubit gate is mapped to a weighted diagonal
matrix W (see the gray boxes in Fig. S5); then, we combine two W s and T0 s together and define T to be the transition
matrix over the state space {I, Ω}2 as follows:
T = T0 (W ⊗ W ).

(S40)
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Figure S6. “Apparent entanglement” and |Sii. (a) We consider two qubits i and j that are initially maximally entangled with
their respective partners i0 and j 0 . The “apparent entanglement” is defined by the amount of the entanglement (quantified by
the smallness of the purity of reduced density matrices) between ii0 and jj 0 that is generated by a unitary gate acting on i and
j. (b) Tensor network diagram representation of Tr(ρ2i0 i ), where ρi0 i is the reduced density matrix of the subsystem labeled
by i and i0 . (c) Diagramatic representations of the state |Sii and its invariance under the action of u ⊗ u∗ ⊗ u ⊗ u∗ . The
SWAP operator is applied to the first and third lines (could be also between the second and fourth). Here we only display
the invariance under a single-qubit unitary, it is straightforward to see the invariance under 2-qubit unitaries for |Sii⊗2 . (d)
hhρ1 ⊗ ρ2 |Sii = Trρ1 ρ2 .

We can show that this T is indeed a stochastic matrix (subsection II C). When these gates are applied to the (i, j)
qubit pair, we denote T (i,j) to be the corresponding transition matrix over the state space {I, Ω}2 . Also, we let
Tt = ⊗(i,j)∈t-th layer T (i,j) be the transition matrix of the t-th layer of the circuit. To sum up, χav + 1 can be written
as a Markovian evolution in terms of the transition matrices T1 , . . . , Td over the state space {I, Ω}N , with appropriate
boundary conditions as described in Eq. (16). See also Eq. (20) in the main text for a summary of the whole
diffusion-reaction process.
As discussed in Fig.8(a) and (b) of the main text, the corresponding diffusion-reaction model is the same for the
fidelity, except the right boundary condition which is given in Eq. (17); see also Eq. (21) in the main text.
C.

Properties of the transfer matrix T (G)

In this subsection, we discuss in more detail the properties of the transfer matrix T . Here and below, we omit the
superscript in T (G) in order to simplify our notations whenever doing so does not lead to ambiguity. We will focus
on the connection between T and the amount of entanglement generated by an entangling gate.
Recall the expression for T , presented in Eq. (15) of the main text, which we reproduce here for convenience


1
0
0
0
R/η 
0 1 − D D − R
.
(S41)
T =
0 D−R 1−D
R/η 
0
R
R
1 − 2R/η
This matrix has the following properties, which we prove later in this section:

• The first column and the first row are all zero except the first entry. This reflects the fact that the polarization
correlation can only be produced by the propagation from the polarization correlation with other qubits. Similarly, this holds for the reverse process. In terms of the diffusion-reaction model, a particle cannot be created
or annihilated from vacuum. The interaction with other particles is necessary in order to change the particle
number.
• T is symmetric with respect to switching the two sites (exchanging the second and third columns and rows).
This reflects the fact that T describes the process of entanglement changes, and that entanglement is a concept
symmetrical between the two qubits.
• We define the quantities R = TIΩ→ΩΩ and R/η = TΩΩ→IΩ to study the reaction process. We prove that the
reaction ratio η = 3 for every 2-qubit gate is set. This reflects the fact that there are 3 species corresponding to Ω
(3 polarization directions) while there is only 1 species for I. In the next subsection, we will show that η almost
fully determines the stationary distribution p∞ = limd→∞ p (except some retrograde cases like D = 0 or R = 0)
under the evolution of T1 , · · · , Td , when d is large enough, for arbitrary circuit architectures in subsection.

• Since η = 3 is independent of the choice of the gate set, the reaction rate R fully determines the reaction
process. We prove that R is quantitatively related to the “2-body entanglement productivity” (also denoted as
“entanglement power” [9]) for G(i,j) |ψi i |ψj i, which is defined as
S2 = 1 − E|ψi i,|ψj i∈Haar [Trρ2i ],

(S42)
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where ρi is the reduced density matrix of the subsystem labeled by i. We have
R = 3S2 .

(S43)

It can be shown that 0 ≤ R ≤ 2/3 (according to the result in Ref. [10] that “entanglement power” S2 is at
most 2/9). In terms of the diffusion-reaction model, R characterizes the ability to change the particle number.
Generally, larger R implies faster equilibration to the stationary distribution p∞ .
• We define the diffusion rate D = 1 − TIΩ→IΩ to describe the process of particle diffusion or, equivalently, the
random walk speed (by noting that the duplication process also includes a movement: e.g., IΩ → ΩΩ should be
viewed as the second particle is moved over 1 site and then duplicated). Intuitively, the more entanglement the
2-qubit gate can produce, the easier the polarization correlation propagates (the faster the particles move). In
fact, we prove that
D=

4
Sa with Sa = (1 − Trρ2i0 i ),
3

(S44)

where ρi0 i is the reduced density matrix of the subsystem labeled by i and i0 , as explained in Fig. S6. Note that
0 ≤ D ≤ 1 because 0 ≤ Sa ≤ 3/4 (3/4 can be fulfilled when all the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix are
1/4). The quantity Sa represents the “apparent entanglement productivity” of the state G(i,j) |Bellii0 i |Bellijj 0 ,
as shown in Fig. S6(a). We say “apparent” because this quantity measures the effective bond dimension that
increases when the gates is applied in the tensor network state before optimization (e.g., before truncating
the bond dimension by the SVD decomposition [11–15]). However, it does not always characterize the true
entanglement productivity.
We note that D and R characterize different aspects of an entangling gate. For example, SWAP has D = 1
but R = 0, i.e., TIΩ→ΩI = 1 and TIΩ→IΩ = TIΩ→ΩΩ = 0. When only SWAP gates are applied to the initial
⊗N
state |0i , there is no entanglement produced— no matter how many gates are applied. In terms of the
diffusion-reaction model, the particle distribution will never approach the equilibrium p∞ in this case. When
R > 0, larger D implies faster equilibration time because, for example, when there are no particles around a
given site, particles from other sites need to come and interact in order for the particle number to increase.
• Finally, the quantity TIΩ→ΩI = D − R must be non-negative, which roughly reflects the intuition that the
“apparent entanglement productivity” is larger than the “2-body entanglement productivity”, up to a rescaling
factor, because the former is only “apparent”.
In summary, the reaction ratio η is independent of the choice of a gate set. “Reaction”, governed by the reaction rate
R > 0, is the only mechanism that changes the particle number and leads to the equilibration to p∞ . Therefore, it is
necessary to produce the scrambling state. The diffusion rate D > 0 can accelerate the equilibration if R > 0. These
quantities are essential to understand the realtion between the XEB and the fidelity for non-ideal random quantum
circuits, which will be discussed in subsection II E. In the rest of this subsection, we prove the above properties. In
the next subsection, we solve for p∞ and explain why the average XEB χav ≈ 1 for deep ideal circuits.
1.

Proofs of these properties

In the rest of this subsection, to make equations shorter, we use Ts1 s2 ,s3 s4 to denote Ts3 s4 →s1 s2 . This notation
is consistent with the convention of using column vectors to represent a distribution (such that a Markov matrix is
applied from the left). We use the same convention for T0 . First, we prove a few properties of T0 , defined in Eq. (12)
of the main text or Fig. S5(b): (1) each entry is non-negative; (2) the entry in the first row and the first column is
1; (3) all the other entries in the first row and the first column are 0; (4) this matrix is symmetric; (5) this matrix is
invariant under switching of the first site and the second site, i.e., switching the second and third rows and columns.
To prove (1), we denote |σ̄ii⊗2 = [(σ̄ ⊗ I)|Bellii]⊗2 , where σ̄ extends σ by including the identity I, such that
X
X
|Iii =
|σ̄ii⊗2 and |Ωii =
|σ̄ii⊗2 ,
σ̄∈{I}

σ̄∈{X,Y,Z}

which could be summarized as
|sii =

X

σ̄(s)

|σ̄(s)ii⊗2
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where s ∈ {I, Ω} and the summation is over σ̄(s) ∈ {I} if s = I and σ̄(s) ∈ {X, Y, Z} if s = Ω. Then,
X
⊗2
T0;s1 s2 ,s3 s4 =
hhσ̄(s1 )|⊗2 hhσ̄(s2 )|⊗2 (G ⊗ G∗ )⊗2 |σ̄(s3 )ii⊗2 |σ̄(s4 )i
σ̄(si )

=

X

σ̄(si )

2

(hhσ̄(s1 )|hhσ̄(s2 )|(G ⊗ G∗ )|σ̄(s3 )ii|σ̄(s4 )ii) ≥ 0,

where G is the 2-qubit gate. To prove (2), we choose s = I in the last equation,
2

T0;II,II = (hhBell|hhBell|(G ⊗ G∗ )|Bellii|Bellii) = (Tr(GG† ))2 /24 = 1.
To prove (3), similarly, as an example,
T0;II,IΩ =

X

σ=X,Y,Z

(Tr(σ ⊗ I))2 /24 = 0

and similarly for other entries with II on the left or right. To prove (4) and (5), we need to prove the following
equalities

T0;IΩ,ΩΩ

T0;IΩ,ΩI = T0;ΩI,IΩ
T0;IΩ,IΩ = T0;ΩI,ΩI
= T0;ΩI,ΩΩ = T0;ΩΩ,IΩ = T0;ΩΩ,ΩI .

As an example, we prove the first equality in detail while the others follow from the same idea. Define |Sii = vec(S)
where S is the SWAP operators (see Fig. S6(c)). According to Eq. (S37),
|Sii = |Iii + |Ωii,
which is basically | ↓ii as we introduced in Sec. IV D of the main text in which we discuss the mapping to the Ising
spin model. Recall the symmetry of the exchange 2|Iii ↔ |Sii (which is equivalent to the permutation symmetry
between the two Gs or the two G∗ in G ⊗ G∗ ⊗ G ⊗ G∗ ):
T0;IS,SI = T0;II,II + T0;IΩ,II + T0;II,ΩI + T0;IΩ,ΩI = T0;II,II + T0;IΩ,ΩI
= T0;SI,IS = T0;II,II + T0;ΩI,II + T0;II,IΩ + T0;ΩI,IΩ = T0;II,II + T0;ΩI,IΩ ,
where the equalities in the last column are due to terms like T0;II,IΩ = 0. Thus, we have proved all the general
properties (1)-(5) of T0 . Then, we use them to prove properties of T .
Gate set independent properties of T .— Next, we prove that for all choices of gate sets, the corresponding transition
matrix T must have the form shown in Eq. (S41). Recall that T = T0 · W ⊗2 . The matrix W does not change the first
row and the first column of T0 , so T also has the properties (1)–(3) of T0 . Because of the symmetry of exchanging
IΩ ↔ ΩI for T0 and W ⊗2 , T also has this symmetry; this explains why T is invariant under exchanging the second
and third columns and rows. Then, the last row and the last column are almost the same except an extra factor
η = 3 due to the transpose symmetry of T0 and W (which caused the 1/3 factor). Finally, we need to prove that
each column is normalized. Recall that |Sii = |Iii + |Ωii, and in the following we associate I with 0 and Ω with 1
for convenience of writing equations. For each s1 , s2 ∈ {I, Ω}, the sum of the column indexed by s1 s2 is
X
Tsa sb ,s1 s2 = TSS,s1 s2
sa ,sb

T0;SS,s1 s2
3s1 +s2
hhS|s1 ii hhS|s2 ii
=
·
3s1
3s2


X
Tr σ̄(s1 )2 Tr σ̄(s2 )2
=
·
2 · 3s1
2 · 3s2
=

σ̄(s1 ),σ̄(s2 )
s2
s1

=

3
3
·
= 1,
3s1 3s2

where the third and fourth equalities are due to Fig. S6(c) and (d), respectively (where the later is obtained by
considering ρi = σ̄(si )). These fully determine the form of T , as shown in Eq. (S41), where D and R are just two
parameters depending on the 2-qubit gate.
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Gate set dependent properties of T .— Next, we consider gate set dependent terms by linking D and R to the entanglement properties of the 2-qubit entangling gate G(i,j) . First, we consider the “2-body entanglement productivity”
S2 shown in Eq. (S42),
1 − S2 =Eu1 ,u2 ∈1-qubit Haar Tr(ρ22 )

=Eu1 ,u2 ∈1-qubit Haar 2hhI|hhS|(G(1,2) u1 |0i u2 |0i) ⊗ (G(1,2)∗ u∗1 |0i u∗2 |0i) ⊗ (G(1,2) u1 |0i u2 |0i) ⊗ (G(1,2)∗ u∗1 |0i u∗2 |0i)


⊗4
⊗4
=Eu1 ,u2 ∈1-qubit Haar 2hhI|hhS|(G(1,2) ⊗ G(1,2)∗ ⊗ G(1,2) ⊗ G(1,2)∗ ) · (u1 ⊗ u∗1 ⊗ u1 ⊗ u∗1 |0i )(u2 ⊗ u∗2 ⊗ u2 ⊗ u∗2 |0i )



1
1
(1,2)
(1,2)∗
(1,2)
(1,2)∗ 1
|Iii + |Ωii
|Iii + |Ωii
=2hhI|hhS|(G
⊗G
⊗G
⊗G
)
4
3
3


1
1
1
1
=
T0;II,II + T0;IΩ,ΩI + T0;IΩ,IΩ + T0;IΩ,ΩΩ
2
3
3
9


1
1
1
1
=
T0;II,II + T0;ΩI,IΩ + T0;IΩ,IΩ + T0;ΩΩ,IΩ
2
3
3
9




1
1
1
1
TII,II + TΩI,IΩ + TIΩ,IΩ + TΩΩ,IΩ =
1+1−R+ R
=
2
3
2
3
1
=1 − R,
3
where in the second line 2|Iii plays the role of a partial trace and |Sii plays the role of matrix multiplication and
then trace as shown in Fig. S6(d); thus it represents the purity Tr(ρ22 ) where ρ2 represents the reduced density matrix
of the second qubits for the output state after G(1,2) ; the fourth equality is because of W · u according to Fig. S5(b);
we omitted terms which are 0 in the fifth line and notice the change of the second and fourth terms in the sixth
line. Note that this proves the relation between the reaction rate R and the 2-body entanglement productivity, as
described in Eq. (S43).
Second, we consider the “apparent entanglement” Sa , which is defined by the state shown in Fig. S6(a). According
to Fig. S6(a) and (b),
1
1
1
1 + 3 − 3D
1 − Sa = T0;SI,SI = (T0;II,II + T0;ΩI,ΩI ) = (TII,II + 3TΩI,ΩI ) =
4
4
4
4
3D
=1−
4
This proves the relation between the diffusion rate D and the apparent entanglement productivity, as described in
Eq. (S44).
Direct calculations could give D and R for arbitrary 2-qubit entangling gates like CZ, fSim and fSim∗ . In the
following, we present an example for the 2-qubit Haar ensemble.
2.

Calculation of THaar

THaarPcan be found in Ref. [16], but for completeness we show the derivation here. Denote |σii = |σ̄ii⊗2 , then
|Ωii = σ=X,Y,Z |σii, and consider one of the entries of T0 for G(i,j) chosen from the Haar 2-qubit unitary ensemble
. We can prove

T0;IΩ,Iσ = hhI|hhΩ|G(i,j) ⊗ G(i,j)∗ ⊗ G(i,j) ⊗ G(i,j)∗ |Iii|σii
T0,Haar;IΩ,IX = T0,Haar;IΩ,IY = T0,Haar;IΩ,IZ

by using the definition of the Haar random ensemble and inserting V = I ⊗ H, I ⊗ HS into G(i,j) . Then,
1 X
THaar;IΩ,IΩ =
T0,Haar;IΩ,Iσ = T0,Haar;IΩ,IX .
3
σ=X,Y,Z

Next, consider
T0,Haar;IΩ,IX = T0,Haar;IΩ,ZX = THaar;IΩ,ΩΩ ,
where the first equality is obtained by inserting V = CZ, and the last equality follows similarly with V = H ⊗ I, S ⊗ I.
By inserting V = SWAP, we can further prove THaar;IΩ,IΩ = THaar;IΩ,ΩI . Together, these formulae show that for
THaar , 1 − D = D − R = R/η, which implies 1 − D = 1/5, D − R = 1/5, R = 3/5.
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D.

Stationary distribution for ideal circuits

One of the important features of the XEB is that, for ideal circuits, its value approaches 1 in the large-depth
limit [17]. Here, we reproduce this property using our diffusion-reaction model. This familiar example will set the
stage for the more complicated cases of noisy circuits and our classical algorithms.
Our problem is reduced to computing the stationary distribution p∞ = limd→∞ p under the evolution of T1 , · · · , Td .
We try the factorizable distribution as an ansatz first, and then show that such an ansatz is the only solution:
p∞ =

N
O
i=1

u(i)
∞,

(S45)

(i)

where u∞ is a proposed single-bit probability in the product distribution ansatz on the i-th site, and we assume that
they are identical for all sites i. For deep-enough circuits, we expect the diffusion-reaction process to reach a fixed
point, as is the case in usual Markov processes. Hence, we can write a self-consistent equation for the above ansatz
(j)
(i) (j)
T (i,j) u(i)
∞ u∞ = u∞ u∞ .

(S46)

This equation has two solutions that are, surprisingly, independent of both D and R
 
 1  1
1
1+η
4
= 3 or u2 =
.
u1 =
η
0
1+η
4

(S47)

These two vectors fully determine all the solutions of Td · · · T2 T1 p∞ = p∞ .
We note that these two vectors are the only solutions to the Markovian dynamics of the system. This can be seen
by using the Perron–Frobenius theorem, which implies that the steady state solution is unique for any Markovian
process, as long as the process is ergodic, i.e., all configurations have non-zero transition probabilities to one another.
In our diffusion-reaction model, it can be easily checked that any pair of particle configurations with at least one
particle in the system have non-zero transition probabilities upon the multiplication of the transfer matrix for a finite
time. Therefore, all these configurations form an ergodic sector. The trivial configuration with no particles in the
entire system forms its own ergodic sector. Therefore, our Markovian process has at most two stationary solutions,
corresponding to u1 ⊗N −1/4N u2 ⊗N and u⊗N
2 . Furthermore, it is not difficult to check that our Markovian dynamics is
also aperiodic, i.e., for time steps larger than 2, there is always a non-zero transition probability from one configuration
to itself, which avoids the problem of periodic solutions.
The probability of the all-vacuum state in the initial distribution is 1/2N , which results in the final probability
1 − 1/2N
1
1
(u1 ⊗N − N u2 ⊗N ) + N u2 ⊗N
N
1 − 1/4
4
2


1
1
≈ 1 − N u1 ⊗N + N u2 ⊗N + O(1/4N ).
2
2

p∞ =

(S48)
⊗N

Finally, we apply the appropriate boundary conditions to p∞ at the final time (v> XEB ) to get the XEB for deep
circuits
⊗N

χ∞;av = v> XEB p∞ − 1


N
N
1
1
>
>
≈ 1− N
vXEB
u1 + N vXEB
u2 − 1
2
2
N
1
>
≈ vXEB
u1 + N 2N − 1
2
N
>
= vXEB
u1

N
1 3 1
=
+ ·
= 1.
2 2 3

(S49)

The small contribution u2 , which represents the all-vacuum state, cancels out with the −1 term in the definition of
XEB.
Finally, we study the distribution induced by the finite-depth random circuits. We have shown that the stationary
distribution is p = (1/4, 3/4)⊗N in Eq. (S47) up to an exponentially small correction, thus the particle number

probability
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particle number

Figure S7. The stationary distribution histogram fitted with a binomial distribution B(53, 3/4). We use 107 samples (instances
of the diffusion-reaction process) to draw the normalized histogram. The circuits correspond to the Sycamore architecture,
with N = 53 and d = 20.
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Figure S8. The effect of noise. The diagram on the right represents a simplified picture of the left after averaging over two
single-qubit Haar random unitaries. The matrix I (appearing in Eq. (24) in the main text) is defined as the matrix in the space
of classical degrees of freedom bounded by the red, dashed box. The part inside the green box is computed as hhs1 |Iˆ ⊗ Φ̂ |s2 ii.
*

distribution obeys the binomial distribution B(N, 3/4) and this can be used to diagnose whether the depth is large
enough for the equilibration to occur (strictly
speaking, this is necessary
*
* but not sufficient). This can be achieved
by simulating the diffusion-reaction model, which is a classical stochastic process and thus much easier to simulate
(e.g., using Monte Carlo sampling). For the Sycamore architecture with 53 qubits and depth 20, we numerically test
*
corresponding diffusion-reaction
models and find that the particle number distribution can not be distinguished from
B(N, 3/4), as shown in Fig. S7, which gives strong evidence that this class of circuits with d = 20 is deep enough.

E.

The effects of defective gates

|x i

4

4

For ideal circuits, the corresponding probability distribution p of2|0a pure-state ensemble is normalized to 1 since its
average fidelity is 1. However, for mixed states or in the presence of correlations between two
non-identical pure states,
4
this is not always the case. Concretely, let ρ1 and ρ2 be two distinct density matrices.|x iWe consider the corresponding
*
distribution p defined as
*
2|0 4
X
p(s1 · · · sN ) = hhs1 · · · sN |ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ii such that
hhs1 · · · sN |ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ii = hhS ⊗N |ρ1 ⊗ ρ2 ii = Trρ1 ρ2 .
s1 ···sN

*

*

*
Note that p is not always normalized
to 1 because the fidelity of Trρ1 ρ2 is less than 1 in general. In this subsection, we
* circuits, i.e., ρ1 = |ψi hψ| and ρ2 is its noisy version; (2) our algorithm: ρ1 = |ψ1 i hψ1 |
consider two situations: (1) noisy
and ρ2 = |ψ2 i hψ2 |, where ψ2 is a related, but not identical, pure state. In the following, before presenting the results
of noisy circuits and our algorithm respectively, we discuss single-qubit examples first, in order to build intuition.
*
*

1.

Noisy gates

Recall that in Eq. (S30), the only non-trivial part is ~v1 · ~v2 , which is the coefficient of |Ωii. For two identical pure
states, this inner product is equal to |~v1 |2 = 1. However, for noisy circuits, e.g. with depolarizing noise, ~v2 = (1−)~v1 ,
which follows from the density matrix represention in Eq. (S33); thus, the inner product is equal to 1 − . Intuitively,
a small amount of polarization correlation is lost. In terms of the diffusion-reaction model, the noise introduces the
reduction of the probability by a factor of 1− if there is a particle at the given site, which is a probability loss process.
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Furthermore, the picture √
of probability loss also works for any other type of noise. For example, for a coherent noise,
we have ~v2 ∼ (1 − )~v1 + 2~v1⊥ and so the inner product is also 1 − . The amplitude damping noise is similar: ~v2 is
a combination of the displacement, rotation and possibly shrinkage of ~v1 by a total amount 1 − . In summary, any
type of uncorrelated noise appears in the same way in the diffusion-reaction model.
Below, we provide a more quantitative analysis of the effect of noise. We denote Φ as the quantum channel of the
noise, and denote its Choi representation as Φ̂ . Suppose a quantum channel in Pauli basis is given by
Φ (ρ) =

1
2

X

cσ1 ,σ2 Tr(ρσ1 )σ2 ,

σ1 ,σ2 ∈{I,X,Y,Z}

which is basically the Pauli-Liouville representation for quantum channel (see e.g., Ref. [18]) such that cI,I = 1 and
cσ,σ = 1 − O(). Similar to T for entangling gate, we could also compute the corresponding matrix element (I in
Eq. (24) of the main text) for Iˆ ⊗ Φ̂ (we use Iˆ to denote the Choi representation of the identity operation for ideal
circuits) in the I, Ω basis, explicitly:
hhI|Iˆ ⊗ Φ̂ |Iii =

Tr(IΦ (I))Tr(IΦ (I))
=1
4
P
σ=X,Y,Z Tr(Iσ)Tr(Φ (I)σ)

hhI|Iˆ ⊗ Φ̂ |Ωii
=
=0
3
3·4
P
hhΩ|Iˆ ⊗ Φ̂ |Iii
σ=X,Y,Z Tr(σI)Tr(Φ (σ)I)
=
=0
3
3·4
P
P
0
0
hhΩ|Iˆ ⊗ Φ̂ |Ωii
σ,σ 0 =X,Y,Z Tr(σ σ)Tr(σ Φ (σ))
σ=X,Y,Z Tr(σΦ (σ))
=
=
3
3
·
4
3·2
P
c
σ∈{X,Y,Z} σ,σ
=
= 1 − O(),
3

(S50)

where the 1/3 factor comes from W [see Fig. S8].
P
As examples, we consider depolarizing noise (parameterized by N (ρ) = (1−)ρ+/3 σ=X,Y,Z σρσ) and amplitude
damping noise.√For the depolarizing noise, cX,X = cY,Y = cZ,Z = 1 − 4/3. For the amplitude damping noise,
cX,X = cY,Y = 1 −  and cZ,Z = 1 − , so the second diagonal element is roughly 1 − 2/3.
2.

Omitting gates

Now, we consider the effect of omitting gates. Recall that there are two distinct density matrices ρ1 and ρ2 involved
in the definition of p, where the former corresponds to the ideal circuit and the latter would correspond to our
algorithm. In ρ2 , the single-qubit Haar gates applied to ρ1 are omitted for ρ2 if the corresponding 2-qubit gates in
the circuit are removed as part of the algorithm. We recall that each entangling gate is accompanied by 4 single-qubit
Haar unitaries, as shown in Fig.4(b) in the main text. Therefore, omitting a 2-qubit gate implies that we omit not
only the entangling gate but also four single-qubit Haar random gates associated with it. Upon averaging, this belongs
to the t = 1 case in subsection II B and so only normalization survives the process. This effectively corresponds to
a maximally depolarizing noise: any directional information is deleted. Another way to view this is to think of the
remaining u on ρ1 as an extra unitary which is effectively a rotation (denoted as R̂) on ~v2 . Then, the inner product
between this vector, which is denoted as ~v1 = R̂~v2 , and ~v2 is hR̂~v1 , ~v1 i. Its average value is clearly 0. In terms of the
diffusion-reaction model, this corresponds to a strong probability loss at the position of omitted gates: once a particle
hits this region, the probability density of this particle configuration of I and Ω over the entire space-time is set to
0. Namely, in the diffusion-reaction model, only configurations without any probability loss would contribute to p at
the last layer.
Formalizing the above discussion, I appearing in Eq. (24) of the main text, will be replaced by the projector PI ,
since this corresponds to the situation of a noisy circuit with maximal depolarizing noise (such that c = 1), according
to the 1-design property.
3.

Detecting noise type by generalizing XEB

As a remark, we note that if one replaces the ideal circuit with a non-trivial quantum channel (as a reference
state), our previous results can be used to extract information about the noise type. Mathematically, this changes ~v1
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Figure S9. Scaling of the XEB when the number of omitted gates is fixed. (a) The behavior of the XEB in our algorithm
with two disconnected subsystems. The total χav + 1 can be written as (χ1 + 1)(χ2 + 1) = 1 + χ1 + χ2 + χ1 χ2 owing to the
decoupling of the diffusion-reaction model by omitting gates. This quantity is larger than 1 + χ1 or 1 + χ2 . In fact, the total
XEB is approximately additive, χav ≈ χ1 + χ2 when χ1 χ2 is small. (b) Introducing more subsystems only increases XEB, as
long as χ3 > 0. (c) It is highly likely that by reducing the number of omitted gates, the XEB can be further increased.

(ideal circuit) to ~v10 (non-trivial quantum channel). Then, the inner product between ~v10 and ~v2 (noisy circuit whose
properties we want to detect) can reveal the information about the noise type. For example, if we introduce a noisy
circuit with amplitude damping noise Φ0 as the reference circuit (instead of the ideal circuit), one of the entries in
I becomes hhI|Φ̂0 ⊗ Φ̂ |Ωii/3 = 0 /12 6= 0, which is different from Eq. (S50).
F.

Analysis of the scaling behavior of our algorithm through the diffusion-reaction model

Applying the diffusion-reaction model we developed, it is intuitive to understand the scaling behavior of our algorithm, as discussed in the main text. Increasing N while keeping the number of omitted gates fixed usually increases
XEB for our circuit but the opposite is expected from noisy circuits. This can be explained through the diffusionreaction model. For our algorithm, larger space for particles undergoing random walk will decrease the probability
loss rate, because the particles that are far away from the boundary are less likely to hit the loss region (positions of
omitted gates).
Another way to describe the same phenomena is based on the following observation (also mentioned in Sec. I D in
the main text): XEB behaves more like an additive (rather than multiplicative) quantity; thus, we should consider the
average loss over particles. In contrast, fidelity behaves multiplicatively, such that we should consider the total loss
over particles, thus increasing the system size will decrease fidelity. In Fig. S9, we present a step-by-step argument
regarding the scaling behavior of the XEB for our algorithm.
Fig. 11 in the main text shows that the scaling behavior with the system size is quantitatively similar for different
gate sets. We observe that the CZ ensemble has much larger XEB than the fSim ensemble. This is because the
diffusion rate of the fSim ensemble is the largest (see Table II in the main text), which means that particles require
the least amount of time to hit the loss region. At the first sight, it might seem this result suggests that the smaller
XEB for the fSim ensemble is due to the fact that each fSim gate produces larger (at least “apparent”) entanglement,
or larger bond dimension in the tensor network representation— thus, it is more dangerous to omit fSim gates.
However, this is not correct: if all the omitted gates were fSim gates, but the remaining gates would belong to the CZ
ensemble, the mean value of the XEB would be the same as in the case where all the omitted gates were CZ gates.
In short, the XEB value does not depend on the properties of the omitted gates, but rather on those in the rest of
the circuit.
1.

Fine structure of the scaling in the Sycamore architecture

The intuitive picture based on the random walk (diffusion) can explain even finer details of the scaling with the
system size N . For example, in Fig. 11 in the main text, the rise and fall in the value of the XEB is caused by the
lattice structure [see Fig. 10(a) in the main text] and its effect on the diffusion process. For examples, the large fall
occurring at N = 51 is caused by adding 2 omitted gates that enlarge the loss region and connect qubit 16 and 46
closer to the loss region. Other examples include adding qubits 14, 16, 20: they shorten the distance for particles
at position 13, 15, 19 from the loss region. The qubits that have only a single connection to the rest of the system
(before adding subsequent qubits), such as qubits 15, 27, 47, 52, 53, for example, contribute a lot to increasing the
XEB value since particles at these positions have only one way out and are kept away from the loss region. This is
reflected in the sudden rises in the XEB value when those qubits are included.
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Figure S10. Diagramatic representation illustrating the mapping from quantum circuits to the Ising model. This mapping can
be understood as a basis change from the diffusion-reaction model. (a) The rule EHaar [u ⊗ u∗ ⊗ u ⊗ u∗ ] · EHaar [v ⊗ v ∗ ⊗ v ⊗ v ∗ ] =
EHaar [u ⊗ u∗ ⊗ u ⊗ u∗ ], which has been used explicitly in Fig. S5. (b) Inverse of the matrix W . (c) A matrix describing the
basis change from species I, Ω in the diffusion-reaction model (dotted line) to spin variables ↑, ↓ in the Ising model (dashed
line). (d) The Ising interaction between two classical spin variables associated with different gates (successive in time). The
matrices describe Boltzmann weights easi sj +bsi +bsj +c . (e) The Ising interaction between two spins belonging to one gate. This
also derives the Weingarten formula [8, 19, 20] in the case of t = 2, d = 2, N = 2. (f) The boundary conditions for the XEB,
which are both equal-weight summation of ↑, ↓. A new notation, a circle with a plus inside, is introduced and used in Fig. S11.
III.

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF 1D CIRCUITS THROUGH THE ISING SPIN MODEL

In this section, we present the detailed derivation of the Ising spin model, obtained from the mapping of 1D
Haar-random circuits, directly from the diffusion-reaction model in subsection III A. In particular, we show that the
effective Ising model for the Haar-random ensemble is in the ferromagnetic phase. Then, in subsection III B, we
present numerical results for STD.
A.

Deriving the Ising model from the diffusion-reaction model

The mapping from the XEB to the partition function of an Ising model is diagramatically illustrated in Fig. S10.
This mapping is obtained simply by a basis change from the diffusion-reaction model. The new basis is motivated by
the symmetry in the Choi representation of unitary operation u ⊗ u∗ ⊗ u ⊗ u∗ on two copies of the states when we
exchange the position of the two us or u∗ s (labeled by 1, 2 or 1̄, 2̄ respectively). This symmetry is hidden in the basis
|Iii and |Ωii, but explicitly exhibited by |Iii and |Sii (which is a SWAP operator acting on the first and the second
line of 2|Iii, as shown in Fig. S6(c)). This inspires us to try the following basis transformation
| ↑ii = 2|Iii,
| ↓ii = |Sii = |Iii + |Ωii.
Then, the corresponding transfer matrices for ideal circuits, as shown in Fig. S10(d) and (e), are unchanged by
exchanging | ↑ii ↔ | ↓ii. We regard these two variables as the spins in an Ising model. Concretely, the mapping
works in the following way: (i) turn each local 2-qubit gate into two spins and a blue box A, (ii) turn each wire
connecting two 2-qubit gates into a red box B ( = 0 and  = 1 correspond to ideal gates and omitted gates,
respectively; other non-trivial  values correspond to the noise strength in noisy circuits), (iii) the boundary condition
for input and output states are simply equal-weight summations over all possible spin configurations, (iv) the presence
of noise or gate defects corresponds to magnetic field towards ↑ directions with non-zero . See Fig. S10 and Fig. S11
for a pictorial explanation.
Next, after the basis change, χav + 1 from Fig. S5, as well as its versions for noisy circuits (by inserting I ) and our
algorithm (by replacing the omitted gates by projectors P ⊗ P ), correspond to the partition functions of the respective
Ising spin models shown in Fig. S11.
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Figure S11. χav + 1 as a partition function of the Ising spin model. Here we only draw the top part instead of the whole circuit.
(a) Ideal circuits. There is a global Z2 Ising symmetry. (b) Noisy circuits. There are weak magnetic fields over the entire bulk
with strength ∼ , which breaks the Ising symmetry. (c) Our algorithm. There are strong magnetic fields on the boundary
(at the positions of omitted gates). The bottom is the transfer matrix view of the partition function. Because T = S> S , the
transfer matrix is positive semi-definite.

We note that there are negative Boltzmann weights in the matrix A, which is represented by blue boxes in Fig. S10.
Naı̈vely, it seems to indicate that we have a non-classical Ising model. However, this model can be transformed into
a spin problem with non-negative Boltzmann weights by either integrating out some of the spins [21] (also known
as the “star-triangle transformation”), or via the Kramers-Wannier duality [22]. Ref. [21] makes use of the first
approach and shows that this model is in the ferromagnetic phase by counting the domain walls in the model after
the transformation.
We start with the XEB of ideal circuits. Let Z be the partition function of an ideal circuit. The key observation is
that Z (i.e., χav + 1) can be written in the following form ,when the depth d is odd,

(d−1)/2

χav + 1 = Z = hhψ|T0

|ψii

(S51)

where |ψii and T0 are shown in the bottom of Fig. S11 for the
P case of  = 0. The transfer matrix T0 is positive
semi-definite and, hence, it has an eigen-decomposition T0 = i λi |iiihhi| with λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ 0 and hhi|jii = δij .
Thus, the partition function can be further written as follows,
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Figure S12. (a) The STD of the original algorithm vs. a self-averaging version of our original algorithm (see (b) for more
detail) for 1D Haar ensembles with open boundary condition. The former saturates for a sufficiently large depth d, while the
latter does not and is smaller than the former even when the depth is small. (b) Mean value vs. STD of the self-averaging
algorithm (by inserting maximal depolarizing noise instead of omitting gates, see subsection V B). Here, the STD is estimated
for a subsystem. By computing the slope of the solid lines, we extract the decay rate ∆3 , shown in Fig. 6 of the main text
(green curve). (c) Comparison between the STD in (b), i.e., the N = l case and the N = 2l case. This indicates that (b)
actually overestimates the actual value of the STD.
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As discussed in the section about the diffusion-reaction model, we know that when d → +∞, Z → 2. Thus,
λ0 = λ1 = 1 and |hh0|ψii| = |hh1|ψii| = 1. This coincides with the Z2 symmetry in the ferromagnetic phase. For
noisy circuits or our algorithm, λ0 and λ1 are no longer equal because of the violation of the Ising symmetry caused
by the presence of magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. S11(b,c). We denote ∆ = (λ0 − λ1 )/2 = (1 − λ1 )/2 as the gap
and obtain

χav = O e−∆d ,
(S52)

where λ0 = 1 and |h0|ψi| = 1 because Z → 1 when d → +∞. Note that for ideal circuits, we have ∆ = 0.
B.

The numerical results for STD

In the main text, we mainly focus on the mean value of the XEB. To complete our understanding, we also need to
address the fluctuations of the XEB value caused by the random unitaries. If the fluctuations turned out to be much
larger than the mean value, then it suggests that our result might not hold for individual instances of random circuits
with a large probability. If the fluctuation of XEB over different instances of random circuits is sufficiently small, it
implies that our algorithm can spoof the XEB for any given randomly choosen instance with a large probability. In
this section, we numerically estimate the STD of our algorithm in several settings. Additionally, we propose a variant
of our algorithm to significantly decrease the STD, however, with the cost of a higher running time.
It is likely that the STD of the original algorithm saturates to a depth-independent value 2−O(l) , as suggested by
Fig. S12(a). This is expected because there is no mechanism that would decrease fluctuations further below 2−O(l)
for disconnected evolution in increasing depth (limited by the Hilbert space dimension of the subsystem). More
specifically, we note that the (sub)system size is the only characteristic length in random circuits [4, 23] (because the
subsystems decouple with each other thus one of them are not influenced by other subsystems). For a sufficiently
deep circuit, this is analogous to considering a fully scrambling system. There, the variance of observables is indeed
depth-independent, since the system wavefunction approaches Haar-random (or more precisely, 4-design) states within
each subsystem of size l.
For complexity-theoretic purposes, we must consider the limit of deep circuits. Thus, in 1D systems, the original
algorithm does not provide a good asymptotic scaling with d, because the mean XEB value will eventually drop below
the STD value. However, it is still practical for finite-depth systems.
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Therefore, in 1D systems, we focus only on the STD of a self-averaging version of our algorithm (see subsection
V B) and estimate its value numerically. In this case, we expect the fluctuations to decrease with the depth of the
circuit since the maximal depolarizing noise on the boundary adds entropy to the system and causes it to decay to
the maximally-mixed state. Compared to the original algorithm, the numerical analysis of such mixed state evolution
requires further computational resources. To reduce the amount of required computational resources, we focus on the
analysis of only one subsystem. We argue that it overestimates the STD, which means that the true magnitude of
fluctuations is even smaller. This is because the STD of a single subsystem turns out to be smaller than the STD of
the joint distribution of N/l identical subsystems that comprise the whole circuit. We demonstrate this numerically
in Fig. S12(c) on the example of N = 2l. Intuitively, this is because the joint system makes the scrambling more
complete (for both ideal circuit and the self-averaging algorithm; the later is regarded as a fully connected system
but with very strong depolarizing noise at the positions of omitted gates). Thus, the joint system experiences smaller
fluctuations around the typical cases.
For more discussion of the self-averaging algorithm and a more efficient implementation for fSim gate, see subsection V C.

IV.

PROPERTIES OF CIRCUITS WITH FSIM ENTANGLING GATES

In this section, we discuss several special properties of quantum circuits consisting of single qubit rotations and the
fSim gate. We will see that these properties both improve and obstruct the performance of our spoofing algorithm: on
the one hand, fSim gives rise to the optimal “scrambling speed” such that our original algorithm becomes relatively
less efficient; on the other, we can take advantage of this “optimal scrambling” property to design an improved, more
efficient algorithm for spoofing the XEB. To illustrate the role of this “optimal scrambling” property, we first study
the effect of maximally depolarizing noise in fSim circuits in subsection IV A, and then analyze the effect of omitted
gates on the XEB in subsection IV B.

A.

Maximally depolarizing noise in fSim circuits

Here we present a useful property of maximally depolarizing noise (MDN), when applied to fSim circuits. Formally,
MDN is defined as
ρ 7→ D[ρ] ≡ Tr[ρ] 1/2,

(S53)

where ρ is the density matrix of a single qubit. When the MDN is applied twice to a qubit: before and after an fSim
gate, its effect is equivalent to removing the fSim gate and applying MDN to both qubits [see Fig.S13(a)]. Concretely,
h
i
†
D1 UfSim D1 [ρ12 ]UfSim
= D2 [D1 [ρ12 ]],
(S54)

where ρ12 is a two-qubit density operator, Di is the MDN applied to qubit i, and UfSim is the unitary representing the
fSim gate. In fact, this relation holds much more generally for any unitary gate that is equivalent (up to single-qubit
rotations) to U = U1 U2 , where U1 and U2 represent the SWAP and the controlled-phase gate, respectively.
This identity can be understood in the following way. The SWAP operation moves the MDN from the first qubit
to the second qubit, while the controlled phase operation preserves the MDN. More formally, we can write the action
of the unitary U on a density matrix in the tensor notation Ub1 c1 ,b2 c2 Ub∗0 c0 ,b0 c0 , and similarly the action of the MDN
1 1 2 2
channel δaa0 δbb0 /2, where the index with 0 labels the complex conjugate part. When U is of the abovementioned
“SWAP+control-phase gate” form, we have Ub1 c1 ,b2 c2 = δb1 c2 δb2 c1 eiφb1 b2 . Then, the left-hand side of Fig. S13(a) is
X

b1 ,b01 ,c1 ,c01

X 1
1
1
1
−iφ 0 0
δa1 a01 δb1 b01 · δb1 c2 δb2 c1 eiφb1 c2 δb01 c02 δb02 c01 e b1 c2 · δc1 c01 δd1 d01 =
δa1 a01 δc2 c02 δb2 c1 δb02 c01 eiφb1 c2 e−iφb1 c2 · δc1 c01 δd1 d01
2
2
2
2
0
c1 ,c1

=

1
1
δa1 a01 δd1 d01 δb2 b02 δc2 c02 ,
2
2

where the final result corresponds exactly to the right-hand side of Fig. S13(a) and the statement in Eq. (S54)
Note that this MDN property can be used to explain the propagation of noise in this system. For example, as
shown in Fig. S13(b), the MDNs applied to the first qubit (represented by the top line) can propagate to the second,
and the third qubit by repeatedly applying the identity depicted pictorially in Fig. S13(a).
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B.

Limitations of our original algorithm applied to fSim circuits

The MDN identity described in subsection IV A is helpful in studying the effect of omitting gates on the XEB
value, in fSim circuits. This is because, once averaged over random unitary gates, omitting gates and applying MDN
leads to the same fidelity and XEB in both cases. Therefore, we consider our algorithm, in which, instead of omitting
gates, we apply MDNs for every gates in the middle of the circuit, as depicted in Fig. S13(c). The MDN property
tells us that the MDNs would propagate all the way to the (top and bottom) boundaries of the circuit as long as the
circuit is sufficiently deep. In this case, we find that inputs and outputs for all qubits are completely disconnected
by MDNs, implying that the output of the quantum circuit is exactly the maximally mixed state [see Fig. S13(c)].
In other words, when the fSim circuit is sufficiently deep, our algorithm with omitted gates in the middle of the
circuit cannot produce any meaningful output bitstring distribution; i.e., the XEB value of our algorithm using this
particular positioning of omitted gates will be zero.
There is a simple way to bypass this catastrophic situation by judiciously choosing the position of omitted gates.
As an example, see the “zig-zag” pattern in Fig. S13(d). In this case, the input and output of the circuit remains
connected. Consequently, the XEB value of our algorithm using this particular choice of omitted gates will be positive
even when the circuit is deep. For example, if the subsystem size is 4, as shown in Fig. S13(d), the expected XEB
value will scale at least (e.g., there exist other non-zero transition paths) as


(fSim)

(fSim)

TIΩ→ΩΩ TΩΩ→ΩI

d

= [(1/3 +

√

3/6)2 /3]d ≈ 0.13d ,

where d is the depth of the circuit, and we obtained this result using a direct calculation within the diffusion-reaction
model.

V.

IMPROVED ALGORITHM: MIXED STATE SIMULATION AND TOP-k HEURISTICS FOR FSIM
CIRCUITS

In this section, we provide more details for our improved algorithm. This algorithm has two steps: (1) replace the
omission of gates by inserting maximal depolarizing noise (MDN) and get a probability distribution {e
qx }; (2) sort
{e
qx } in the decreasing order and choose the first k bistrings with the largest qex as our samples. In many cases, the
distribution from step (1) has exactly the same expected XEB value as the original algorithm due to the 2-design
property of the gate set, e.g., for all the ensembles that contain single-qubit Haar ensemble. However, for Google’s
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gate set or its modification (fSim+discrete single-qubit gate), this is not guaranteed, and one has to rely on numerical
results.
The motivation of step (1) is two-fold: (i) to get a provable positive XEB; (ii) to have a reduced STD over random
circuits. Both (i) and (ii) are important for the step (2) of our improved algorithm. This is because as the step (2)
amplifies the weight of x with large qex , it may also amplify the fluctuation, i.e., the difference between qex and true
probabilities. The two properties (i) and (ii) of the step (1) of our improved algorithm can aid successful amplification
in the step (2). To be more precise, we restate the two properties as follows. (i) qex should have positive correlation
with px ; (ii) The STD should be small in order to avoid the case that some occasional x with small px but large qex
will be amplified (in another words, “over-fitting”).
In the rest of this section, we first prove the 1-design property of Google’s gate set which is the key to prove (i).
Second, we prove properties (i) and (ii) of step (1). Third, we discuss in detail how to get qex by simulating the mixed
state evolution for the gate set with fSim as the entangling gate. Finally, we discuss the top-k amplification method.
A.

1-design property of the modified Google’s single-qubit gate set

Google’s gate set has two ingredients: the single qubit random gate of the√form
√ Z(θ
√1 )V Z(θ2 ), and the two-qubit
fSim entangling gate. For the single-qubit gate, V is chosen randomly from { X, Y , W } except with a constraint
that two V s in successive layers on the same qubit must be different; Z(θi ) is a z-axis rotation on the Bloch sphere with
a site-dependent angle θi which is not actively chosen but is known to be constant and can be potentially calibrated.
For simplicity, we introduce two analogous ensembles, with small modifications to the behavior of the Z gate. To the
best of our knowledge, these modifications do not lead to any significant changes in the behavior of quantum circuits.
Ensemble 1: θi is chosen randomly from [0, 2π). Ensemble 2: θi is chosen randomly from either 0 or π (which is I
or Z operator respectively). For these ensembles, numerical simulations show that the average XEB values using the
top-1 method are 0.00018 and 0.0004, respectively, for the Sycamore architecture (53 qubits, 20 depth). Since these
values are similar, we argue that the details of the z-rotation do not influence the XEB value too much at least not
in orders of magnitudes.
Next, we prove that the single qubit random gates (after the slight modification) form a 1-design ensemble, even
with the constraint that two successive V ’s on the same qubit must be different. To see this, we first observe that
a single qubit rotation always maps computational states |0i and |1i into their equal superpositions with different
relative phases:
V |0i =

|0i + eiφ |1i
|0i − e−iφ |1i
√
√
and V |1i =
,
2
2

where φ depends on the specific gate V we are considering. We note that this property makes the circuit scramble
faster for a fixed entangling gate, compared to the Haar single-qubit gate ensemble. Finally, consider a matrix M
under the action of Z(θ1 )V Z(θ2 )


a b
M=
c d


a 0
†
=⇒Eθ2 [Z(θ2 )M Z (θ2 )] =
0 d




a 1 e−iφ
d
1
−eiφ
†
†
=⇒V Eθ2 [Z(θ2 )M Z (θ2 )]V =
+
2 eiφ 1
2 −e−iφ 1


a+d 1 0
I
†
† †
=⇒Eθ1 ,θ2 [Z(θ1 )V Z(θ2 )M Z (θ2 )V Z (θ1 )] =
= TrM · ,
0 1
2
2
where the expectation is over either the ensemble 1 or 2. This proves that these ensembles form a 1-design, no matter
which V is chosen.
B.

Self-averaging algorithm with maximally depolarizing noise

Recall that we denote the bitstring distribution from an ideal quantum circuit as px and denote the probability
distribution after inserting MDNs as qex . Since the two subsystems decouple after the insertion of MDNs, we have
qex = qex1 qex2 . In the rest of this Supplementary Material, we use h·i to denote expectation value instead of E[·], since
the Dirac notation is no longer used.
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Figure S14. Illustration of the self-averaging algorithm: simulating the target circuit by inserting MDNs (red circles) or,
equivalently, taking partial trace and preparing maximally-mixed states at the positions of light blue gates in the target circuit.
In this case, the light blue gates can be omitted since the state is still maximally-mixed even after applying arbitrary unitary
gates. This algorithm can also be realized by taking the average over many realizations of the original algorithm while inserting
different Paulis (plus I) at the positions of omitted gates.

We first show property (i) for step (1) of our improved algorithm. The XEB between px and qex is
X
X
X
X
2N
hpx qex i − 1 = 2N
hpx1 x2 qex1 qex2 i − 1 = 2N
he
qx1 qex2 qex1 qex2 i − 1 = 2N
he
qx2 i − 1 > 0,
x

x1 ,x2

x1 ,x2

(S55)

x

where the average is taken over the ensemble of omitted gates. The second equality is due to the 1-design property
of the gate set, and the last equality is due to the fact that the XEB is 0 if and only if the distribution qex is uniform
(which can be shown by applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality). Since qex is non-uniform, as long as the subsystem
density matrix is not maximally mixed, the last inequality is strict, leading to property (i).
Next, we move on to show property (ii) for step (1) of our improved algorithm. Compared to our original algorithm,
which directly removes gates along a cut dividing the circuit into two, it is reasonable to expect that the STD of
this new algorithm is smaller since the introduction of MDNs intuitively produces averaging effects. The mean value,
however, remains the same at least in the case that the single-qubit gate set is Haar random (or has the 2-design
property). Concretely, the improved algorithm can also be realized by averaging over many realizations of the original
algorithm by inserting different Paulis (plus I) or other arbitrary t-design single-qubit gates with t ≥ 1 at the positions
of omitted gates. Each realization is equivalent to the original algorithm, because the omitted gates are random as
well, which would effectively introduce these extra Paulis (plus I) (by choosing v as the corresponding Paulis in
Eq. (S25)). The mean value of the new algorithm is exactly the same as that of the original one because of the
1-design property of random Paulis. Meanwhile, this improved algorithm effectively averages over different instances
of the original algorithm, hence reducing the STD. For this reason, we call this step “self-averaging”. Because the
output bitstrings could be influenced after the propagation of these single qubit gates in the middle of the circuit, the
STD over different circuits is also associated with the STD in the property (ii).
C.

Numerical techniques for simulating fSim circuits with MDNs

In order to exactly simulate MDN, the memory resources necessary for simulating the dynamics increase substantially as one needs to use density matrices to represent mixed states. Naively, this is equivalent to doubling the system
size. Therefore, a direct and exact simulation of 53 qubits is no longer numerically viable with our resources. Instead,
one can sample many different realizations of the original algorithm, by applying single-qubit gates, randomly chosen
from a 1-design ensemble, at the positions of omitted gates.
In the special case where the entangling gate is fSim, however, we can take advantage of the property discussed
in the previous section, and presented in Fig. S13(a), to efficiently simulate the dynamics of mixed states. For
completeness, Fig. S15 shows all the identities used for simplifying the tensor network that represents the mixed
state evolution of the quantum circuit. After simplifying a quantum circuit using these identities, we use a tensor
network contraction algorithm based on a Julia package OMEinsum1 in which the contraction order is found using
the algorithm in Ref. [24]. The subsystems we consider are given in Table S1.

1

“https://under-peter.github.io/OMEinsum.jl/dev/”
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Figure S15. Identities used for
network representing
the mixed Xstate evolution of the fSim quantum
X simplifying the tensor
X
X
circuits (or any other SWAP+control-phase
gate).
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

subsystem 1
subsystem 2
the left part of red lines
the right part of red lines
the blue part
the black part with 1 being excluded
1,2,3,7,8,9,10,12,13,14,15,18,19,20, 23,27,28,29,33,34,35,38,39,40,41,44,45,
USTC-2: Fig. 3(a) in Ref. [26]
21,24,25,26,30,31,32,36,37,42,43,48 46,47,49,50,51,52,53,55,56,57,58,59
Google: Fig. S27 in Ref. [17]
USTC-1: Fig. S11 in Ref. [25]

Table S1. The subsystems in our simulation. They are not optimized and chosen for simulating the mixed state evolution
using 1 GPU (NVIDIA Tesla V100).

In this work, we only consider the most direct way to insert MDNs which is time/depth independent. The choice
of the subsystem is not optimized either. By generalizing the way of inserting MDNs, e.g., making their locations to
be time/depth dependent, the tensor network contraction algorithm can still be used straightforwardly. We expect
that this type of optimization can produce higher XEB without increasing the necessary computational resources too
much.
D.

Top-k method

Suppose we replace qex by another distribution rx = rx1 rx2 , then
X
X
X
X
χav = 2N
hpx rx i − 1 = 2N
hpx1 x2 rx1 rx2 i − 1 = 2N
he
qx1 qex2 rx1 rx2 i − 1 = 2N
he
qx rx i − 1,
x

x1 ,x2

x1 ,x2
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where the expectation value is taken over the omitted gates, and the second equality follows from the 1-design property.
Here, we choose rx in the following way:
(
1
, if qex is in the first k largest probabilities;
(S57)
rx = k
0, otherwise.
This is called a “top-k method”, and it can substantially amplify the XEB. The resulting XEB is
2N

X qex∗
x∗

k

− 1 where x∗ ∈ {e
qx∗ is in the first k largest probabilities}.

(S58)

In the actual simulation, we choose top-k1 and top-k2 bitstrings from qex1 and qex2 respectively. More accurately, we
only choose top-ki bitstrings from the non-trivial part of qexi . Here we mention “non-trivial” because many bitstrings
share exactly the same value for qexi . This is because usually some output qubits experience MDN right before
measurements, and thus the corresponding distribution is perfectly uniform, leading to degeneracies in qexi . In this
case, we say the output qubits are “trivial”. Denoting the total number of trivial qubits as m, we can get k1 k2 2m
distinct bitstrings with k1 k2 distinct values of qexi (up to potential accidental degeneracies). In Fig. S16, we present
the performance of the top-k method for the non-trivial part of subsystem 1 of Google’s Sycamore architecture using
the modification of their gate set. We can see that the
√ mean value hardly decreases when increasing k until k becomes
very large ∼ 105 . However, the STD decreases ∝ 1/ k. Intuitively, this suggests that the top-k bitstrings are roughly
independent due to strong scrambling.
VI.

REFUTING XQUATH

The Linear Cross-Entropy Quantum Threshold Assumption (XQUATH) proposed by Aaronson and Gunn [27]
serves as the complexity-theoretic foundation of the XEB-based quantum computational advantage. The assumption
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Figure S16. Performance of the
√ top-k method. (a) The ratio between XEB values of top-1 and top-k methods. (b) The STD of
top-k is approximately ∝ 1/ k. Direct verification of the STD is difficult, since it requires simulating the ideal circuit. Here,
we replace the omitted gates with the tensor product of two random, single-qubit gates in the ideal circuit as a reasonable
approximation.

is that there is no classical efficient algorithm to estimate the output probability of a string from a randomly sampled
quantum circuit. Formally, we restate XQUATH from Ref. [27] as follows.
Conjecture 1 (Linear Cross-Entropy Quantum Threshold Assumption (XQUATH) [27]) Given a random circuit description U , there is no polynomial time classical algorithm to compute an estimation qU (0N ) of
pU (0N ) (the probability of getting 0N for the ideal quantum circuit U ) such that
2

2N

*

1
pU (0 ) − N
2
N

2

N

N

− pU (0 ) − qU (0 )

2

+

=δ

(S59)

U

where δ = Ω(2−N ) and the expectation is over a random circuit ensemble.
In this section, we show that our techniques can refute XQUATH, at least up to a reasonable modification from
the original setup and most of the circuit architectures.

A.

Reduction from XQUATH to the hardness of average XEB

Here we adopt our self-averaging algorithm shown in Fig. S14 to refute XQUATH, since this algorithm has smaller
STD as discussed in Sec. V B. The key idea is to reduce Eq. (S59) in XQUATH to the average XEB value of our
algorithm.
First, we show that the quantity on the left-hand side of Eq. (S59) is exactly the same as the average XEB if qeU is
computed from the self-averaging algorithm introduced in Fig. S14 and if the circuits are random enough:
+
!
*
2

2 pU (0N ) U
1
1
N
N 2
2N
N
N
2
N
2N
N
2
pU (0 ) − N
− pU (0 ) − qeU (0 )
=2
2 pU (0 )e
qU (0 ) U − qeU (0 ) U −
+ 2N
2
2N
2
U

2
= 22N 2 pU (0N )e
qU (0N ) U − qeU
(0N ) U − 1
= 22N pU (0N )e
qU (0N ) U − 1
*
+
X
N
=2
pU (x)e
qU (x)
−1
x

U

= hχU (C)iU

2
where the second line is due to pU (0N ) U = 1/2N ; the third line is due to pU (0N )e
qU (0N ) U = qeU
(0N ) U (see
Eq. (S55)); the fourth line is due to that the circuit behaves identically for all bitstrinigs, i.e., there is nothing special
about the particular choice of 0N , i.e., pU (0N )e
qU (0N ) U = hpU (x)e
qU (x)iU for every x ∈ {0, 1}N .
In summary, we proved that, for our self-averaging algorithm, the δ defined in Eq. (S59) of XQUATH is exactly
the same as the average XEB. In the next subsection, we discuss the value of δ obtained from our algorithm.
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B.

Refuting XQUATH for 2D circuits

In the main text and subsection III in this supplementary material, we have shown that, for 1D circuits, χav =
Ω(e−∆1 d ) where ∆1 ≈ 0.25. Here, we show that for a much larger family of circuit architecture, including 2D circuits,
our algorithm achieves χav = Ω(e−∆d ) with some constant ∆. As a consequence, we refute XQUATH in these circuit
architectures. We have two kinds of arguments, one is the additivity of XEB and another is the path integral point of
view. The former works for generic quantum circuits (such as Haar random unitiary circuits) but not work for circuits
consisting of more tailored, maximally entangling gates such as the fSim due to the property shown in Fig.S13. The
latter provides a more flexible analysis which also works for fSim gates.
1.

Additivity of XEB

We start with a generic analysis for non-maximal-entangling 2-qubit gates like Haar-random and CZ gates. For
special gate sets, such as fSim, one needs to carefully cut the subsystem, as described in Fig. S13.
The key observation is that after our algorithm breaks a circuit into several subsystems, the corresponding diffusionreaction model (or Ising spin model for 1D) is also decoupled into dN/le isolated subsystems, where l is the subsystem
size (measured in the number of qubits). Then, similar to Eqs. (31-33) in the main text, we have
dN/le

Y

χav =

i

(χ(i)
av + 1) − 1,

(i)

where χav + 1 is equal to the partition function in the i-th subsystem. Then, we have
(i)

(i)

(i)
χav
= cl e−∆l
(i)

d

,

(i)

where cl and ∆l are some constants that depend only on the subsystem size l (up to the detailed arrangement
(i)
(i)
of these l qubits). Specifically, cl and ∆l would not have any dependency on N because each subsystem can
only see the maximal depolarizing noise at the boundaries (positions of omitted gates) and is disconnected from any
(i)
information about other subsystems. Next, we choose l as a constant so that each χav has the form Ω(e−∆d ). Thus,
χav =

dN/le

Y
i

(χ(i)
av

+ 1) − 1 ≈

dN/le

X

χ(i)
av

i

=

dN/le

X

(i)

(i)

cl e−∆l

d

= Ω(e−∆d )

i

for some constant ∆ > 0, as desired. Together with the reduction in subsection VI A, this shows that our algorithm refutes XQUATH for circuit architectures with non-maximal-entangling 2-qubit gates because d ∼ N 1/D is a reasonable
requirement for a sufficiently scrambling circuit dynamics to demonstrate quantum computational advantage.
2.

Path integral in Pauli basis

The proposal of XQUATH was based on the observation that sub-sampling the path integral for XEB over the
computational basis only achieves 2−Ω(N d) XEB value with high probability. Concretely, if we consider the path
integral for XEB using the computational basis, there are roughly 2N d different paths and their weights (i.e., their
contribution to the XEB) are roughly equal. The belief underlying XQUATH is that a polynomial time classical
algorithm can only compute the contribution from polynomial number of paths and thus the attainable XEB is only
poly(N d)2−N d .
However, the weight of each path is far from uniform when we consider performing path integral with respect to
the Pauli basis (I and X, Y, Z as we discussed in section II). Here, we denote








1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 −i
1 1 0
√
√
√
√
σ
e0 =
, σ
e1 =
, σ
e2 =
, σ
e3 =
,
(S60)
2 1 0
2 1 0
2 i 0
2 0 −1
√
where the factor 1/ 2 makes them different from conventional Pauli matrices. For any 2 × 2 density matrix ρ, we
have the following decomposition:
X
ρ=
(Tre
σi ρ)e
σi .
(S61)
i=0,1,2,3
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This is the Pauli-Liouville representation [18], and since ρ is Hermitian, Tre
σi ρ is real. For a 4 × 4 matrix ρ
ρ=

X

i,j=0,1,2,3

(Tre
σi ⊗ σ
ej ρ)e
σi ⊗ σ
ej .

(S62)

The {e
σi }⊗n basis is complete for all Hermitian matrices acting on on n-qubits.
Similarly to inserting I = |0i h0| + |1i h1| at every space-time position in the quantum circuit to get the path integral
in the computational basis, we can formulate a path integral in the Pauli basis by instead inserting a different,
appropriately chosen, resolution of identity. To illustrate the idea of this path integral, we use a very simple example,
which can be straightforwardly extended to most general cases. First, we consider a matrix element of a single-qubit
density matrix after the application of two gates
X
hx| V † U † ρU V |xi =
(Tre
σi ρ) hx| V † U † σ
ei U V |xi
i=0,1,2,3

=

X

i,j=0,1,2,3

=

X

(Tre
σi ρ)(TrU † σ
ei U σ
ej ) hx| V † σ
ej V |xi

(Tre
σi ρ)(TrU † σ
ei U σ
ej )(TrV † σ
ej V σ
ek )(Tre
σk |xi hx|),

(S63)

i,j,k=0,1,2,3

where we used Eq. (S61) iteratively.
While now there are roughly 4N d different paths (because we have ∝ N d space-time positions and 4 basis matrices),
the weights of different paths can be vastly different, as contrasted with the nearly-uniform distribution of weights in
the computational-basis path integral. In particular, a path in the Pauli basis has a weight exponentially decaying
with the number of non-trivial Paulis (i.e., other than the identity). This can be understood by the fact that the
transition I → I satisfies |TrU † IU I| > |TrU † σU σ 0 |, if any of σ,σ 0 is not I (Clifford gates are a special case where
should use ≥). Thus, a transition involving a non-trivial Pauli (X, Y, Z) will cause a decay relative to the transition
involving only I. The path involving only Is corresponds to the contribution which is cancelled by −1 in the definition
of the XEB. It would seem that we could simply choose a path with a small number of non-trivial Paulis, which would
have a large contribution to the XEB. However, it can be shown that the smallest number of non-trivial Paulis in a
path must be d (see also Ref. [28]), since TrU † IU σ = 0 if σ 6= I. In order to avoid this situation, a minimal path
should contain non-trivial Paulis connecting the input and output boundaries. In this case, the contribution to the
XEB is at least e−O(d) . For example, in Fig. S13(d), we show that in a 1D circuit one can find a path of Pauli strings
that obeys the transition rules and has non-trivial Paulis connecting the two boundaries (within the blue dots). Note
that for circuits with fixed dimension, we can always generalize the idea in Fig. S13(d) and get a desired subsystem
with constant width (so that it can be fully simulated in polynomial time). To conclude, the supporting argument
for XQUATH, based on the conventional path integral formulation, does not hold if we consider a Pauli-basis path
integral. This is because the contribution of each path becomes polarized (not equally weighted) and our subsystem
algorithm is equivalent to outputting paths with weight e−O(d) in the Pauli basis.
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